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Abstract 

This dissertation presents the techniques developed, and the results obtained, from 

a study of infrared images of Kilauea volcano, Hawaii. Data were acquired over the period 

of July 1991 to March 1994 at different spatial and spectral resolutions in the short-wave 

infrared, mid-wave infrared, and thermal infrared. 

Chapter 2 explores SWIR sub-pixel thermal modeling of two Landsat TM scenes of 

the active flow field for July and October 1991. Intensity and spatial distribution of activity 

is measurably different in the two scenes, although the total excess radiative energy budget 

indicates that the overall activity was unchanged, at -9-11.5 GW. Total flux is correlated 

with mass eruption rate, and flux density with emplacement chronology. 

Results from nighttime airborne MWIR imaging spectrometer flights over Kilauea 

in May 1993 are presented. A new dual-background atmospheric correction technique is 

developed. Multiple component radiative models are refined and fitting algorithms 

developed requiring no prior assumptions of model temperatures. Subtle thermal features 

such as cooling flows and subsurface lava tubes are mapped and characterized, but dynamic 

range constraints limit elevated radiant flux determinations to 450-1350 W/m2
• 

Imaging spectrometer data collected in March 1994 with the SMIFTS instrument over 

Kilauea in the SWIR/MWIR under different environmental conditions (day-time, low 

altitude, high spatial resolution, no surface flows and cessation of activity) are presented. 

The only widespread hot area is the ocean entry point and associated littoral cones, built a 

few days before our flights. Over short measurement time scales ( < 24 hours), cooling of the 
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subsurface lava tube is not detectable. The range of measured flux density measurements 

was 400-2050 W/m2
• 

Chapter 5 is a summary of the principal findings in terms of remote sensing 

methodologies and volcanologic implications. Model assumptions depend significantly on 

environmental and target conditions. Characterization of the thermal setting is critical to 

interpretation of these data. Nighttime data permit the use of shorter wavelengths ( < 3 µm), 

extending the useful thermal range. The number of mixed pixels gives a relative measure 

of the maturity of the lava tube system, independent of flux density. Recommendations for 

additional experiments and a "new" instrument are proposed. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Historically, approximately 60 volcanoes erupt each year worldwide (Simkin, 1991). 

Most of these eruptions occur in remote parts of the world and affect only the local 

populations, usually in terms of economic impact and to a lesser extent, in terms of personal 

danger. Large eruptions that have a broader and sometimes worldwide impact occur 

statistically every 18 months (Newhall and Self, 1982). Loading of the atmosphere with 

volcanic aerosols can alter surface temperatures and potentially climate (Sear et al., 1987; 

Self and Rampino, 1988), and eruption plumes can present hazards to commercial aircraft 

(Fox, 1988). 

In order to attempt to mitigate the deleterious effects of volcanic eruptions, it is 

necessary to study, understand, and monitor them. Volcanic terrains are often rugged and 

inaccessible resulting in some of the most difficult working environments. The cost or time 

involved for field study of active volcanoes can be prohibitive. As Bianchi et al. (1990) 

noted, data gathering in the field is usually limited to those sites which are most accessible. 

Use of both satellite and airborne remote sensing techniques can complement and 

extend field observations and measurements, providing both specific (depending on spatial 

resolution) and synoptic information on volcanic condition and processes. Traditional 

optical and infrared remote sensing methods applied to volcanoes detect either atmospheric 

effects (e.g., eruption plumes and gas emissions) or radiant thermal anomalies. With greater 

use and availability of imaging radar today, interferometric techniques to detect topographic 

and morphologic changes on volcanoes can be added to the arsenal of methods which can 
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be applied to remote monitoring of volcanoes (Evans et al., 1992; Mouginis-Mark, 1994). 

Additionally, remote sensing technologies allow the study of different volcanoes with the 

same or similar techniques. Understanding the technologies involved is directly relevant to 

the anticipated volcano monitoring programs under the Earth Observing System (Mouginis-

Mark et al., 1991). 

Direct temperature measurements of active lava flows are important because they can 

aid in understanding the nature of thermal losses from active lava flows (Crisp and Baloga, 

1990). In a broader sense, thermal measurements may help define the thermal condition of 

a volcano and shed light on the physical processes that are involved in the initiation of an 

eruption and which affect the evolution of erupted materials (Oppenheimer et al., 1993). 

There are many of these point-source temperature measurements, but they do not provide 

data integrated over larger areas. Most of these measurements can be made only along the 

margins of the larger flows or on smaller flow lobes. In the field, hunting for surface activity 

in the daytime usually involves searching for heat shimmer over newly or recently erupted 

flows. When most activity is confined to an active tube system, visible surface expression 

is all but lacking. It is possible to walk over an active tube and not be aware of the fact. All 

of these observations apply to the eruption at Kilauea, which is heavily studied and well 

known. The question remains: how does one study remote and inaccessible volcanoes? 

Glaze et al. ( 1989a) have shown that the measured radiant thermal energy flux of a 

remote volcano (Lascar) can be monitored over a period of years by satellite (Landsat, 

Thematic Mapper), and that detectable changes can take place prior to an eruption. Flynn 

et al. (1993) demonstrated that the total radiant power (in watts) provides an estimate of 
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overall activity and size of a thermal anomaly while the thermal flux density (W/m2
) 

measures the intensity of activity. Thermal radiation plays a dual role as both a cooling 

process and a property that can be measured remotely. As a process, thermal radiation 

affects the cooling history and development of lava flows (Crisp and Baloga, 1990); and as 

a property, it can provide the synoptic view of volcanic thermal structures that is lacking 

from ground-based measurements. 

One of the main problems with any type of observational study of volcanoes, 

including remote sensing, is that years may pass with no change or activity detected. And 

yet, during an eruption, dynamic processes can occur over very short time scales and 

potentially over large areas. Although there are many types of volcanoes and styles of 

eruption, because of the accessibility of the continuing eruption of Kilauea volcano, I decided 

in this study to concentrate on studying the thermal signals available to remote sensing 

techniques at this active site. My focus is limited to study of volcanic thermal anomaly 

detection and characterization. 

This dissertation is organized on the basis of several complementary imaging data 

sets of the active flows at Kilauea. The order of presentation is both chronologic and in 

terms of increasing sensor spatial resolution. The data sets represent a time sequence of 

multispectral and hyperspectral images of Kilauea volcano in eruption over the time period 

of July 1991 to March 1994. Ground equivalent spatial resolutions were between -14,400 

m2/pixel (thermal infrared) and -900 m2 /pixel (short wavelength infrared), -100 nt /pixel 

(mid-wave infrared), and -10-20 m2/pixel (mid-wave infrared). The goals of this dissertation 

are to determine the constraints on thermal anomaly detection; develop methods for 
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modeling large quantities of spectral data (codify the methodology - this is directly applicable 

to prospective EOS satellite instrument packages); determine what information is required 

to adequately characterize the subpixel thermal structure of an active lava flow field; improve 

the current techniques and refine algorithms for deriving radiant thermal energy flux from 

remote sensing data; and determine if different volcanic phenomena have characteristic 

radiant flux densities which can be used to discriminate eruptive activity. 

Chapter 2 explores the techniques of short wavelength infrared (SWIR) sub-pixel 

thermal modeling as applied to two Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) scenes of the active flow 

field of Kilauea volcano acquired on July 23, 1991 and October 11, 1991. The utility of the 

Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) sensor as an observer of volcanic phenomena has been well 

established (Francis and Rothery, 1987; Rothery et al., 1988b; Glaze et al., 1989a, 1989b; 

Pieri et al., 1990; Oppenheimer and Rothery, 1991; Oppenheimer, 1991). Anomalous 

radiance in TM Bands 5 and 7 in the short-wave infrared (SWIR) has been shown to indicate 

active flow units (Pieri et al., 1990; Oppenheimer, 1991; Rothery et al., 1992) and lava lakes 

(Rothery et al., 1988b ), while anomalous Band 6 radiance values (thermal infrared - TIR) 

have been assumed to indicate cooling lava flows (Oppenheimer, 1991) or other diverse 

thermal radiators (e.g., warm water crater lakes, Oppenheimer, 1993). I formalized the 

decision logic involved in determining the best applicable thermal model for given band 

conditions. I also developed semi-automated computer methods to handle the application 

of the models to the large data sets involved. Application of this decision matrix to the two 

TM scenes, and calculation of the thermal radiant flux densities show that the intensity of 

activity was greater in the earlier scene, but that the spacial distribution of activity was 
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greater in the later scene. The total radiative energy budget was approximately the same for 

both scenes, indicating that the overall activity had not appreciably changed in the 

intervening three months. The techniques were applied to TM scenes of other types of 

volcanoes (Santa Maria, Guatemala and Mount St. Augustine, Alaska) and the results and 

problems encountered are briefly discussed. 

Chapter 3 presents the results from a night-time airborne mid-wave infrared (MWIR) 

imaging spectrometer flight over Kilauea performed on May 23-24, 1993. This data set was 

made available by the Lockheed Palo Alto Research Lab. The data facilitate the evaluation 

of MWIR data for thermal modeling and mapping, which fills a gap in spectral coverage 

evident in the TM data discussed in Chapter 2. A new atmospheric correction technique was 

developed and applied to these data. The one and two component thermal models were 

refined and a least-squares fitting algorithm developed which requires no assumptions of the 

various thermal component temperatures or relative areas. Evaluation of these data is 

facilitated by collection at night, without contamination from reflected sunlight. 

A wide diversity of volcanic activity was captured in these data, ranging from surface 

flows and breakouts on the steeper slopes which saturated the sensor to subtle thermal 

features above well-established lava tubes. As with the TM data in Chapter 2, there is 

evidence within the scene of a time sequence of cooling lava flows of different emplacement 

ages (days to weeks). Within the limited dynamic range of the sensor configuration, as 

flown, the conditions under which two thermal components can be distinguished are 

investigated and discussed in this chapter. 
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Using a unique and innovative hyperspectral imaging spectrometer (SMIFTS), which 

was developed by a team of engineers and scientists at the University of Hawaii under 

contract to the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARP A), we collected high resolution 

data over Kilauea in both the MWIR and SWIR/MWIR on March 12 and 13, 1994, 

respectively. These data are discussed in Chapter 4 and allowed exploration of the effects 

of additional environmental conditions (day-time, low altitude, high resolution) on the 

thermal models. Eruption conditions during this data collect were also significantly different 

than during the times of acquisition of any other data sets. There were no surface flows 

existent at the time of our overflights and the eruption paused between one day's flight and 

the next. 

The SMIFTS (Spatially Modulated Imaging Fourier Transform Spectrometer) project 

was initially conceived as an instrument development task for space object identification and 

tracking in the MWIR. Ultimately, adaptation of the system for downlooking (airborne) 

applications became a project goal. Initial instrument development involved using off the 

shelf components to build a visible/near-IR system as a proof-of-concept. This system also 

allowed us to begin the development of software for data collection and control, reduction 

and analysis. I participated in the project from the outset of contract award, providing 

laboratory assistance, participating in design reviews, as a integral member of all field data 

collection exercise teams, and developing all data reduction and analysis techniques and 

procedures. Our first fielding of the MWIR system took place in August 1992 at the Air 

Force 24 inch telescope on Mauna Kea. We carried out three additional deployments, 

mounting the instrument on a motor-driven tripod, between November 1992 and July 1993. 
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During this time, much of the data collection and optical systems were upgraded, as were the 

software components. We conducted our first engineering test flight in October 1993 to test 

the system components and their integration into an airborne platform. Chapter 4 includes 

a more detailed description of the system and its working, and the second engineering test 

flight of March 1994 is reported there. 

Chapter 5 is a summary of the principal findings of this dissertation both in terms of 

remote sensing methodologies and volcanologic implications. Recommendations are made 

regarding additional data which are required to further understand the evolution of active 

basaltic lava flow fields and how best to study and monitor them through remote sensing. 

Recommendations are also made regarding what would be the optimum imaging spectral 

sensor for future IR mapping of Kilauea. 
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Chapter 2: Integrated Thermal Mapping of Kilauea with Landsat TM 

2.1 Introduction 

Two relatively cloud-free TM scenes of the Pu'u O'o/Kupaianaha eruption field were 

acquired for study: the first on July 23, 1991 and the second, three months later on October 

11, 1991 (see Figure 2.1 for location). An initial examination of the July 1991 scene, 

primarily comparing the thermal modeling effects of geometric corrections upon the thermal 

flux estimates, was performed by Flynn (1992). In collaboration with Luke Flynn and Peter 

Mouginis-Mark, we performed a much more detailed study of the July scene which was 

presented in Horton et al. (1993) and Flynn et al. (1994). What I present here is a summary 

of the techniques developed for formalizing the decision logic involved in modeling the 

thermal structure of volcanic features with application to large data sets (Horton et al., 1993), 

the thermal modeling results, and the extension of these techniques to analysis of the October 

1991 scene. Additionally, the techniques were applied to TM scenes of other types of 

volcanoes (two scenes each of Santa Maria, Guatemala and Mount St, Augustine, Alaska) 

and the results and problems encountered are discussed. 

The Pu'u O'o/Kupaianaha eruption of Kilauea, which began on January 3, 1981, 

affords an excellent opportunity for this type of remote sensing study due to its accessibility 

and its long-term stability. Episode 48 of the eruption (beginning July 1986) eventually 

formed the Kupaianaha lava lake (Heliker and Wright, 1991 ). At the times that these scenes 

were acquired, the Kupaianaha lava lake had a solidified crust, tube-fed pahoehoe lava flows, 
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which often resurfaced areas from the lava lake to the coast, characterized the eruption, and 

a small lava lake continued to exist within the Pu'u O'o crater. 

Although full TM quarter scenes were obtained, the entire flow field in each Kilauea 

scene could be encompassed by a 512x512 pixel subscene, requiring the analysis of 262, 144 

pixels per scene per band. Figure 2.1 outlines the location of these two subscenes, which are 

not exactly congruent, but cover basically the same area. Figure 2.2 presents a three band 

(7, 5, and 3) color composite image of each of the two subscenes with the July scene shown 

in the top image (a), and the October scene in the bottom (b). 

As I point out here and in the following section, most thermal modeling of TM data 

has been conducted in its simplest form by calculating the pixel integrated temperatures 

(Francis and Rothery, 1987), and in a more complex form by graphical modeling of the 

mixing of two thermal end-member components (Rothery et al., 1988b), of a fairly limited 

number of pixels. One of the goals of this chapter is to develop the methods to semi

automatically model large quantities of TM spectral data such as that collected over an entire 

active lava flow field, combining results from the two component technique with the pixel 

integrated method to provide a more integrated view of the thermal state of volcanic activity. 

In the process, it should be possible to better define the constraints on spectral data for 

thermal measurements. Attempting to apply the techniques directly to TM data of other 

volcanoes and volcanic phenomena points out some of the problems inherent in the data sets 

and in the assumptions required for the techniques. 
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2.2 Technique 

The studies cited In Chapter 1 and above, with the exception of Pieri et al. (1990), 

have concentrated primarily on spatially limited volcanic features, exploring the thermal 

characteristics of tens to a few hundreds of pixels. In this study, we examined thousands of 

thermally active pixels. Since we are dealing with such a large number of pixels, I have 

developed methods to deal with these large quantities of data rapidly, which were initially 

described in Flynn et al. (1994) as applied to the July 1991 Kilauea scene and are discussed 

below. 

For both scenes, the entire flow field was interactively subdivided into smaller arrays 

of pixels, or areas of interest (AOI), having similar characteristics in terms of location, slope, 

cloud cover, and apparent volcanic activity (see Figure 2.3). Each of these smaller areas was 

treated independently of each other. 

2.2.1 Assumptions and Corrections 

The at-sensor radiance for each band is determined by converting from DN (digital 

number) values recorded by the TM sensor by the equation: 

L (A.) = L . (A.) + [Lmax(A) - Lmin(A)] · DN(A.) 
meas mm 255 

(2.1) 

where DN(A.) is the calibrated and quantitized scaled radiance in instrumental units of DN 

(8 bits), Lmin(A.) is the spectral radiance at DN = 0, and lniax (A.) is the spectral radiance at 

DN=255. In this instance, Lmin(A) and LmaxCA.) are values given in Table 2 of Markham and 

Barker (1986). 
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Referring to Table 2.1 , the center wavelength of each broadband channel was used 

for all calculations in this chapter. The minimum and maximum temperatures values 

presented in the table, however, are based on the minimum detectable radiance at the upper 

band limit (in terms of wavelength) and the maximum radiance at the lower band limit, 

respectively. 

The measured radiance, Lmeas(A), is composed of both additive and multiplicative 

components (Chavez, 1989). The multiplicative terms are here assumed to be only the 

surface emissivity and the atmospheric transmissivity. The emissivity was assumed to be 

0.995 based on measurements in the laboratory of very fresh Kilauea basalt samples (Flynn, 

1992). Atmospheric transmissivity was estimated to be 0.95 based on results from a 

MODTRAN radiative transfer model (ONTAR Corp., 1991; Flynn et al ., 1994). The 

additive terms include reflected solar radiation, atmospheric scattering, and atmospheric 

radiance. 

In order to correct for these additive components, background values were derived 

by calculating the mean DN of a 5x5 pixel area within each AOI for each band, and then 

subtracting these values from the measured raw DN values (Francis and Rothery, 1987). The 

5x5 pixel areas were chosen as close to the thermal anomalies as possible to serve as the 

background values for the active areas. For purposes of consistent background subtraction, 

special attention was paid to choosing areas which were on roughly equal slopes and 

orientation with respect to the sun as determined by visual inspection of the image and 

topographic maps. Regions shaded by clouds were also separated as independent areas . In 

some cases the flows were 26 pixels ( - 780 m) wide and this prevented choosing background 
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values directly adjacent to hot pixels in the interior portion of the flow (as was the case in 

previous studies; e.g., Rothery et al. (1988b), in which the spatial extent of the eruptive 

phenomena was limited to a few pixels). The solar incidence angle differed by 

approximately 28 ° between the two scenes, while the sun elevation angle only differed by 

6° (57° and 51°, respectively), making corrections to the two scenes comparable. 

2.2.2 Dual-band Implementation 

Assuming that all of the corrections factors applied above have removed the various 

additive and multiplicative terms, what remains of the signal is due solely to the effects of 

thermal radiance of the target pixel, L(A.,Tn). If this is the case, then for a pixel at a uniform 

temperature (one component), the pixel integrated or brightness temperature is constant for 

all wavelengths. For TM pixels in which the brightness temperatures are unequal in different 

bands, particularly the two SWIR channels, it can be assumed to be due to the presence of 

more than one thermal component. 

Where possible, I applied the dual-band technique pioneered by Dozier ( 1981) and 

Matson and Dozier (1981 ), adapted and modified by Rothery et al. (1988b) for application 

to TM data. This can only be done within the dynamic range of the TM sensor (Markham 

and Barker, 1986). For those pixels which did not meet the dual-band criteria, a logical 

method of estimating the thermal contribution from different features utilizing the available 

data was developed and is discussed below. 

The dual-band technique to determine the thermal properties of subpixel targets was 

originally developed for use with the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (A VHRR) 
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sensor with a nominal ground pixel size (at nadir) of 1.1 km (Dozier, 1981; Matson and 

Dozier, 1981 ). The basic premise assumes linear mixing of the radiances due to two end-

member components at different temperatures occupying complementary portions of a pixel. 

The relevant dual-band equations are: 

Lmeas0·) e·i:·[L(A.1,Th)-Ah + L(A.l'T) ·(l -Ah)] 

Lmea/A.2) e·i:·[L(A.2,Th)·Ah + L(A.2,T) ·(l -Ah)] 
(2.2) 

where Lmeas(A. 1) and ~eas (~) are the measured radiance values of a pixel in two separate 

spectral bands (A. 1 and A.2), Eis the emissivity, 't' is the atmospheric transmissivity, L(A. 1,T h) 

and L(A.2,Th) are the hot component blackbody spectral radiance values in two bands, and 

L(A. 1,Tc) and L(A.2,Tc) are the cool component blackbody spectral radiance values in the two 

bands. Th' Ah and Tc are the factors sought, and are the hot component temperature, hot 

component area and the cool component temperature, respectively. By substituting Planck' s 

function for the two component radiance terms, one is left with two equations in three 

unknowns. 

Rothery et al. (1988b) graphically applied the dual-band technique to the two short

wave infrared wavelength TM bands, 5 and 7. In order to solve the equations in (2.2), they 

fixed the cool component temperature, Tc, and solved for Th and Ah. Since Planck's function 

is a non-linear equation, iterative methods are required to solve the equations numerically. 

Figure 2.4 illustrates the relationship between the hot component temperature and its relative 

area in TM bands 5 and 7 for a fixed cool component temperature. 

The original iterative algorithm I developed as part of Flynn et al. (1994) to 

implement the dual-band technique starts at a given hot temperature (outside of the expected 
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values), calculates the radiance for the two bands, and compares the resulting hot fractional 

areas. The ratio Ah (band 5) to Ah (band 7) determines whether the function will converge. 

If it will converge, the temperature is incremented (starting increment = 10°C) and the 

calculation is performed again. This is repeated until the difference between the two 

calculated areas is less than 10-1
. In effect, the solution is determined by "walking" down the 

curve in Figure 2.4 until the values approach the predetermined criterion. If the increment 

is too large, the estimate will overshoot the solution, the increment is halved and Th is 

decremented, and the process continues back the other way. This oscillation at smaller and 

smaller increments continues until the solution is reached. 

As suggested by Glaze et al. (1989a) and shown by Oppenheimer (1991), setting the 

hot component temperature (Th) will result in smaller errors in the calculated total flux or the 

flux density of a scene. Albeit the method is identical to that described, my programs 

implementing these algorithms, fix Th (for both Kilauea scenes, Th= 1130°C) and solve for 

Tc and Ah (see Appendix A). 

2.2.3 Decision Matrix 

Thermal response was assumed when the background corrected DN values of a pixel 

within an AOI were elevated by at least five DN for bands 4, 5, 7, or 6. For each TM band, 

there are three possible conditions: there may be no thermal response, the se~sor may be 

saturated, or there may be thermal response within the dynamic range of the sensor. If one 

considers that this results in 3n combinations, where n is the number of bands, there are 27 

possible combinations of the traditional thermally responsive bands (6, 7, and 5). If band 4, 
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which may also exhibit thermal response (Rothery et al., 1992), is also considered, the total 

number of possible band combinations jumps to 34
, or 81. Table 2.2 presents a summary of 

all of these possible combinations of band response conditions, along with a summary of the 

steps and results used (see Appendix A for the program steps). 

Of all of these possible combinations, only eight are appropriate for application of 

the dual-band method (program steps 6 and 10, Table 2.2). Although this eases the 

computational requirements of determining the subpixel thermal components, it also limits 

the degree of accuracy and meaning of any attempt at quantifying the specific levels of 

volcanic thermal activity in a given TM scene. 

The method of handling those pixels which do not meet the dynamic range-limited 

conditions for dual-band calculations is usually not discussed in the literature. However, for 

the scenes examined here, these pixels make up the majority of the results. Figure 2.5 is a 

flowchart which traces the logic of my implementation of the decision matrix of Table 2.2. 

As shown in the flowchart, there are six possible results that can be associated with each 

pixel. Through this program, data from TM bands 4-7 were used in conjunction with the 

decision matrix to determine whether the pixel was radiating at the background temperature 

(fixed as a lower bound at 38 °C), or whether it had to be assigned a pixel integrated 

temperature, or whether to use the results of the dual-band calculation. Thermocouple 

temperature measurements of fresh (weeks to several months old) lava surfaces taken in 

January, 1993 on the lower slopes of the flow field ranged from 35 ° C to 41 ° C (mid

morning temperatures), while Mouginis-Mark et al. (1994) report AVHRR daytime 

background temperatures in the same area of -35-40°C. Based on these data and band 6 
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results from both images, the background cutoff temperature, above which a pixel was 

considered alarmed, was set at 38 °C. 

Many of the decision matrix band combinations are either physically improbable or 

indicate incomplete or inaccurate corrections to the data, e.g., band 7 is at background while 

band 5 is responsive (or saturated). This may occur if the surface reflective properties are 

different than those assumed, or if there is additional local atmospheric scattering due to haze 

(not uncommon near active volcanoes). Even though improbable, in dealing with such a 

large data set of thermal features, many of these combinations were encountered, sufficient 

to warrant addressing all of the 81 possible combinations in the processing. 

2.3 Discussion 

It is possible to express the temperature data derived from the dual-band and pixel 

integrated methods in terms of the average radiant flux density (Pieri et al., 1990), such that 

(2.3) 

where Q/A is the average thermal flux density and a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. In 

fact, this is one of the only ways to combine the results of one and two component thermal 

models in the same image. 

As we showed in Flynn et al. (1994), an image of the radiant flux density is an 

effective way to display the spatial distribution of activity on a volcano. However, caution 

must be exercised when interpreting the radiant flux density of a pixel based on the pixel 

integrated temperature. The pixel integrated temperature may be the only thermal 
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information available, within the constraints and limitations of the sensor. This does not 

necessarily mean that unresolvable small hot areas radiating at high temperatures within the 

pixel may not skew the perceived temperature upward. It may be possible that the 

relationship between the pixel integrated temperatures for different bands might give a clue 

as to the quality of the estimates. It is my premise that using these apparent temperature and 

flux density values is better than ignoring the thermal features and not using the values at all. 

2.3.l Application of Techniques to Kilauea 

As pointed out by Oppenheimer (1991), the overlap in the dynamic range of bands 

4 and 5 is such that only under very limited conditions are dual-band calculations possible. 

Of the ~90,000 pixels examined in these two Kilauea scenes, no dual-band solutions were 

achieved with bands 4 and 5, and therefore, all dual-band results here refer to solutions with 

only bands 5 and 7. 

Figure 2.6 is an image of the calculated thermal flux density of the July 1991 scene. 

Emphasized within this image are the various volcanic features described in detail in Flynn 

et al. (1994) which include lava flows, a lava pond, skylights, and lava tubes. The coastline 

is sketched in for reference. 

This figure highlights a faint trend of thermally emitting pixels (light blue) which can 

be traced from the vicinity of Kupaianaha through two hot anomalous SWIR sources, and 

is interpreted to indicate the presence of an active subsurface lava tube. The trace of these 

anomalous pixels continues to the southeast where it expands dramatically at a large area of 

radiant pixels which marks the beginning of the active flow field. The elevated thermal flux 
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along the tube represents the measured increase in band 6 radiance and is calculated from the 

band 6 pixel integrated temperature. In order to provide a better perspective on the 

distribution of radiant flux from the surface above the lava tube, Figure 2.7 shows a 3-

dimensional view of the portion of the scene between Kupaianaha and the upslope end of the 

surface lava flow. The lava flow and skylight positions exhibit strong thermal response 

relative to the lava tube and the lava pond, which are both subtle, but detectable features. 

Though there is apparently active lava entering the ocean in this scene, particularly 

from the western flow, the tube is not discernable near the coast. There are at least two 

reasons why the TM sensor might not detect tubes near the coast. First, the tubes near the 

ocean were carrying significantly less lava than the upslope tube system due to the breakouts 

upslope with accompanying loss of lava from the tube system. Also, the quantity and depth 

of cracks near the coast may not be significant enough to allow as efficient a transfer of 

thermal energy to the surface at the tubes close to the skylights. Although these TM data 

only hint at the presence of an active tube system, it is remarkable that such a feature can be 

detected with data collected during the day and at 120 m/pixel resolution (band 6). I will 

return to the study of tubes at Kilauea in Chapters 3 and 4, using higher spatial and spectral 

resolution data. 

The thermal flux density map calculated for the October scene is presented in Figure 

2.8. Much of the scene is very similar to the July scene, with Pu'u O'o identifiable and the 

upslope lava flow generally of similar shape, but somewhat smaller in extent and lower in 

intensity. Downslope, there is more activity evident to the west with many more scattered 
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surf ace breakouts in this scene than in the earlier scene. The east flow to the coast, which 

was very active in the earlier scene, has been abandoned. 

Skylights are usually located over active lava tubes, where the roof of the tube has 

collapsed exposing flowing lava beneath. Lower temperature skylights may also exist over 

recently active tubes. At -1 km and -2 km southeast of Kupaianaha vent, both TM images 

(Figure 2.2, a and b) show two small groups of pixels having anomalously high pixel values 

in TM bands 4, 5, and 7. Figures 2.6 and 2.8 show the pixel radiant flux density distribution 

from the skylights which are normally small ( <10 m in diameter) when compared to the TM 

pixels size (30x30 m). The radiance from the anomalous area saturated one band 7 pixel in 

each scene, thereby precluding the application of dual-band calculations to determine the 

temperature and fractional hot area for the skylight. However, since most skylights expose 

molten lava or wall rock at almost magmatic temperatures, estimating the characteristic 

temperature for the anomaly is not difficult. I used a temperature estimate of molten lava for 

the Pu'u O'o/Kupaianaha eruption of 1130°C, based upon our thermocouple field 

measurements of maximum pahoehoe flow lobe core temperatures which ranged between 

1125-1138 °C over the span of several months in 1993 and published values, e.g., -1150°C 

(Helz et al., 1991), -1142°C (Hon et al., 1993), and 1090-1150°C (Flynn and Mouginis

Mark, 1994). 

The thermal flux density maps for July 1991 and October 1991 illustrate a marked 

decrease with time in the sensible radiant energy along the major source lava tube. Evident 

in the July scene, is the thermal trace of the lava tube, with two conspicuous skylights, and 

the cooling lava pond to the NW. By the time the October scene was acquired, the thermal 
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output of this region had decreased to barely detectible limits. However, the two skylights 

are still present and detectable in this image. 

Extensive lava flows were by far the greatest source of thermal radiance in both TM 

images. Lava flows cover large areas with high fractions of individual pixels at elevated 

temperatures. The July scene exhibits three regions of intense flux from the surface flows 

(yellow and red pixels), two of which branch from the upper flow at the top of Pulama Pali 

to the east and west flows. The west flow is partially obscured by a cloud (see Figure 2.2). 

The October scene has a much greater spatial distribution of surface activity, but at lower 

intensity, indicating many small surface breakouts. The lava tube between Kupaianaha and 

the flows was no longer detectable in October over most of its length. However, the eastern 

flow, which was very active in July, still exhibits elevated flux in the October scene, albeit 

the flow is no longer active. 

2.3.2 Model Results 

Table 2.3 presents a summary of the results shown in the thermal flux density images 

(Figures 2.6 and 2.8). The difference in the number of pixels in each AOI between the 

scenes is due to differences in cloud cover and spatial distribution of volcanic activity at the 

respective times of acquisition. Note that the 120x120 m band 6 pixels have been resampled 

to the same resolution (30x30 m) as all other bands in order to make areal comparisons 

directly possible. 

The number of pixels (8161) representing over 7 km2 of the July scene were alarmed 

and above the ambient background temperature. Of this area, 2.4 km2 produced measurable 
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amounts of energy in the SWIR bands, which suggests that these were areas of current 

activity at the time of the overpass. The October scene exhibits an increase of almost 50% 

in total thermally alarmed area (10.8 km2
). 

Although the total number of pixels examined in the October scene is greater by 

- 3700, the number of non-alarmed pixels remained basically constant. Therefore, this 

increase is in the number of thermally active pixels. The approximate distribution of results 

for thermally alarmed pixels in both scenes is similar, with warm pixel integrated band 6 

values predominating (> 2/3 of alarmed pixels in both). In fact, the total number of alarmed 

pixels increased by almost 50% from the July scene to the October scene, covering 7.3 km2 

and 10.8 km2
, respectively. The number of band 6 alarmed pixels increased by more than 

50%, the band 7 pixel integrated results increased by 26%, and the successful dual-band 

results increased by 87%. 

The number of band 5 pixel integrated results, which reflect saturation in band 5 or 

failure of band 4/band 5 dual-band attempts when band 7 is saturated (see Figure 2.5), 

decreased by almost 30% from the July to the October scene. Most of the dual-band 

solutions had resulting thermal flux densities (Q/A) of between 2000-4000 W/m2
. In the 

SWIR, band 7 saturates at -4500 W/m2 and band 5 saturates at -11,500 W/m ~ The intensity 

of activity was greater in the July scene with 29,700 m2 above 11,500 W/m2 versus 17,100 

m2 in the later scene. However, almost twice as many pixels covering 7 .6 x 10 5 m2 were 

amenable to application of the dual-band method in the later. 
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fu the case of these two scenes, the background QI A was - 500 W /m2
• The alarmed, 

warm-only pixels (i.e., band 6) delineate those areas which were recently, but are no longer 

active, or which continue in a relatively stable, non-exposed condition (e.g., lava tubes). 

The total calculated radiant flux of thermally alarmed pixels was 9.05 GW for the 

July scene and 11.52 GW for the October scene, which may reflect the greater area coverage 

by flows in October. Howev~r, if one looks at only those pixels which exhibit response in 

the SWIR bands (5 and 7), the total radiant fluxes for the two scenes are 6.28 GW (July) and 

7 .51 GW (October). Calculations based upon mass eruption rate estimates, which had 

remained nearly constant at an average of 150,000 m3 per day (dense rock equivalent) by the 

Hawaii Volcano Observatory, indicated a predicted radiant thermal flux of -7 GW for both 

dates (Jim Kauahikaua, personal communication, 1993). The calculated total flux for both 

TM overpasses falls within 10% of this estimate, suggesting that on average, those pixels 

which alarm the SWIR channels reflect the state of current volcanic activity, and in fact, may 

provide a measure of the volume rate of effusion. 

These results also indicate that overall activity had not appreciably changed in the 

intervening three months. These two temporally resolved "snapshots" of the eruption of 

Kilauea show, however, that the style of activity had changed from locally intense, predomi

nately tube-fed flows to numerous surface flows and breakouts, characterizing the breakdown 

of a formerly stable tube system. 
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2.3.3 Effects of Haze 

Volcanic haze was easily recognized in these data sets as trails of wispy smoke 

originating from Pu'u O'o crater, Kupaianaha lava lake, skylights, and lava flows. They are 

particularly noticeable in the shorter wavelength visible bands. The effects of these fumes 

and of obscuration by clouds is difficult to estimate and are discussed here only qualitatively. 

The prevailing wind direction at the time of the July 1991 TM overpass was to the south. 

This led to a number of problems with the data south of the active anomalies. For instance, 

if we had not known the physical extent of the activity in and around Pu'u O'o from 

helicopter operator reports, thick haze in bands 5 and 7 could have been misinterpreted as 

lava flows . Fortunately, using band 6, we could get a crude estimate of the extent of activity, 

since the haze is not reflective at these wavelengths. 

The volcanic haze is, nevertheless, a problem which prevents the solution of dual

band calculations. Haze seems to have had more effect on the band 5 detector than on the 

band 7 detector in that the radiance of band 5 is elevated with respect to that of band 7. 

In some cases of small radiative areas, such as skylights, a combination of radiance 

over-welling (Rothery et al., 1988b) and volcanic haze can obscure the actual size of the 

radiant anomaly. However, the problem of differentiating between haze and hot pixels 

becomes more of a problem over active flows, where the extent of the newly erupted 

products is frequently on the order of half a kilometer in width. For these pixels, dual-band 

calculations are impossible because the reflective properties of the haze are variable over the 

wavelength range covered by TM bands 1 to 5 and 7. A "halo" of dual-band solved pixels 

around saturated and exposed active centers is discontinuous on the downwind side of the 
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eruption because of the effects of the haze. Unfortunately, in the case of the Kilauea scenes 

presented in this study, difficulties in obtaining dual-band solutions for pixels downwind of 

flow activity is compounded by the fact that the downwind and downslope directions were 

nearly identical when the data were acquired. Thus, we would expect the flows to be 

elongated, due to gravitational effects, in the downflow direction, but are uncertain about the 

relative SWIR radiance contributions from scattered sunlight due to haze and radiance from 

recently active flows. 

More effort is required to quantify the effects of haze on satellite data before more 

elaborate efforts with Landsat TM can be attempted. One of the more difficult problems that 

needs to be addressed is the distribution of aerosols and other absorbers or reflectors as a 

function of distance from the source vent. Since it would be impossible to accurately obtain 

this for every TM overpass due to changes in degassing characteristics and differences in 

wind speed and wind direction at the time of overpass, it may never be realistic to assume 

that dual-band fits or accurate pixel-integrated temperature estimations are possible using 

TM data of the downwind side of fuming volcanic anomalies. 

2.4 Extension to Other Volcanoes 

In spite of the limitations of the TM sensor pointed out above, overall, the application 

of the decision matrix, incorporating the dual-band technique where possible, did provide 

valuable and useful information about the Kilauea eruption. The next logical step is then to 

try to apply this method to other volcanoes. As targets of opportunity, two TM images each 

of Santa Maria, Guatemala and Mount St. Augustine, Alaska were available for analysis. 
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The results presented here are from an initial direct application of the matrix model 

developed for the Kilauea TM images. Promise and problems in the analysis of volcanic 

features at each site are discussed below. 

2.4.1 Santa Maria 

Santa Maria volcano, an andesite-dacite composite volcano, has been almost 

continuously active for about 70 years (Williams and Self, 1983; Rose, 1987). Current 

activity is centered at the Caliente vent of the Santiaguito dome. The style of activity 

principally involves pyroclastic eruptions and the extrusion of dome lavas (Rose, 1973). 

The two TM images of Santa Maria are shown in Figure 2.9. Both images are 

512x512 pixels. The top scene (a) was acquired on October 25, 1987 and the bottom scene 

(b) was collected a little over one year later on November 5, 1988. While there is more cloud 

cover in (b ), the apparent form and level of activity appears little different in the two scenes 

with an intense hot spot at the vent site on the dome. Evident in the October scene is a small 

bright spot to the east of the vent, which is a small lava flow (Luke Flynn, personal 

communication, 1994). 

Application of the data processing algorithm to these scenes turned out to be rather 

challenging, primarily because of some of the assumptions made in the approach to 

processing the Kilauea scenes. The major challenge results from the assumption that the 

algorithm and corrections are applied to areas of constant slope, orientation, and reflective 

properties. The topography and geology of Santa Maria are such that for reasonably sized 

areas of interest (>50 pixels), none of these factors hold. Steep and variable slopes, many 
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ridges and gullies, similarity of apparent reflectivity between the dome, talus slopes and 

valley fill combine to complicate the choice of background. Figure 2.10 shows four views 

of a portion of the October 25, 1987 (cloud-free) image with the red display channel showing 

different cutoff values (in raw uncorrected DN) for the thermal infrared (band 6). This 

sequence of images highlights some of the interpretive problems in blindly applying the 

Kilauea TM algorithms to another volcano. The warm dome is distinct at high measured DN 

values. However, due to the limited range of DN values shown in the lower two images of 

Figure 2.10, it is not clear at what point volcanically generated thermal flux is distinguishable 

from radiant flux due to solar heating of exposed rocks on ridges and canyon walls. The 

extent of the highlighted red area in the third image (lower left) has been interpreted as a long 

lived, 3-4 km long, blocky lava flow (Rose and Kimberly, 1995). This may well be the case 

as there is evidence of similar flows, one of which moved 2 km over a period of 1.5 years 

(Rose, 1973). However, without additional justification, the TM data alone do not support 

the conclusion that this prospective anomaly is an active lava flow. The large difference in 

apparent radiance between the dome region and the "flow", and the small difference between 

the "flow" and the slopes and stream beds exposed to the sun in this tropical region, suggest 

that the "flow" is not due to ongoing volcanic activity. 

Regardless of the band 6 low temperature results, application of the decision matrix 

to the scenes did provide comparative information on the higher temperature anomalies. 

Setting as constants, e = 0.95, t = 0.95, and Th= 700°C, 44 pixels were classified as alarmed 

in the SWIR bands in the October 1987 scene and 113 pixels in the November 1988 scene. 

Of these, for the 1987 scene, the dual-band technique was attempted on eight pixels of which 
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three converged to solutions. Three pixels were assigned band 5 pixel integrated 

temperatures, and the remaining 38 pixels were assigned band 7 pixel integrated 

temperatures. Based on these results, the total flux (Q) greater than background was 

calculated to be 9.963xl07 W with an average flux density of 2516 Wini. Applying the 

same criteria to the November 1988 scene resulted in five attempts at dual-band solutions of 

which one was successful, and one assignment of band 5 pixel integrated temperature. 111 

pixels were assigned a band 7 pixel integrated temperature. The total calculated flux was 

2.278 x 108 W with an average flux density of 2240 W/m2
• These data were geometrically 

corrected to "P-format" using the cubic convolution algorithm which smooths the data, 

thereby undervaluing sharp high excursions in the original raw data. 

Implications of these results are that within the probable uncertainties of the 

application of the model, the intensity of activity in the earlier (1987) scene was slightly 

greater than the later (1988) scene, but that in the later scene, activity within view of the 

sensor was more widespread on the dome. The average flux density was basically unchanged 

over this time period. 

Since the extent of activity is spatially limited and actually involves slightly over 100 

pixels, analysis of Santa Maria remote sensing TM data might be better served by a less 

automated system. Certainly the topography and locale of the volcano impact the results 

presented here, and a better analysis could probably be obtained by evaluating each pixel "by 

hand", considering slope and lighting of both each pixel and its appropriate background. 

Development of the algorithms for incorporation of DEM and automatic slope generation 
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and correction is beyond this study. Timely ground truth information also is required before 

sound volcanologic interpretations can be made on these data. 

2.4.2 Mount St. Augustine 

Santa Maria represents a volcano with an active lava dome. A third type of eruption 

(after Kilauea's and Santa Maria's activity) involves the formation of pyroclastic flows. A 

good example of such an eruption was imaged by the TM in March and April 1986. These 

TM data are now briefly studied to explore the utility of these thermal methods. 

In 1986, Mount St. Augustine, an andesitic-dacitic volcanic island in Cook Inlet, 

Alaska erupted spectacularly (Swanson and Kienle, 1988). Mount St. Augustine is of 

significant interest in terms of hazard mitigation of the effects of eruptions on aircraft and 

ships, and the potential for tsunami generation in the vicinity of the most populous part of 

Alaska (Kienle et al., 1987; Swanson and Kienle, 1988). Holasek and Rose (1991) 

conducted a study of a series of A VHRR weather satellite multispectral images of the 

eruption cloud. 

Just a few hours after the beginning of this eruption on March 27, 1986, a dramatic 

(and relatively famous) image of the island and ongoing eruption was captured by the TM 

sensor (EOSAT, 1986). Another TM image of St. Augustine was acquired -2V2 weeks later 

on April 13, 1986. Both of these images (512x512 pixels each) are shown in Figure 2.11 as 

color composites of bands 6 (red), 7 (green), and 3 (blue). 

Pyroclastic flow deposits are visible emanating from the vent area, radiating in the 

thermal IR (band 6). In the upper image (March 1986), the pyroclastic flow deposit to the 
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north is in the shadow of the eruption plume. Most of this deposit is saturated in band 6 (DN 

= 255). However, it is not thermally alarmed in bands 7 or 5 indicating that the surface 

temperature of the flow, depending on emissivity, is in the range of 70-120°C. The small 

pyroclastic flow deposit to the east in this scene appears to be hotter in that, with the band 

combinations shown, it is more yellowish in tint. In fact, the band 6 values indicate that this 

pyroclastic flow is cooler than the other flow. Figure 2.12 shows the calculated surface 

temperatures based on the thermal-IR radiance. The shape of the smaller pyroclastic flow 

to the northeast, with two pronounced doglegs in its upper reaches, suggests that this flow 

may have been confined to a small valley for its full length. Also, although the edges of the 

flow are smoothed with the cold background by the geometric corrections, the central flow 

front region appears to be significantly warmer than the rest of the flow indicating that the 

flow is probably thicker in that region. 

These two warm pyroclastic flow deposits illustrate and provide the key as to what 

turns out to be a serious problem in modeling the thermal regime of volcanoes such as Mount 

St. Augustine. The spectral reflectance of the surficial eruptive products is highly variable. 

Some of the surface appears quite dark while much of the most recently erupted materials 

are light, almost white, in color (see inset, Figure 2.12). These variations in reflectance 

tremendously affect the results of the thermal modeling attempts, depending on the 

background area selected for additive component correction. For the March scene, the 

number of dual-band solutions achieved ranged from six to sixty and the calculated excess 

thermal flux (> band 6) ranged from 1.7 GW to 7.6 GW, depending on the choice of 

background. Haze, which is apparent in the inset of Figure 2.12, seemed to have a minor 
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effect compared to the reflectance properties of the background. These errors are too great 

for a meaningful quantitative analysis to be performed. Standard band combinations, as 

shown in Figure 2.11, may actually be misleading; the "hotter" pyroclastic flow to the east 

appears hotter due to reflected sunlight in the SWIR bands. 

The bottom image of Figure 2.11 (April 1986) shows continuing activity near the 

summit and the still warm pyroclastic flow deposits spread out on the lower flanks of the 

volcano. Figure 2.13 is the thermal-IR pixel integrated temperature map of this scene. By 

inspecting the inset, more structure is evident in the thermal map than in the visible image. 

The temperature map shows that the small pyroclastic flow to the northeast still retains some 

heat at - 10-15 °C above nearby background values. The large fan of pyroclastic flows to the 

north has two main lobes of approximately equal temperature. Multi-component models and 

use of the decision matrix failed for this scene, also. 

2.5 Summary 

The TM scenes of the Kilauea eruption recorded the most extensive surface volcanic 

activity ( -11 km2
) yet with this sensor. With these data, Landsat TM proved particularly 

useful for mapping volcanic activity over large areas, providing the synoptic view which is 

lacking with ground-based studies. Location, distribution, and spatial extent of lava flows 

over an entire flow field were determined from calculated flux density maps produced from 

the data. As we showed in Flynn et al. (1994), analysis of the TM scenes of Kilauea provide 

the necessary information to identify many of the spatial characteristics of active lava flows. 

These spatial characteristics, in turn, indicate a correlation of thermal flux density with the 
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relative age of many of the observed thermal features . The total radiant flux of those pixels, 

which alarm the SWIR channels, may provide a measure of the mass eruption rate. The data 

also show that even at coarse resolution, the surface expression of the subsurface lava tube 

can be detected under certain conditions. These conditions will also be explored in Chapters 

3 and 4. 

Although they may be inaccurate in an absolutely quantitative sense for calculating 

the temperatures, fractional hot areas, or emitted power of the entire flow field, incorporation 

of the different thermal models (one and two component) provide continuity to the picture 

of the thermal state of the eruption. The approximate fits of radiant pixels with pixel 

integrated temperatures, however, do introduce some errors into the calculated average flux 

density for those pixels. Additional problems arise when applying these models to TM data 

over silicic domes and pyroclastic flows. 

As a result of these TM studies, the remainder of this dissertation will focus on 

Kilauea, using new and innovative sensors with greater spectral resolution that permit the 

energy maps to be applied to mapping at a higher spatial resolution than TM. 
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Table 2.1 

Summary of Landsat TM sensor parameters. Band refers to the individual TM 
channels with center wavelength given in the second column, which is the mid-point of the 
channel bandpass as measured by the full-width, half-maximum of the channel wavelength 
range shown in the third column. Pixel size is the ground area (footprint) of each 
measurement. Min. Temp. is the lowest pixel-integrated temperature which can be detected 
by the particular sensor. Max. Temp. is the highest pixel-integrated temperature which can 
be detected without saturation of the instrument detector. Temperatures assume blackbody 
emission and no atmospheric corrections have been applied. (Modified from Flynn et al., 
1994) 

Center 
Band Wavelength Bandpass Pixel Size Min. Temp. Max. Temp. 

(µm) (µm) (°C) (oC) 

1 0.485 0.45-0.52 30x30 m 1050 1450 
2 0.560 0.52-0.60 30x30 m 960 1350 
3 0.660 0.63-0.69 30x30 m 810 1150 
4 0.830 0.76-0.90 30x30 m 620 950 
5 1.650 1.55-1.75 30x30 m 220 410 
6 11.45 10.42-12.42 120x120 m -60 70 
7 2.215 2.08-2.35 30x30 m 120 270 



Table 2.2 

Decision matrix of possible TM band response condition combinations of bands 6, 7, 5, and 4 which are: B (background), S 
(saturated), and G (within TM sensor dynamic range, i.e., "good"). Those band conditions which are shaded do not enter into the 
decision process. The "result" heading indicates which thermal model is applied to a given pixel ("PIX a" indicates that the pixel 
integrated temperature of band "a" is used; DB alb means the dual-band result with bands "a" and "b" is used). The decision key is a 
number assigned to each pixel thereby coding the result to a particular decision rule. 

w 
w 
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Table 2.3 

Listing of the results of application of the decision matrix to the two TM scenes of 
the Pu' u 0' o/Kupaianaha eruption. The background (cutoff) temperature used for this model 
was 38 °C. Difference in number of pixels in AOI between the scenes is due to differences 
in cloud cover and spatial distribution of volcanic activity at the respective times of 
acquisition. The 120x 120 m band 6 pixels have been resampled to the same resolution 
(30x30 m) as all other bands; the number of full-size band 6 pixels is 1/16 of that expressed 
here. 

July 23, 1991 Scene 
Area. (km2

} 

Total number of pixels in AOI 43,220 38.9 

Number of pixels at ambient 35,059 81.1 % 31.6 
Number of alarmed pixels 8161 18.9% 7.3 

Of thermally alarmed pixels: 

Band 6 PIX 5452 66.8% 4.9 
Band 7 PIX 2054 25 .2% 1.8 
Band 5 PIX 200 2.5% 0.2 
Dual-band (5 & 7) 455 5.6% 0.4 
Dual-band ( 4 & 5) 0 0.0% 0.0 

October 11, 1991 Scene 
Area. (km2

} 

Total number of pixels in AOI 46,911 42.2 

Number of pixels at ambient 35,934 75.0% 32.3 
Number of alarmed pixels 11,977 25.0% 10.8 

Of thermally alarmed pixels: 

Band 6 PIX 8396 70.1 % 7.6 
Band 7 PIX 2589 21.6% 2.3 
Band 5 PIX 143 1.2% 0.1 
Dual-band (5 & 7) 849 7.1 % 0.8 
Dual-band (4 & 5) 0 0.0% 0.0 
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Figure 2.1 Map of the active Pu'u O'o region of Kilauea volcano, showing the location of 
the image subscenes of TM data acquired on July 23, 1991 and October 11, 1991. 
Approximate area of coverage of the two subscenes shown in Figure 2.2 is identified. 
Volcanologically active features in the July scene are highlighted in black. Stippled area 
shows Pu'u O'o/Kupaianaha episodes 1-48 lava flows. Location of the study area on the 
island of Hawaii is shown in the upper right comer of the figure. The estimated (solid) and 
inferred (dashed) locations of the source lava tubes are indicated. Contour elevations are in 
feet. 
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Figure 2.2 TM images shown as color composites of bands 7 (red), 5 (green), and 3 (blue) 
acquired on (a) July 23, 1991 and (b) October 11, 1991 which shows two snapshots of the 
activity of episode 48 of the Pu'u O'o/Kupaianaha eruption. Location is as identified in 
Figure 2.1. Each image is approximately 15.4x15.4 km. North is to the top of the image. 
This band combination shows vegetation as green, while hot targets appear red and yellow. 
Earlier lava flows from this eruption appear black. Pu'u O'o crater (see Figure 2.1) to the 
left of both images, appears as a bright yellow/orange anomaly with fume trailing off to the 
south. Bright streaks extending to the left of the crater are due to detector saturation in bands 
7 and 5. Extending southeast from Kupaianaha lava lake ~ 1-2 km are two persistent hot 
anomalies marking the locations of probable skylights above the lava tube. Surface lava flow 
activity is considerably different in the two scenes, with Royal Gardens Subdivision (RGS, 
Figure 2.1), which appears as a cross-hatched green area, being further overrun by flows as 
captured in the October scene. 
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Figure 2.3 TM images shown as grayscale, histogram-equalized averages of bands 3 to 7: 
(a) July 23, 1991 and (b) October 11, 1991 which shows the smaller areas of interest (AOI), 
highlighted by white boxes. This band combination and grayscale stretch highlights potential 
thermally active regions while providing a visual frame of reference. The AOis were 
interactively picked to have similar characteristics in terms of location, slope, and cloud 
cover. Each area was analyzed separately. For locations refer to Figure 2.1. The AOis in 
each image extends from Pu'u O'o to Kupaianaha and then downslope to the ocean. The 
regions of interest are not identical in each scene due to differences in cloud cover, wind 
direction, and distribution of surface activity at the respective times of acquisition. 
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Figure 2.4 Variation in response in bands 5 (l.65 µm) and 7 (2.215 µm) for a two thermal 
component model. The model used here is for blackbodies (i.e., e = 1) with the cooler 
component at a temperature of 30°C, and the hot component at l000°C occupying 0.01 % 
of the pixel. Equivalent TM bands 5 and 7 DN are 97 and 240, respectively. The point at 
which the two curves cross is the solution. The calculated pixel integrated temperatures are 
360°C and 268°C for bands 5 and 7, respectively. 
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Figure 2.5 Flowchart which formalizes the logic involved in implementing the decision 
matrix presented in Table 2.2. The program in Appendix A follows the set of decision steps 
here. Only six different results can be achieved through this method: the pixel is radiating 
at the assumed background temperature, is assigned a pixel integrated temperature, or uses 
the results of the dual-band calculation. 
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Figure 2.6 Map of the radiant flux density for the July 23, 1991 TM image. North is at the 
top of the image. The flux density scale has been clipped at 5500 W /m2 for clarity, although 
maximum calculated values range up -11,500 W/m2 for pixels saturated in band 5. Blue 
colors ( < 1000 W /m2

) denote areas emitting energy in only the thermal infrared (band 6) and 
are zones of previous activity which are interpreted to be cooling flows. Green and yellow 
(1000-2500 W/m2

) are areas of intermediate energy output which probably represent areas 
containing dispersed small active flow lobes or recent flow areas more than a few hours old. 
Orange and the various shades of red(> 2500 W/m2

) denote areas of significant eruptive 
activity at the time of the TM overpass. See our discussion in Flynn et al. (1994) for more 
details. 
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Figure 2.7 3-dimensional view of the thermal flux density of the region between the Kupaianaha lava lake and the upslope beginning 
of surface flows (see Figures 2.2 and 2.6). In this view, it is more obvious that cooling crusted-over lava ponds and subsurface lava 
tubes are subtle, but detectible, features. Small exposures of molten lava in cracks and skylights produce large increases in the detected 
radiance. 
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Figure 2.8 Map of the radiant flux density for the October 11, 1991 TM image. North is at 
the top of the image. The flux density scale has been clipped at 5500 W/m2 for clarity, 
although maximum calculated values range up -11,500 W/m2 for pixels saturated in band 
5. Blue colors ( < 1000 W /m2

) denote areas emitting energy in only the thermal infrared 
(band 6) and are zones of previous activity which are interpreted to be cooling flows. Green 
and yellow (1000-2500 W/m2

) are areas of intermediate energy output which probably 
represent areas containing dispersed small active flow lobes or recent flow areas more than 
a few hours old. Orange and the various shades of red (> 2500 W /m2

) denote areas where 
there was significant eruptive activity at the time of the TM overpass. 
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Figure 2.9 TM images of Santa Maria volcano, Guatemala shown as color composites of 
bands 6 (red), 7 (green) and 3 (blue). Images were acquired on (a) October 25, 1987 and (b) 
November 5, 1988. Each image consists of 512x512 pixels giving an area of approximately 
15x15 km. The Caliente vent on Santiaguito dome can be identified as the small red/yellow 
area near the center of the image. North is to the top. 
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Figure 2.10 Four color composite images of the central portion of the October 25, 1987 TM 
image (Figure 2.9a) centered around Santiaguito dome and its drainage to the south. These 
images display uncorrected DN values of band 6 (red), band 5 (green), and band 3 (blue). 
Green and blue channels are shown at the same full stretch (0-255) in all images while the 
red channel is varied for each image. In the first image (upper left) band 6 is shown over the 
full 8-bit DN range (0-255) of the red channel. In this view the thermal anomaly at the 
Caliente vent is obvious. The second image (upper right) displays all values of band 6 
greater than 220 DN as red which highlights significantly warm pixels. The third image 
(lower left) assigns red to all band 6 DN values> 150 which emphasizes a ridge and drainage 
extending from the dome. The fourth image (lower right) shows all values >140 DN as red 
clearly bringing out sunward facing slopes and ridges. 
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Figure 2.11 Color composite TM images of bands 6 (red), 7 (green), and 3 (blue) of the 
Mount St. Augustine 1986 eruption. Dates of acquisition for each scene are given on the 
figure . Wind direction in each scene is indicated by the direction of the eruption plumes 
(bright blue) away from the vent. Snow cover appears as a uniform dark blue. Pyroclastic 
flows are visible radiating in the thermal IR (band 6). In the upper image (March) the 
pyroclastic flow to the north is in the shadow of the eruption plume. Most of this flow is 
saturated in band 6 (DN = 255) but is not thermally alarmed in bands 7 or 5. The bottom 
image shows continuing activity near the summit and the still warm (orange) pyroclastic flow 
deposits spread out on the lower flanks of the volcano. 
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Figure 2.12 Band 6 pixel integrated temperature map of Mount St. Augustine derived from 
the March 27, 1986 TM scene. The inset image is a combination of bands 3 (red), 2 (green), 
and 1 (blue) depicting the image in the visible, and is included for positional reference. 
Thermal contrast in the temperature map between the snow covered island and the cold 
ocean is minimal. Temperatures were derived from Planck's law withe= 0.95 and i- = 0.95. 
The eruption plume is very cold ( <-40°C) and obscures some of the ongoing activity. The 
average background temperature was -0°C. From the inset, the reflectivity can be seen to 
be spatially variable. 
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Figure 2.13 Band 6 pixel integrated temperature map of Mount St. Augustine derived from 
the April 13, 1986 TM scene. The inset image is a combination of bands 3 (red), 2 (green), 
and 1 (blue) depicting the image in the visible, and is included for positional reference. The 
intensity of explosive activity of the eruption is considerably reduced from the March scene. 
The snow cover is gone from this scene and the average background temperature was -20°C. 
The warm fan of pyroclastic flow deposits extends from the vent area to the north. 
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Chapter 3: AIPS Nighttime Spectral Imaging Data: Modeling and Analysis 

3.1 Introduction 

As part of the Airborne Remote Earth Sensing program, operated by Lockheed Palo 

Alto Research Laboratory for the United States Air Force, a series of flight experiments were 

conducted in Hawaii in May 1993 using the Airborne Instrument Program (AIP) mid-wave 

infrared sensor (Jewett et al., 1993). One of these experiments involved imaging of the 

Phase 53 eruption of Kilauea near midnight of May 23, 1993. These data were made 

available to me by Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory (Jewett et al., 1993). Presented 

in this chapter are a description of the AIPS system and the flight experiment, data format 

and my data reduction methods, a new atmospheric correction technique which I developed, 

application of the one and two thermal component models, an analysis of estimated errors 

and sensitivity, and the volcanological implications of the results of this airborne remote 

sensing experiment. 

The AIPS sensor is a hyper/multi-spectral imaging spectrometer that provides spectral 

data from approximately 2.3-5.2 µmin 45 channels. A 2-dimensional focal plane array 

provides simultaneous formation of spectra and one dimension of spatial information along 

the spectrometer slit. The instrument operates in a pushbroom fashion, with aircraft forward 

motion providing the second spatial dimension. 

The sensor is flown on a NASA WB-57F high-altitude aircraft which carries a crew 

of two and a payload of approximately 1800 kg. The data discussed here were acquired at 

a nominal flight altitude of 18.3 km (60,000 ft). Individual flight-line swath widths were 
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estimated on the order of 960 m, with the final image cube mosaic covering an area of 

4.8x12.3 km extending from the coastline to Pu'u O'o (see Figure 3.1). Data were acquired 

at night to eliminate solar reflection and minimize daytime solar heating effects by allowing 

the Earth to radiatively cool for several hours (Bishop et al., 1994). 

3.2 Sensor and Flight Experiment Description 

The mission objective of the AIPS system mapping experiment over Kilauea was to 

fly a series of overlapping, parallel flight lines. Five flight lines were initially planned with 

a 30% overlap. However, due to failure of a hand-held Global Positioning System receiver 

unit, which was to be used for periodic updates of the aircraft inertial navigation system, two 

sets of five flight lines were flown to account for inertial navigation drift errors and to ensure 

complete coverage of the flow field (Bishop et al., 1994 ). All ten flight lines were acquired 

at night from 2330 hours, May 23 to 0150 hours, May 24, 1993, HST. Instrument calibration 

sequences were conducted before the first and after the last flight line (Jewett et al., 1994). 

The flight altitude was nominally 60,000 ft (18.3 km) which gave a pixel spatial 

resolution in the cross-track direction of 21.4 m. The effective ground speed was 

approximately 390 knots (200 m/sec ), and with an instrument clock rate of 40 Hz, resulted 

in an along-track pixel dimension of 5.0 m. The total swath width (cross-track) was 960 m. 

Figure 3.1 shows the seven of ten flight lines which were used to construct a mosaic of the 

in-band radiance image cube. The final data product was an image mosaic which consisted 

of 225 pixels "cross-track" by 2500 pixels "along-track" with a ground aspect ratio of 4: 1, 

respectively, obtained in 45 channels, ranging from 2.351-5.168 µm. 
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The AIPS spectrometer utilizes a narrow reflective slit as a field stop and a two

element prism to provide spectral dispersion. The dispersed energy is focused by an imaging 

lens onto an indium doped silicon photoconductive 45x90 element detector array resulting 

in a 2-dimensional (spatial x spectral) image of the projection of the spectrometer slit. 

The data were provided in a nonstandard format with instructions for recovery. There 

were 45 image files (corresponding to the different spectral channels), each of which 

contained 2500 lines of 225 pixels. The data were in 16-bit positive integers (0 - 32767), 

high byte first with a header block of 4500 bytes. The 16-bit pixel values are converted to 

in-band radiance (µW/cm 2/sr) by the formula: L = (16-bit integer value - 1000)/64.0. 

The spectrometer channel wavelengths and bandwidths are given in Table 3.1 which presents 

the wavelength calibration as measured on May 5, 1993 and adjusted for spectral shift that 

occurred between that date and the flight date (Jewett et al., 1993). Figure 3.2 provides an 

example of the mosaic image in-band radiance as measured at channel 38 (A. = 4.65 µm) 

scaled to 256 gray levels. The in-band radiance values, L, are then converted to spectral 

radiance, L(A.), by dividing the in-band radiance by the bandwidth and multiplying by the 

appropriate conversion factors. All processing and the radiance results presented here are 

in spectral radiance with units of W/m2/sr/µm. 

3.3 Systematic Corrections 

In the course of reducing these data and modeling the thermal structure of the image, 

three significant problems with the data, or portions of the data, became apparent. The first 

problem is obvious from Figure 3.2 where sensor saturation occurs in this specific channel, 
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resulting in blooming onto adjacent pixels and is evidenced in the image by cross-track bright 

streaks. These saturation streaks occur when the in-band radiance exceeds 2-3 times the 

pixel saturation threshold for a given wavelength. Because of the nature of the 2-

dimensional detector array, where radiance levels approach 8-10 times this threshold, 

apparent blooming occurs in the spectral dimension (band-to-band), also. A plot of the raw 

spectral radiance as a function of wavelength for two adjacent pixels, which are saturated in 

several channels, is shown in Figure 3.3. Shown with the dashed line is the maximum value 

at each wavelength within the entire 225x2500 pixel scene. Note that the level of saturation 

is not constant, but varies as a function of wavelength. For this study, if a pixel had two or 

more channels which exceeded one half the maximum value for that channel within the 

entire scene, it was considered "saturated". Of the 625,500 pixels in the scene, only 4087 

pixels (0.73%) were saturated by the given criterion and excluded from further consideration 

in the data processing scheme as no reliably useful information could be gained. It is likely 

that the useful dynamic range of the sensor could be extended by excluding the channels 

which are saturated and including channels which now have sufficient signal. However, this 

process would either have to be done by hand on a pixel-by-pixel basis, or would require a 

more "intelligent" computer program (beyond the scope here) to choose channels to exclude 

and add. Also, for those wavelength regions in which there was little background thermal 

radiance(< 3 µm), the method of atmospheric correction detailed in Section 3.4.2 probably 

could not be utilized. 

The second problem with the raw data is not readily evident in the image shown in 

Figures 3.2 or in the saturation plot of Figure 3.3. However, Figure 3.4 presents the raw 
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spectrum of a pixel near Pu'u O' o that illustrates this particular problem; note that at channel 

33, which is in the center of the C02 atmospheric absorption band, the calibrated radiance 

value is greater than zero. Though ground radiance at this wavelength should be absorbed 

100% and the atmospheric radiance at 18.3 km should be negligible, the non-zero radiance 

observed in the C02 band suggests that the entire spectrum is offset upward to higher 

radiance values. This discrepancy may lie in an internal scattering effect within the sensor 

as pointed out by Jewett et al. (1993). Their laboratory measurements indicated that 

approximately 0.1 % of the radiance incident on the system aperture may be scattered 

uniformly across the focal plane, leading to an artificial elevation in the signal levels in all 

spectral channels. Since this offset at 4.3 µm was most evident near bright features in the 

scene, their explanation seems consistent with my observations of the offset in the data. To 

compensate for this artificial elevation of the measured signal, and assuming a linear offset, 

the spectrum of each pixel was normalized to zero radiance in the center of the C02 band at 

channel 33 by subtracting the value of channel 33 from all channels. 

The third systematic anomaly occurs only in a small portion of three of the flight 

scans which comprise the mosaic image. Figure 3.5 shows a portion of the scene near Pu'u 

O'o at 2.351 µm (channel 0). The mean radiance level is higher in the three central flight 

tracks as evidenced by the elevated apparent brightness south of Pu'u O'o. This particular 

offset occurs in only three of the flight tracks which have distinct lateral boundaries 

indicative that some short-term transient event occurred at the time of their acquisition and 

does not necessarily reflect surface conditions. Additionally, short wavelengths were more 

affected than longer wavelengths suggesting an atmospheric effect. Possibly increased local 
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scattering of the intense radiance from the vent may have occurred at the times of these three 

overflights due to passing thin clouds. To correct these offsets in the portions of the three 

scans affected in the mosaic image, which would cause anomalously high calculation of 

integrated flux, an average along-track profile was generated in each offset region (Figure 

3.6, top) and divided into each column of the appropriate scan to ratio out the offset. An 

average cross-track profile (Figure 3.6, bottom) was generated from a nearby region within 

each track just downslope where the offset was not evident, and multiplied by each row of 

normalized data reestablishing the background radiance values as reference without altering 

the signal or noise characteristics. Table 3.2 lists the regions chosen from the image for these 

corrections. These corrections were applied to all channels, although the effect was most 

pronounced in the shorter wavelengths. 

3.4 Atmospheric Corrections 

In order to develop a thermal model of the flow field from the AIPS system data set, 

the first major step was to generate a reasonable, workable radiative transfer model of the 

atmosphere. Because of the higher spectral resolution and spectral range of the AIPS sensor, 

the simple background subtraction method used with the TM data in Chapter 2 was estimated 

to be inadequate and inappropriate for use with these data. The starting point of the 

atmospheric corrections to the spectral radiance data is the standard radiative transfer code, 

MODTRAN-2 (Kneizys et al., 1980, 1988; ONT AR Corp., 1991). I began with the standard 

tropical model and modified it as described below. 
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3.4.l MODTRAN Radiative Transfer Model 

All MODTRAN-2 (hereinafter referred to simply as MODTRAN) model computer 

calculations were performed at the highest resolution provided by the model, i.e., 5 cm-1 with 

a 2 cm-1 FWHM (full width-half maximum) triangular sampling function. The output of the 

model was then scanned at 25 cm-1 to near AIPS sensor resolution at the longest wavelengths, 

and then fit with a cubic spline to the instrument spectral sampling wavelengths. Figure 3.7 

gives a plot of the expected combined ground and atmospheric radiance at the highest 

MODTRAN resolution of the standard tropical model for the wavelength range of 2.0-5.5 

µm and the re-scanned lower resolution model output. The path length is 18.3 km (flight 

altitude); the target emissivity is 0.98; and the target temperature is 26 °C. The target 

temperature is an estimate derived from the best fit MODTRAN model (see below) of the 

average background ocean radiance. 

Figure 3.8 shows the spectral radiance plot, within the bandpass of the AIPS 

instrument, of the average spectrum of 400 pixels of a portion of the ocean and the spectrum 

of a MODTRAN run using the standard tropical model atmosphere resampled to the AIPS 

sensor spectral resolution. This plot shows that the standard tropical model is not a very 

good approximation of the atmospheric conditions at the time of the AIPS sensor overflight, 

particularly at the longer wavelengths. 

To simplify the atmospheric modeling process, the 26-layer MODTRAN standard 

tropical model was reduced to 3-layers consisting of a boundary layer (0-2 km), a 

tropospheric layer (2-10 km), and a stratospheric layer (10-30 km). Starting with the average 

tropical model parameters, several hundred MODTRAN model atmospheres were tested by 
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varying the following components: ground temperature, atmospheric layer temperatures, and 

atmospheric layer water vapor content. C02 was assumed to be well mixed in all layers 

(Wolfe and Zissis, 1989). There was, within the 2-5 µm region, no measurable effect caused 

by including standard aerosols within the model and therefore, except for the system 

corrections mention above in Section 3.3, were ignored for this study. By varying the 

atmospheric components identified, and iteratively improving the apparent fit of the model 

to the average ocean spectrum, a first-cut 3-layer atmospheric model was developed which 

best matched the measured spectral radiance. Figure 3.9 shows the best 3-layer model 

radiance versus the average ocean spectrum. Although the data show excess radiance 

compared to the model at longer wavelengths, the fit is very good from approximately 3.4-

4.0 µm. Figure 3.10 is a plot of the resulting 3-layer MODTRAN atmospheric trans

missivity, 'tm
0
iA.). By adjusting the basic MODTRAN model, it can be better tailored to the 

specific optical conditions during the experiment. Use of the transmissivity model is 

described in the following section. 

3.4.2 Dual Background Atmospheric Model 

While atmospheric absorption has a multiplicative effect on the data (Chavez, 1988), 

the mid-infrared wavelengths also span the region in which the atmosphere can contribute 

significant radiation as an additive component, much as scattering does. In this light, I have 

developed a technique which expands on the analytic procedure of Blake (1983) and the 

improved dark-object subtraction technique of Chavez (1988). The advantage of all of these 

techniques is that minimal ancillary data are needed because most of the information required 
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for correction of atmospheric effects in the data exists in the scene itself, and are contempo-

raneous with the data. 

The radiance which reaches the sensor at a given detector element can be represented 

as: 

(3.1) 

where Lmea/) .. ) is the measured at-sensor spectral radiance, LT(A.,T) is the true target (ground) 

spectral radiance at temperature, T, -ratm(A.) is the atmospheric transmissivity, -r i (A.) is the 

instrumental transmission, Latm(A.,Tatm) is atmospheric spectral radiance, p is the target 

reflectivity (see Equation 3.11), and Li(A.,T) is the instrumental self-radiance. The additive 

terms on the right side of Equation (3.1) then represent, as convolved with the appropriate 

transmission factors, in order: the radiance due to the target, the radiance due to the 

intervening atmosphere, the total column downwelling atmospheric radiance reflected from 

the ground, and the instrument self-radiance. 

The basic concept of the dark-object subtraction technique, as interpreted for non-

scattering measurements, is that there exists in a remotely sensed scene some pixels which, 

in the case of the thermal measurements here, have no radiance due to unusually elevated 

temperatures, but represent a background value. Assuming that a pixel can be identified 

which is at a known background temperature, T BB' the measured background radiance is: 

+ p·L r (A.,T r )·-r r (A.)·-r.(A.) + L.(A.,T.) am am am 1 1 1 (3.2) 
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where the variables are as in Equation (3.1), and LsGm(A.) is the measured at-sensor 

background spectral radiance, and LBB(A.,T BB) is the Planck function spectral radiance at 

temperature, TBB· These two measurements give two equations in three unknowns - 't'atm(A.), 

However, by selecting a second background pixel which is at a different background 

temperature, T BB2, then the problem reduces to three equations in three unknowns with 

(3.3) 

Subtracting Equation (3.3) from (3.2) 

and assummg that the instrumental transmission factors have been corrected m the 

calibration process, Equation (3.4) may be reduced to: 

(3.5) 

in which LBGm(A.) and L 8G2m() .. ) are measured values and L8 B (A.,T BB) and Ls82 (A.,T882 ) are 

calculated from Planck's function. In this fashion, an empirical estimate of the atmospheric 

transmissivity, 't'atm(A), independent of (or at least once removed from) any model, is obtained 

from the data and the atmospheric and instrumental radiances, Latm(A.,Tatm) and Li(A.,Ti), are 

factored out. Substituting 'tatm(A.) into Equation (3.1), the atmospherically corrected real 

spectral radiance of the target pixel is then 
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(3.6) 

or equivalently, 

(3.7) 

Due to the lack of ancillary data for this experiment, estimates of the two background 

temperatures (T BB and T BBi) were required. Two regions of relatively uniform spectral 

radiance at obviously differing temperatures were chosen and averaged. One of these areas 

was the ocean region described above in Section 3.4. l which was at a relatively low 

temperature. The other area was a portion of the warm water plume emanating from the 

main lava ocean entry point. As shown by Salisbury and D' Aria (1994), by choosing both 

regions in the ocean, any effects due to potential variations in emissivity are minimized. 

Dividing the raw spectral radiance of each of these areas by the MODTRAN transmissivity, 

'tmoc10-), and shown in Figure 3.10, a first order atmospheric correction was made to these two 

background spectra. 

Since the background temperatures were not measured, a good estimate of these 

temperatures is required. Nonlinear least squares fits of the Planck function to a portion of 

the background spectra were performed to invert the Planck function and derive the 

respective temperatures of the two background regions. As shown in Figure 3.9, the 

MODTRAN model radiance fit to the raw spectral data is very good from approximately 3.4-

4.0 µm. Additionally, this wavelength region is one in which the atmospheric transmission 

is greatest and atmospheric radiance has a minimal contribution to the overall radiance, as 
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shown in Figure 3.11. Therefore, the wavelength region used to determine the two 

background temperatures in the least squares fitting function was limited to 3.448-4.114 µm 

(channels 21-30) where atmospheric absorption and radiance both have a minor effect. The 

results of the fits yielded estimated background temperatures, T BB and T BBi from Equation 

(3.5), of 28.1 °C and 39.5 °C, respectively for the cool ocean background and warm water 

plume. 

The effects of estimation errors of these specific background temperatures on the 

resulting uniform target pixel temperature derived from Equations (3.6) or (3.7) by varying 

one, or both, of the background temperature values was analyzed. For a target temperature 

near 40°C, varying only the cool background temperature ±1 °C results in a target 

temperature variation of -l.7°C to +l.5 °C, while changing the warm background 

temperature ±1 °C changed the calculated target temperature +2.5°C to -2.7 °C. Varying both 

background temperatures by ±1 °C in th~ same direction, which is most likely for systematic 

errors, resulted in a difference of -l .0°C to+ 1.2 °C. Table 3.3 summarizes the results of this 

analysis. The result is that for a 1 °C error in one of the background temperatures, the fit of 

a uniform target pixel can be off by up to 2.7 °C. However, if both background estimations 

are off in the same direction by 1 °C, the error is propagated to the target pixel fit by 

approximately 1 °C, also. We will see that this error is insignificant with respect to the 

variations in the temperatures of the volcanic targets discussed in Section 3.5. 

It should be noted here that in the deep absorption bands of water (2.4-2.9 µm, > 5.2 

µm) and C02 (4.25-4.4 pm) and for those wavelength regions in which there was little 

background thermal radiance ( < 3 µm), the dual background method of determining 
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atmospheric transmissivity, 'ta1m() .. ), from Equation (3.5) proved to be marginal. By dividing 

a very small number near the noise level of the system (the measured background radiance) 

by another very small number (the modeled background radiance), the resulting quotient was 

unstable and unreliable. Therefore, for all modeling calculations involving only one thermal 

component, those channels within these wavelength regions were excluded in the manner 

followed by Oppenheimer, et al. (1993). 

For two thermal component models, in the wavelength regions in which one would 

expect significant atmospheric transmission, but in which these background surfaces 

produced little or no thermal signal, the 3-layer MODTRAN transmissivity model results, 

'tm
0
iA.), were substituted for 'tatm(A.). Specifically, 'tm0 iA.) for channels 0-2 (2.35-2.42 µm) 

with values of 0.69, 0.55, and 0.38, respectively, were replaced. These shorter wavelengths 

were deemed important in order to help constrain the presence of any hot thermal 

components in other portions of the scene. 

3.5 Thermal Models 

Over the recent past, a great deal of work has been published on thermal modeling 

of various volcanic phenomena. This background work, most of which have dealt with two 

or three relatively broad bands, was discussed in detail in Chapter 2. Of particular interest 

are the few studies utilizing hyperspectral data in the visible and short wave infrared 

wavelengths such as the Airborne Visible/Infrared hnaging Spectrometer (A VIRIS) 

(Oppenheimer et al., 1993) and the GER IRIS Mark N spectroradiometer (Flynn, 1992; 

Flynn and Mouginis-Mark, 1992; Flynn et al., 1993) because of the number of channels 
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available, and the Thermal Infrared Multispectral Scanner (Realmuto et al., 1992) because 

of the multispectral wavelength range in the thermal infrared. However, as discussed in 

Chapter 1, except for the use of low spatial resolution, broadband A VHRR Channel 3 images 

by a few investigators (Dozier, 1981; Matson and Dozier, 1981; Dousset et al., 1993), no 

Earth remote sensing work on thermal models has been performed in the mid-infrared 

wavelength region. 

3.5.l Estimation of Emissivity 

The underlying idea of all radiometric techniques is based on the concept of the 

blackbody, or perfect thermal radiator. A blackbody is defined as an ideal surface that 

absorbs all incident radiation, and emits radiant energy at the maximum possible rate per unit 

area at each wavelength for a given temperature. The spectral distribution of the radiation 

emitted by a blackbody is given by Planck's distribution law: 

(3.8) 

where 

Ls8(.A,T) is the blackbody spectral radiance in W/m2/sr/µm 

T is the temperature of the blackbody radiator in K 

.A is the wavelength in meters 

C 1 = (2xl06)hc2 = 1.19106xl0-22 W·m·µm 

C2 = hc/k = l.43883xl0-2 m·K 

c is the speed of light in mis 
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his Planck constant= 6.62620xl0-34 joule·s 

k is Boltzmann constant = l .38062x 10-23 joule/K 

Most objects, however, are not perfect emitters and radiate somewhat less than ideal 

blackbodies. The radiance from a real surface is a function of its temperature and emissivity, 

where emissivity is the ratio of the surface's radiance to that of a blackbody at the same 

temperature. For opaque materials in the absence of thermal gradients, Kirchoff's law 

describes the complementary relationship between reflectivity (p) and emissivity (e), such 

that p + e = 1. A perfect blackbody has an emissivity of one, while a perfect reflector has 

an emissivity of zero. However, the reflectivity, and hence emissivity, of a surface is 

generally a function of wavelength, and Kirchoff's law may be written as e(A.) = 1 - p(A.) . 

From Planck's law, the measured spectral radiance then becomes 

(3.9) 

If, however, emissivity is spectrally uniform, but less than one, over a wavelength 

region of interest, the resulting emission is described as graybody within the specific 

bandpass. The rock type of interest here, basalt, has a relatively flat and featureless spectrum 

within the MWIR wavelength region (Salisbury and D' Aria, 1994) and may be considered 

a graybody. 

Though this assumption greatly simplifies some of the difficulties associated with the 

nonlinear nature of the results presented here, reasonable values of constant emissivity are 

required to recover surface target temperatures from the radiance measurements. Salisbury 

and D' Aria (1994) state emissivity values for 3-5 µm for various samples of basalt ranging 
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from 0.86-0.96, although the one reflectance spectrum shown of fresh basalt (their Figure 

4b), indicates that the calculated emissivity drops no lower than 0.94 near 3.8 µm. 

Other investigators have reported or utilized different values of emissivity for basaltic 

rocks in the near-infrared (NIR.) and thermal-infrared (TIR.) regions. In a modeling study of 

Mount Etna, Oppenheimer (1993) selected eNIR = 0.95 and eTIR = 0.9, while for an analysis 

of TM band 5 and band 7 data of the 1984 Mount Etna eruption, Pieri et al. ( 1990) used ENIR 

= 1. Realmuto et al. ( 1992), reporting on a Thermal Infrared Multispectral Scanner (TIMS) 

experiment over the Kupaianaha flow field, derived emissivity (EnR) values which ranged 

from approximately 0.91-0.98. Analyzing band 6 TM images of Stromboli and Vulcano, 

Gaonac'h et al. (1994) estimated EnR = 0.97 and 0.98. Flynn (1992) reported measurement 

of flat spectral emissivity from 0.4-2.5 µm of 0.995 with days-old fresh basalt samples from 

Kilauea. 

Although not explicitly stated above (Section 3.4.2), in fitting the two ocean 

background spectra, emissivity was incorporated into the calculations. Ocean surface 

reflectivity was calculated using the simplified approximation for Fresnel's equations at 

normal incidence: 

-(n-1) 2 

p - --
n + 1 

(3.10) 

where n is the non-complex index of refraction of water and is assumed to be 1.33. The 

resulting effective emissivity is 0.98. Considering the range and limits of emissivities 
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reported in the literature, this graybody estimate (E = 0.98) was used for all calculations 

which required an emissivity value. 

3.5.2 Fitting to Thermal Models 

There are basically two thermal models which have been discussed at length in the 

literature, as pointed out in Chapters 1 and 2, which are the basis of the discussion here: the 

one thermal component model and the two thermal component model. A third model, which 

incorporates three thermal components, has been examined independently by Flynn (1992) 

and Oppenheimer (1993). However, the three component model is not explored here for 

several reasons: (1) the limited wavelength range of these data; (2) the lack of contemporane

ous groundtruth which Oppenheimer infers is necessary for "pinpointing" solutions to the 

three component model; (3) increasing the number of free parameters tends to reduce the 

value of the fits (Kosonocky et al., 1994); and (4) Flynn was using a spectroradiometer with 

a narrow field of view with a small ground target area, while the data analyzed throughout 

this dissertation are all image data. These image data provide significant spatial information 

on the thermal characteristics of the surface beyond that which can be derived from modeling 

single pixels. For this reason, all of my results are derived from the one and two component 

thermal models. 

The straightforward application of the Planck function to the spectral radiance for a 

given pixel is the simplest model of radiative temperature derivation, which assumes that the 

whole pixel observed is at one temperature. The one thermal component model is then 

Equation (3.8), as modified by Equation (3.9): 
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c1 
L ('A T) = e ·-----:=--------= 

BB ' [ (C I '}.T) ] 1..s e 2 - 1 
(3.11) 

where T is the uniform temperature of the entire pixel, LsB('A,T) is the model spectral 

radiance, and all other parameters are as in Equation (3.8). 

The other thermal model discussed here is the one proposed by Dozier ( 1981) and 

Matson and Dozier ( 1981 ), and utilized as the basis of the various studies reviewed in 

Chapter 1. The two thermal component model assumes areal mixing of the radiance 

originating from two thermal sources of different temperatures occupying various fractional 

portions of the pixel. The expression of the two component model is 

where Tc is the cool component temperature, Th is the hot component temperature, and Ah 

is the fractional total area of the hot component. The terms "cool" and "hot'', here refer to 

the temperatures of the two thermal components relative to each other. Figure 3.12 

illustrates how the radiance from two separate synthetic blackbodies mixes into total pixel 

spectral radiance. In this example, the cool component blackbody has a temperature, Tc= 

50°C and a fractional area, (1 - Ah)= 0.9998 of the pixel. The hot component blackbody 

(circles) is at a temperature, Th= 800°C and occupies a fractional area, Ah = 0.0002. The 

total flux is governed primarily by the cooler component occupying most of the pixel (as 

suggested by Glaze et al., 1989 and shown by Oppenheimer, 1991). The effect of the thermal 

component at high or near magmatic temperature has the greatest impact at shorter 
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wavelengths, modifying the shape of the curve, although it does also shift the entire curve 

upward some, emphasizing the need for good absolute spectral radiance values. 

From the example in Figure 3.12, if one measured only the total radiance described 

by the curve through the squares, how does one extract the other two curves which describe 

each component separately? Retrieving the model parameters (e.g., Tor Tc, Th• Ah) from 

measured data by minimizing the misfit between the observed and the model or predicted 

data is known as inversion. The misfit, or objective function, is defined by a sample-by-

sample (in this case, with A.) comparison of the measured data and the model data. For the 

one thermal component case, a nonlinear least squares technique was used to fit the Planck 

function (Equation 3.11) to the data on a pixel-by-pixel basis to derive model temperature 

for each pixel. The two component case used the same technique to fit Equation (3.12) to 

the data and derive Tc, Th, and Ah. 

In general, to handle nonlinear functions, nonlinear curve fitting algorithms are 

required. The desired parameters must be adjusted in an iterative way and usually require 

initial estimates of the values sought. For the one thermal component model, the sum of the 

squared residuals, 

n 

F(A.,T) = L [Leo/A.) - LssCA.,T)]2 (3.13) 
A=l 

is the objective function which is minimized. The problem of finding the best value for the 

Planck function's unknown parameter, T, becomes the problem of finding the minimum of 

a new function, F(A.,T). 

For the two component model, the objective function, F, becomes 
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n 

F('A,Tc,Th,Ah) L [Lcor(A) - LBi'A,Tc,Th,Ah)]2 (3.14) 
A. ~ I 

where for both objective functions, Lc0 ,('A) is the measured, atmospherically corrected 

spectral radiance, and Lii8 ('A,T) and is8 ('A,Tc ,Th• Ah) are the model radiances derived by 

adjusting the parameters Tor Tc, Th, Ah for the one and two component models, respectively. 

The algorithm used in fitting these data was the gradient-expansion technique or 

Levenberg-Marquardt method (Bevington, 1969), which uses a combination of the gradient 

search with function linearization. As I programmed the algorithm, floating parameters are 

adjusted until the objective function changes by only 1 o-6 % or until 200 iterations have been 

performed, which ever comes first. Because of the more complex nature of the two 

component objective function, the allowed number of iterations was increased to 400. The 

basic methodology used for modeling these data was also applied to the SMIFTS data 

examined in Chapter 4. 

The initial estimation of the parameter values should be as close to the actual values 

as possible or the solution may not converge. Considering the number of spectra to be 

modeled, however, a fixed set of initial guesses was built into the suite of programs. For 

fitting the one thermal component model, an initial guess of T = 50°C was used, allowing 

the estimate to converge downward toward the cooler background temperature or upward for 

a uniformly warm or hot temperature. For the two thermal component model, initial 

parameters were set as Tc= 25 °C, Th= 100°C, and Ah= 0.05 (or 5% of the area). From 

these starting points , except for requiring that 0 ~ Ah ~ 1 and that Tc < Th , there were no 

other bounds placed on the parameters, which were allowed to free float. The advantage of 
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using an algorithm which includes the gradient search method is that all parameters (Tc, Th, 

Ah in the two component model) are varied simultaneously so that the direction of 

propagation in parameter space is along the direction of steepest descent. Linearizing the 

fitting function drops the second order term of the gradient, and only the first partial . 

derivatives are calculated. Both of these factors aid in increased speed of convergence of the 

fitting function . The general form of the Levenberg-Marquardt method includes a weighting 

factor. However, no weighting of the fitting function was incorporated in this study. Though 

the calculations required model temperatures in Kelvin, all values reported here are in 

degrees Celsius. 

For the one thermal component model, the instrumental channels used included 

channels 19-30 and 37-40. In terms of wavelength, the range was 3 .310-4.87 5 µm, excluding 

the C02 absorption band in channels 31-36 (4.191-4.574 µm). For the two component fit, I 

also included channels 0-2 (2.351-2.423 µm) as discussed in Section 3.4.2, which provide 

some additional leverage to the fitting function in the presence of small areas of hot or 

magmatic temperatures. 

In order to optimize the two respective fitting algorithm's functionality, the original 

225x2500 pixel scene was divided into five 225x500 pixel sections. This allowed the entire 

45-channel atmospherically corrected data cube for each section to be read into computer 

memory and processed with minimal use of virtual memory and with a corresponding 

reduction in processing time. 

A one thermal component fit to each spectrum of Planck's function convolved with 

emissivity was performed as outlined above on a pixel-by-pixel basis on each of the 112,500 
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spectra in each of the five sections, excluding only those pixels which were previously 

classified as saturated. Figure 3.13 is an example of the one component model fit to the 

dual-background corrected spectrum of one pixel with a derived temperature of T = 52.4 °C. 

Output for the fit of each pixel incorporated the best-fit single component temperature, the 

average absolute residual of the fit, the average radiance for the selected wavelength 

channels, and a key which indicated the results of the fit, e.g., (1) convergence, (2) failure 

to converge, and (3) crashed the program. Therefore, the output consisted of an intermediate 

data cube of four bands which include both the result and an estimate of how good that result 

was, in image form. 

Since both the model and objective fitting function for two thermal components are 

significantly more complex than the one component model, computational requirements are 

more stringent. The major portion of the scene actually is background or non-thermal 

volcanic terrain, some of which is vegetated. It was assumed that these background regions 

were at a single temperature, and therefore, there was no point in running the two component 

model on the pixels in these regions. The areas which were to be included in the two 

component fit as regions of interest were interactively extracted and the program was keyed 

to run the two component fitting algorithm only on pixels within these regions. The entire 

flow field was included in the two component processing. As with the one component model 

output, the parameters of interest, Tc, Th, and Ah, along with the average absolute residuals 

of the model fit and a key which indicated the outcome of the fitting algorithm were written 

to an intermediate file. Since the individual pixels were addressable in either the one or two 

component fit output files, there was no need to include the average radiance values again. 
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Figure 3 .14 shows an example of the results of both the two component model fit and the one 

component fit for the same pixel, which was classified as a good two component fit. The 

results of the fit were Tc= 47.3 °C, Th= 778.1 °C, and Ah= 9.4091 x 10-5
. It should be noted 

that the shape of the blackbody curve for a given temperature is fixed, and the one 

component fit basically converges on an average value (the point where the two curves cross) 

weighted by the radiance. Having two components of complementary area, allows the fit to 

modify the shape of the curve by adjusting the parameters. 

In the process of developing the computer code to perform the least squares fits, I 

noted that incorporation of "floating" emissivity as a parameter to be modeled would often 

result in unreasonable output model parameters, even for synthetic "known" spectra. 

Considering that the problem is overdetermined (i.e., the number of data points is larger than 

the number of unknown parameters), Kosonocky et al. (1994) point out that a too complex, 

over-determined model may lead to a reduction in the fit accuracy because of the redundant 

degrees of freedom which are introduced in the fitting algorithm. This suggestion, along 

with the fact that the model temperatures are buried in the denominator of an exponential 

while the emissivity is a straight multiplicative factor in Equations (3 .11) and (3.12), and 

considering the reasoning given in Section 3.5.1, the choice of a fixed emissivity (E = 0.98) 

for this data set was deemed reasonable. 

As a summary, Figure 3 .15 presents a simplified functional block diagram or 

flowchart of the processing steps that I have developed in this chapter which were used to 

reduce and model these data. Except for those steps in the flowchart which involve the 

background spectra, each block represents a process applied to each of the 562,500 pixels 
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in the data set mosaic. The two intermediate output files of the best-fit model results are then 

the input to a decision process to determine application of the appropriate model, as 

described in the next section. 

3.5.3 Model Results 

In all cases, the one thermal component model fitting routine converged. This is not 

to imply that the fit was good in all cases. It does indicate that the technique worked to 

provide a "valid" answer, though not necessarily the best answer. However, for most of the 

scene, which is predominantly non-active volcanic terrain, this one component result is 

assumed to be sufficiently descriptive. Figure 3.16 is a grayscale image depicting the one 

component resultant temperatures of the entire scene. The black areas in the image are the 

saturated pixels, which were not modeled. The areas which were also fit with the two 

thermal component model had more diverse results, which are analyzed here and compared 

to the one component results. A choice as to which model best represents the physical reality 

of the observed ground area for a given pixel is guided by a straightforward application of 

decision theory (Jones, 1977). 

The decision matrix for these results is actually fairly simple and intuitive. Figure 

3.17 is a flowchart which details the decision points regarding which model is the better fit. 

As originally pointed out in Section 3.3, saturated pixels were not modeled. For those pixels 

which were not saturated, if they were in the regions which were identified as part of the flow 

field and therefore appropriate for attempting the two component fit, the two component 

model was run. The program functioning also allowed three possible results: converged to 
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a solution, did not converge, or hung the program in a loop. If the program converged to a 

solution, the model results for that pixel are passed to the next set of decision steps which 

compare the output results. All of the following conditions must be met simultaneously for 

the two component model to be considered a better fit to the data than the one component 

model: Tc, the cool component temperature, must be greater than 10°C and less than 

1200°C, considered here to be a reasonable range covering background to beyond magmatic 

temperatures; Th, the hot component temperature, must be at least l0°C greater than Tc and 

less than 1200°C; and Ah, the area of the hot component, must be greater than zero and less 

than one. An additional constraint was placed on the results, which was that the ratio of the 

average one component residual to the average two component residual, weighted by the 

average radiance, must be greater than some constant (in this case , constant = 8). This last 

step insures that the two component model fits the data significantly better than the one 

component model, since there is no justification for using a more complex model when a 

simpler one will do as well. Also, the requirement that the hot area lies between zero and 

one, but is not equal to either, logically follows because in either case, this would be reduced 

to a one component system. 

Table 3.4 summarizes, by processing sub-section, the results of the application of the 

decision tree shown in Figure 3.17. Each section (225x500 pixels) consists equally of 115 

of the total image mosaic (225x2500 pixels). Sections are consecutively numbered 1 to 5, 

in order, from near the coast to near the vent. Of the total 562,500 pixels in the image, 4000 

pixels were classified as saturated (0.71 % of the total pixels). The two component model 

was run on 77,793 pixels (13.8% of the total pixels), and 3814 pixels passed the criteria 
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established in the decision matrix. The two thermal component model best fit 4.9% of those 

pixels attempted, while 95.1 % were better fit by the one thermal component model. 

Although this may seem like a small percentage of valid two component fits, this is probably 

the largest number of spectra fit to a two component model from a given data set, to date. 

Figure 3 .18 is a set of plots of a random sampling of approximately 1000 pixels, limited for 

reasons of clarity in the plot, of the results of the two component fit. The first three graphs 

in the figure show the projection of the output results onto the three planes defined by the 

three variables, Tc, Th, and Ah. The hot component fractional area, 1\ , is plotted on a 

logarithmic scale. The fourth graph in the figure shows all three variables plotted on a single 

3-axis graph with the axes at the same scales as the 2-dimensional graphs. There is little 

correlation between the hot and cool component temperatures and even less between the cool 

component temperature and the hot (or cool) fractional areas. There is, however, a fairly 

good apparent negative correlation between the hot component temperature and its fractional 

area which partially turns out to be an artifact of the dynamic range limits of the sensor. The 

upper bound is due to a combination of high hot component temperature and a large 

fractional area which generates sufficient flux to saturate the sensor. The lower bound of the 

apparent correlation is due to the fact that a small, relatively cool hot component does not 

generate sufficient flux to alter the curve from a one component case. Those pixels for which 

the two component model was not attempted were presumed to cover background, non

thermal areas and temperature values assigned were based on the one component fit results. 

In addition to determining the temperature (or temperatures) of the flow field, as 

pointed out in the discussion of the Thematic Mapper data in Chapter 2, one valuable method 
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of analyzing the levels of volcanic thermal activity is through use of radiative thermal flux 

density. Also, it is one of the few ways to combine the results of the two models into one 

image which includes the contributions from T, Tc, and Th. By integrating Planck's function 

over all wavelengths, the thermal flux density for the one component system is calculated 

from the Stefan-Boltzmann law: 

Q/A = eaT4 (3.15) 

where Q/A is the total thermal flux density (in W/m2
), e is the emissivity, a is the Stefan

Boltzmann constant (5.66961 x 10-8 W/m2/K4
), and Tis the temperature (in K). The total 

power output per pixel in watts is then 

(3.16) 

where A is the area or ground resolution of the pixel. The two component equation for the 

thermal flux density is slightly modified from Pieri et al. (1990): 

(3.17) 

where Th and Tc are the hot and cold component temperatures in K, respectively, and Ah is 

the hot component fractional area. Total power output, Q, in watts is merely the flux density 

times the pixel area. 

Figure 3.19 is a scaled false color image of the thermal flux density, Q/A, derived 

from the results of both the one and two thermal component models applied to the full image 
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mosaic. The total range of calculated values is 311-1362 W /m2
• The distance scales are 

derived from the pixel size description and not specifically registered to a map base. 

Due to the broad range of Q/A values within the scene, including the background 

values, and considering the different levels of volcanic activity in the scene, it is difficult to 

adjust the QI A image contrast for the full mosaic to show all of the details present in the 

results. In Chapter 5, five different regions of the image are highlighted and discussed in 

more detail. However, there are several general or primary features which can be seen in the 

image. The regions shown as black in Figure 3.19 are those pixels which saturated the 

sensor. The flux density for these pixels exceeds the maximum value calculated (1362 

W /m2
), but there is no way to assign a maximum limit from these data. However, if hard 

saturation occurred (e.g., charge spillover into adjacent spectral channels), the thermal flux 

densities may be on the order of ten times the maximum calculated ("' 13,000 W/m2
) 

according to Jewett et al. (1993). The green area along the bottom of the image is the 

relatively high flux (450-500 W/m2
) from the warm ocean. The brighter green whorls (500-

600 W /m2
) in the ocean are the hot water plumes from the ocean entry points where the lava 

was flowing into the sea. Near the coast are active flows in yellow (600 -700 W/m2
) and red 

(> 700 W/m2
) and the recently active flows shaded green (500-600 W/m) proceeding 

upslope from the ocean entry. Further upslope along Pulama Pali in the region between 4-6 

km (see Figure 3.1 for this location) there is a profusion of saturated pixels(> 1362 W/m2
) 

which were surface breakouts of incandescent lava (Jim Kauahikaua, personal communica

tion, 1994). Upslope from this intense activity, the thermal flux density of the flow area 

decreases to between 400-500 W/m2 (light blue) where the flow is almost entirely tube-
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bound. The vent at Pu'u O'o with its lava pond is completely saturated, with the saturation 

effects spilling into the adjacent spatial rows of the particular scans. Running diagonally 

across the image through Pu'u O'o are a linear series of high flux areas coincident with 

fissures of earlier eruptive episodes (Episode 49 - November 1991 and Episode 50 - February 

1992) which were still above background flux during these flights in May 1993. 

The change in background thermal flux density with distance from the ocean 

illustrates the effects of elevation and radiative cooling at night. There are basically three 

main background regions in terms of thermal flux density: the ocean at 450-500 W/m2 

(green), the coastal area below Pulama Pali at 400-450 W/m2 (light blue), and the higher 

elevations above Pulama Pali at 300-400 W/m2 (dark blue). The one component temperature 

for the background, averaged from 20 columns along the left edge of the image is shown in 

Figure 3.20. The warmest background feature is the ocean (27.7 ± 0.2°C) with a sharp 

change in temperature at the shoreline, where to the right the land surface has cooled 

significantly through the night. The temperature profile continues to show a drop in 

temperature with elevation. At - 4 km and 7 km on the horizontal distance scale of the plot, 

there are two distinct changes in the flux density, the latter being broader and more gradual. 

These breaks correspond to Paliuli and Pulama Pali, respectively. If one were to hold this 

figure upside-down, it would resemble the topographic profile of the area. 
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3.5.4 Sensitivity 

Sensitivity refers to the least change in a quantity which can be perceived (Sheriff, 

1991). The effects of instrumental noise can be summarized in terms of the sensitivity. 

Although sensitivity of IR sensors is often described in terms of noise equivalent delta 

temperature (NELi T), as discussed here the sensitivity of the AIPS instrument can best be 

expressed as the noise equivalent delta radiance (NE~L), since radiance is the unit which is 

used as the foundation for the measurements and analyses. The NELiL was determined for 

this data set by calculating the standard deviation of the raw radiance for each sensor channel 

for a uniform region within the scene, in this case the ocean background portion of the scene. 

Figure 3.21 presents a plot of the NELiL as a function of wavelength. The NELiL can be 

thought of as the noise floor below which target spectral radiance in the field of view can not 

be discriminated from the noise. The signal at each wavelength must be greater than this 

noise floor to be detectable in that particular channel. 

Figure 3.22 shows four plots at different wavelengths which illustrates the effect of 

this noise floor on the minimum detectable temperatures at the specific wavelengths 

indicated in the plots. This minimum detectability assumes that a uniform target fills the 

entire pixel, i.e., a single component system. The wavelengths shown were chosen to 

illustrate how the sensitivity or detectability varies with wavelength, particularly near 

atmospheric absorption bands. Each plot shows the expected at-sensor radiance of a 

blackbody (solid curve) at temperatures from 0-150°C, as modified by the atmospheric 

model developed in Section 3.4, for the specified wavelength. The dashed line is the 

calculated system NELiL at that wavelength. To be detectable, the at-sensor radiance must 
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lie above the dashed line. The first plot at A. = 2.35 µm is the shortest wavelength channel 

available with this sensor. The minimum target temperature required to provide a signal 

equal to the sensor noise at this wavelength which is above the NEilL is approximately 

95°C. The next plot at the next longer wavelength channel, A.= 2.77 µm, shows that for this 

combination of wavelength, NELlL, and temperature range, the minimum detectable signal 

would require a pixel temperature of 53 °C. Note, however, that although the minimum 

detectable signal for this channel occurs at a lower temperature than for the first channel, the 

expected at-sensor radiance is in fact lower due to the increased effect of the water 

absorption band at this wavelength. The reason that the crossover temperature is also lower 

is because the NELlL is decreasing more rapidly at this wavelength than the atmospheric 

absorption is increasing. Moving another two channels into the water absorption band results 

in no detectable signal above noise within this temperature range. The lower two plots show 

the same effect as one moves out of the water band with increasing wavelength. At A.= 3.06 

µm the minimum detectable temperature is near 100°C, and at A.= 3.16 µm it has dropped 

to -37°C. 

As shown here, several factors which affect the system response at different channels 

or wavelengths are changing simultaneously. Except for extremely hot targets in which the 

peak radiance values occur within the sensor wavelength range, with increasing wavelength, 

the emitted blackbody spectral radiance increases, and from Figure 3.21, the NEilL also 

decreases. This would imply that the detectability limits of targets of different temperatures 

would also decrease with increasing wavelength. However, scene atmospheric trans

missivity must be factored into the system sensitivity limits. Figure 3.23 presents a more 
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comprehensive view of the system sensitivity in a slightly different manner. This plot shows 

the spectral radiance detectability difference (basically, LBB · 't atm - NE~L) contoured in 

radiance as a function of wavelength and pixel temperature. Those areas which plot as white 

in the figure are the wavelength and temperature combinations which fall below the noise 

threshold and are, therefore, not detectable by the sensor. The plots shown in Figure 3.22 

may be thought of as vertical profiles through the contour plot at the specified wavelengths. 

Horizontal profiles through Figure 3.23 would represent modeled spectra for specific one 

component temperatures. The plot also implies that if the temperature scale were expanded 

to include higher temperatures with greater radiance values, a more complete set of spectra 

might be obtained with less effect from atmospheric absorptions. However, it should be 

pointed out that the two lightly shaded contours near the top of the figure, centered at roughly 

4.0 µm and 4.7 µm closely approximate the temperature-wavelength combinations at which 

sensor saturation begins to occur. The maximum valid one thermal component temperature 

derived for the entire scene was 128 °C , whose radiance matches the lower extent of this 

contour well. 

3.5.5 Error Analysis 

So far in this chapter, I have derived an assortment of various values including the 

one component temperatures, two component temperatures and relative areas of each thermal 

component, and the resulting thermal flux densities. The question then arises - just how 

good are these measurements and calculations? Sensitivity provides some estimate of how 

good the measurements can be in terms of instrumental noise. But, in order to determine the 
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rest of the answer, one needs to look at the sources of errors and follow those errors through 

to their effect on these results. The sources of error explored here are those arising from 

calibration errors and fitting errors. 

Calibration errors can arise from several different sources including standard sources, 

wavelength, non-optimal experimental design, etc., but here I am simply referring to the 

uncertainty in determining the sensor response to a standard source in absolute spectral 

radiance units, i.e., W/m2/sr/µm. A very good absolute calibration that a real sensor system 

might achieve with current technology is on the order of ±10%. Using this figure as a basis, 

I have looked at the effects of combining the calibration error with the NE..::lL measured 

above on the measured spectra and the resulting modeled temperatures, both for the one and 

two component models. Figure 3.24 gives two plots, each of which shows the theoretical 

spectrum of a graybody (e = 0.98) at 30°C. The top graph includes error bars indicating the 

range of possible radiance values due to incorporation of± NE..::lL at one standard deviation. 

The bottom graph includes ± NE..::lL and ± 10% calibration error. The NE..::lL has most effect 

at the shorter wavelengths while the calibration error has greatest impact at longer 

wavelengths where the radiance values are greater. Assuming the extent of the error bars in 

the lower graph represent an envelope of uncertainty in this spectrum, the one thermal 

component model was run for the upper spectrum limits and the lower spectrum limits, but 

with all values greater than or equal to zero. The one component fits of these extremes gave 

an error of± 3 °C for the 30°C model. 

Figure 3 .25 shows a plot of error versus the one component temperature based on 

adding (or subtracting) the NE..::lL and the estimated 10% calibration error to the measured 
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spectral radiances. The plot incorporates 100,000 pixels from the mosaic spectral image 

cube. Most points lie closely along the curve defined by the lower portion of the curve. The 

scatter above this trend is due to those pixels which fall on the cross-track saturation spikes 

caused by charge spillover from nearby saturated pixels, but which do not actually meeting 

the criteria to be classified as saturated. The radiance values for the pixels are offset upward 

from their expected true values, but were uncorrected, which is expressed in higher error 

values. Figure 3.25 shows only about 115 of the total pixels in the image, for clarity, but the 

plot is representative of the entire image. All error values range between ± 3 °C to ± 5 °C 

with an approximately 0.02 °C increase in error per 1 °C increase in temperature. 

A similar error analysis was conducted on the two component thermal model by 

incorporating the NE~L and 10% calibration errors for each spectrum and reprocessing the 

resulting high and low radiance spectra through the model. The effects on the modeled 

temperatures is significantly more complex since the error can propagate into the three 

desired variables: Tc, Th, and Ah. As noted earlier, not only do the absolute radiance levels 

and the general slope of the spectrum determine the best fit parameters, as with the one 

component model, but the shape of the spectrum also contributes to constraining the fit. In 

fact, it is the slope and the shape of the radiance curve which drives the requirement for a 

more complex descriptive model. 

Figure 3 .26 presents a sequence of graphs similar to those in Figure 3 .18 which show 

the best least squares fit of the two component model and the measured spectra. The three 

2-dimensional plots show the individual relationships between the model parameters by 

plotting the various combinations of these parameters: Th versus Tc, Tc versus Ah, and Th 
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versus Ah. The 3-dimensional graph combines all of these parameters into one summary 

plot. Again, for clarity, I show only a very small portion of the two component results as 

representative of the entire two component fit data set, in this case only 51 of the 3814 valid 

two component fit pixels. As in Figure 3.18, the hot component fractional area, Ah, is also 

plotted on a logarithmic scale. What this figure additionally includes are the calculated error 

bars in each dimension generated by fitting the estimated calibration error + NEL\L spectra 

for each of these pixels. As opposed to the almost elementary resulting relationship between 

model temperature and error exhibited for the one thermal component model (see Figure 

3.25), the two component model does not display the same type of simplicity. From 

inspection of the distribution of the errors shown in Figure 3.26, there is no consistent pattern 

or trend in the error distribution as there is for the one component error results where there 

is a slight increase (almost linear) in absolute error with temperature. For the two component 

model, each individual spectrum has its own unique resultant set of errors for the three model 

parameters which are dependent on the spectrum itself. The factors which govern the error 

for a particular measured spectrum are the average spectral radiance level, the slope of the 

spectrum curve, and the shape of the curve. 

For this data set, the factors of direct interest, i.e., the one component temperature, 

and the temperatures and relative areas of the two component model, gave average results 

with average errors as shown in Table 3.5. From the results tabulated here, there is 

significantly more variation in the two component temperature and area parameters. The 

average temperature for the one component model, which includes both cool background and 

volcanically active pixels, was 29.7°C ± 3.2 °C. The average temperatures for the two 
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component results, which include only active or recently active pixels, was 65.2°C ± 6.7°C 

for the cool component, and 371.2°C ± 89.7°C for the hot component. The average 

fractional areas of each thermal component were 0.9566 and 0.04344 for the cool and hot 

components, respectively, with the errors being ± 0.01434 for both since they are 

complementary. In other words, the average hot component occupied - 4.34% of a pixel, 

or a total area of about 4.3 m2 of the nominal 100 m2 pixel. However, as pointed out, each 

individual pixel must be evaluated independently. Although the error values shown in Table 

3.5 suggest a generally poorer fit for the two component model as opposed to the one 

component model, there are several dozen of the 3814 two component model fits which have 

a very tight range of errors and are, in fact, extremely good fits. Additionally, note that the 

error of the derived average one component temperature and the average cool component 

temperature are nearly equal when expressed as a percentage. 

Ultimately, the error effects propagate through the model parameters to the combined 

one and two component derived thermal flux density. Included in Table 3.5 are the average 

thermal flux densities and their resultant errors for the two models. Of special note is the fact 

that, by integrating the spectrum over the total passband of the instrument through the Stefan

Boltzmann law, the error is significantly reduced. Considering that I started the error 

analysis by introducing over 10% error into the spectral radiance (10% calibration error plus 

the NE~L), the propagation of that error as a percentage has been reduced by approximately 

a factor of two in the calculated average flux density. The average flux density for the one 

component data was 469.8 ± 19.6 W/m2
, and the average flux density for the two component 

fit was 785.7 ± 44.3 W/m2
• In terms of percentage error, this amounts to± 4.2% and± 5.6% 
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for the one and two component models, respectively. These figures were not calculated from 

the average temperature/area values, but were derived from the average of the calculated flux 

densities of each pixel. Figure 3.27 gives a representative plot of the calculated flux densities 

as a function of the cool component temperature for the two component case. The vertical 

error bars show the range of error for each of the calculated thermal flux densities based on 

the modeled least squares temperatures. The distribution of the plotted flux density with 

temperature has the greatest variation at the lower cool component temperatures, indicative 

of the relatively greater contribution to the flux in these pixels by the hot component. The 

major trend, however, follows the positively sloped flux density curve for the one component 

model. This curve represents the lower limit of possible flux densities, and all two 

component values lie above this curve, by definition from the decision matrix. 

In all of the error analysis above, it has been assumed that the fitting algorithm has 

actually determined the "best" fit. There is no simple means for deciding whether a 

nonlinear inverse problem has a unique solution that minimizes prediction error in the 

absence of a priori information. If the response surface has a single minimum point, then 

the solution is unique. If it has more than one minimum point, the solution is non-unique, 

and a priori information must be added to ascertain the correct solution (Menke, 1984). An 

arbitrarily complex nonlinear inverse problem can have an arbitrarily complicated error. 

Even if an inverse problem is known to have a unique solution, there is no guarantee that the 

iterative technique will converge to the solution. If the initial guess is not close enough, the 

iterative fitting process may not converge at all or may converge to a local minimum. All 

of these factors can come into play, affecting the confidence in the specific model results. 
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To illustrate the effects of fitting errors on the analysis of this data set, a single 

synthetic spectrum was generated with two thermal components, to which was introduced 

±10% random noise at one standard deviation at each wavelength. The noise is required in 

order to generate something approaching "real" residuals; without noise, the fitting algorithm 

fits the function to within machine precision. The two thermal components were Tc= 30°C 

and Th= 400°C, with the hot component occupying 1.5 x 10-3 of the synthetic pixel. Only 

those spectral channels which were not in the atmospheric absorption bands were used in the 

fitting process thereby giving the same relative weight to each channel as was used in the 

modeling of the flight data. Figure 3.28 shows the resulting noisy synthetic spectral radiance 

in each channel. 

In general, in optimizing a function with n parameters, F(A.,T) describes an (n + !)

dimensional surface, called the response or error surface (see Section 3.5.2). Depending on 

the value of n, this may best be represented by different geometrical figures. In this study, 

the one component model (n = 1) results in an error surface which has two dimensions, while 

the two component model (n = 3) has an response surface of four dimensions. The 

convergence properties of the fitting algorithm depend on the geometry of the error surface. 

Figure 3.29 illustrates the response curve resulting from the application of the one 

component model to the noisy synthetic spectrum, plotting the average absolute value of the 

fit residuals as a function of temperature. The best one component fit is at - 42 °C. The 

smoothness of the response curve with only one minimum, which explains why all of the one 

component fits (554,686 pixels) converged. Though the fit converged to a minimum, the 

level of the minimum residual determines the goodness of the fit. Considering that the input 
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spectrum was generated by two different thermal components, it is not surprising that this 

particular result is a poor fit (see Figure 3.14 for a similar example). 

While representation of a 4-dimensional response surf ace for the two component 

model is somewhat more complicated, it is important to visualize how the parameters of 

interest (Tc, Th, and i\ ) interact. In order to explore the response surface for the two 

component fit of the synthetic spectrum, I created a data cube of average absolute residual 

radiance as a function of the parameters, Tc, Th , and Ah . The cube was generated by 

incrementing each of these parameters individually, calculating the theoretical two 

component blackbody radiance, and determining the average · residual from the noisy 

synthetic spectrum. The increments used to make the cube were: 1 °C for the cool 

component, 10°C for the hot component, and 5.0 x 10-5 for the hot fractional area, resulting 

in a data cube of 600,000 residual values. Figures 3.30 through 3.32 present a sequence of 

3-dimensional perspective plots of this residual cube where the two horizontal axes are Tc 

(from 0-100°C) and Th (from 0-1200°C), and the vertical axis is Ah (from 0-2.5 x 10-3
). The 

calculated residuals are presented as shaded contours, shown on each of the horizontal slices 

taken at different values of fractional hot area. The contours are lighter where the residuals 

are greater and darker where they are the less (i.e., a better fit). A profile taken parallel to 

the cool component temperature on the base contour plot where the hot area equals zero 

would give the one component residuals as shown in Figure 3.29. 

The difference between each of the three figures is shown with the additional single 

contour lines which are stacked at each discrete value of the area vector of the cube. These 

contour lines represent values of equal residual radiance and define a volume of possible 
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temperatures and areas within which the residual of the model fit to the spectrum is less than 

the value of the contour line. In effect, what is shown in these figures is a "wormhole" of 

minima in residual space. For Figures 3.30, 3.31, and 3.32 these cutoff contour values are 

0.200, 0.125, and 0.115, respectively. As can be seen from the sequence, as the residual 

cutoff value is lowered from one figure to the next, the wormhole shrinks in size and 

approaches the "best" fit. Reducing the residual cutoff, or the size of the wormhole, further 

to 0.110 limits the wormhole to ten possible combinations of the three parameters, which 

proved to be rather difficult to clearly display in the same fashion. Figure 3.33 shows an 

expanded cross-section, also parallel to the Tc - Th plane, which depicts the minimum 

residual radiance derived from this cube. The best fit values corresponding to the 

coordinates of this minimum were Tc= 31°C,Th=420°C, and Ah = 1.2 x 10-3 with the 

minimum average residual of 0.10853. The parameter values were high by 1 °C for the cool 

component temperature, high by 20°C for the hot component temperature, but low by 3.0 x 

104 for hot fractional area. However, the other points with average residuals less than 0.110, 

which can be considered good fits depending on the program cutoff value, had ranges of 

temperatures and areas of Tc= 30-32°C, Th= 390-450°C, and Ah= 1.65 x 10-3 
- 9.0 x 104

. 

Note that as listed here, the order of these ranges is significant, particularly for the hot 

temperature/area combination - as the hot temperature goes up, its area goes down. 

Examining the residuals at this scale, it appears that for this example, the fitting function may 

be encountering local minima, although it is not definitive considering that the residual cube 

was generated from discrete parameter increments. The key point is that the discrepancies 
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in fit output values from the model inputs are within the range of error that would result from 

the introduction of the noise component and not necessarily due to the fitting algorithm. 

An unexpected result from this analysis is that the thermal flux density (Q/A) 

calculated from the Stefan-Boltzmann relationship is relatively constant for a given spectrum 

in the vicinity of the response function's minimum. The flux densities calculated for each 

of the ten combinations of temperatures and areas delineated the 0.110 residual wormhole 

are all within 1 %, or± 5.3 W/m2
, of the best fit resultant Q/A of 490.3 W/m. This, in 

combination with the reduced relative error in the flux density associated with calibration 

errors and NE~L discussed above, suggests that the flux density is a stable quantity in 

describing the thermal regime of remotely sensed targets. By integrating each spectrum over 

the bandpass of the instrument using the Stefan-Boltzmann law, a surface of constant flux 

density (Q/A) can be described in Tc-Th-Ah space upon which the solution must lie. In effect, 

this automatically constrains the fitting algorithm to determine where on this surface the 

solution most likely exists. Figure 3.34 shows a graphical representation of a surface of 

constant QI A within this 3-dimensional space with a blurred patch indicating the intersection 

of the response function wormhole with this surface. Ah, the hot area axis, is plotted on a log 

scale. A broadband instrument effectively measures the total flux density integrated over its 

bandwidth as represented by this entire surface, while the various thermal models also utilize 

the spectral slope and shape of the spectrum to narrow the possible solutions. 

When studying the thermal characteristics of active lava flows, some of the key types 

of volcanic features that provide insights into the processes that are operating are the 

identification of active flows, the existence and location of lava tubes, and the relative age 
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of surface units (Flynn et al., 1994). These features may have subtle thermal signatures, and 

so represent challenging targets for the AIPS instrument, even when the benefits of using 

nighttime data are taken into account (Flynn and Mouginis-Mark, 1992). My analyses of the 

AIPS data used one and two component thermal models to study the active Pu'u O'o lava 

flow field for such features. In Chapter 5, I will examine several regions within the flow 

field which are distinguished by the spatial distribution of the apparent character of the 

eruption as one moves upslope from the coastline. These results will be compared to the 

measurements and analyses of the other remote sensing data discussed in this dissertation. 

In order to further evaluate the use of MWIR data, Chapter 4 discusses an airborne 

experiment we conducted in March 1994 with the SMIFfS instrument, operated in two 

different spectral modes (1-5 µm and 3-5 µm) . These data were collected at higher spatial 

resolution and during the daytime, with Kilauea erupting quietly with all activity confined 

to the tube system. The last day of data collection during this experiment took place with the 

eruption shutdown from the previous day. 
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Table 3.1 

List of AIPS spectrometer channels, center wavelengths, and channel bandwidths. Band
widths are measured at full-width, half-maximum values. 

Channel Wavelength Bandwidth Channel Wavelength Bandwidth 
(µm) (um) (um) (µm) 

0 2.351 0.031 23 3.589 0.065 

1 2.386 0.033 24 3.662 0.066 

2 2.423 0.035 25 3.736 0.067 

3 2.461 0.036 26 3.811 0.068 

4 2.501 0.037 27 3.885 0.069 

5 2.541 0.038 28 3.962 0.069 

6 2.583 0.040 29 4.038 0.069 

7 2.627 0.042 30 4.114 0.070 

8 2.674 0.044 31 4.191 0.070 

9 2.723 0.046 32 4.268 0.070 

10 2.774 0.048 33 4.345 0.070 

11 2.827 0.050 34 4.422 0.070 

12 2.882 0.052 35 4.498 0.070 

13 2.939 0.053 36 4.574 0.070 

14 2.997 0.054 37 4.650 0.070 

15 3.057 0.055 38 4.725 0.069 

16 3.117 0.056 39 4.800 0.069 

17 3.180 0.057 40 4.875 0.069 

18 3.244 0.058 41 4.949 0.068 

19 3.310 0.060 42 5.022 0.068 

20 3.378 0.062 43 5.095 0.068 

21 3.448 0.063 44 5.168 0.068 

22 3.518 0.064 
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Table 3.2 

Pixel regions used for correction of offset bias in portions of three flight lines near Pu' u 0' o 
crater. 

Scan 

from left 

1 

2 

3 

Columns 

89 - 130 

131 - 145 

146 - 181 

Cross-track 

Rows 

2000- 2099 

2000 - 2069 

2000- 2079 
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Table 3.3 

Propagation of errors from inaccurate estimation of initial background temperatures 
used in the dual background method of atmospheric correction. The original uniform target 
temperature was 38 °C. 

Background Bkg. Temperature Resulting Target Temp Target 
Pixel Error (°C) Radiance Fit (°C) ~T ( °C) 

Warm +1 +8.9% 40.5 +2.5 

-1 -8.6% 35.3 -2.7 

Cool +1 -5.2% 36.3 -1.7 

-1 +5.0% 39.5 +1.5 

Both +1 -3.6% 39 -1 

-1 +3.7% 36.8 +1.2 



Table 3.4 

List, by processing sub-section, of application of the decision tree shown in Figure 3.13. Each section (225x500 pixels) consists 
of 115 of the total image mosaic (225x2500 pixels). Sections are numbered 1 to 5, in order from near the coast to near the vent. Of the 
total 562,500 pixel image, 4000 pixels were classified as saturated (0.71 % of the total pixels). The two component model was run on 
77,793 pixels (13.8% of the total pixels), and 3814 pixels passed the criteria established in the decision tree. The two thermal component 
model best fit 4.90% of those pixels attempted, while 95.1 % were better fit by the one thermal component model. Those pixels for which 
the two component model was not attempted were presumed to cover "background", non-thermal areas and temperature values assigned 
were based on the one component fits. 

TOTAL NO NO. NO. 
SFCTTON PTVPT <;: <;: /",. 'T'T rn A TFn 'T'DV ?-rOMP 

1 112,500 97 15,325 

2 112,500 1720 24,492 

3 112,500 1340 8790 

4 112,500 0 5961 

5 112,500 843 23,225 

TOTAL 562,500 4000 77,793 

MET2-COMP NO. 
rRTTFRT b. 1_r()MP FTT 

1075 111,328 

1359 109,421 

926 110,234 

1 112,499 

453 111 ,204 

3814 554,686 

% TOTAL 2-COMPFIT 
SA TT TR A TFn o/,, OF TOT AT 

0.09% 0.96% 

1.53% 1.21% 

1.19% 0.82% 

0.00% 0.00% 

0.75% 0.40% 

0.71 % 0.68% 

2-COMPFIT 
o/,, OFTRTFn 

7.01 % 

5.55% 

10.53% 

0.02% 

1.95% 

4.90% 

,_. 
0 
~ 
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Table 3.5 

Listing of the average one and two component model results and their average errors. 
Errors were calculated by adding NE.::lL and 10% calibration error to measured spectra and 
subtracting NE.::lL and 10% calibration error from spectra and re-running the least squares 
fitting algorithms for each. Both averages and errors are in the indicated units, except for Ah 
which is fractional hot component area. 

Average Error Error as % 

1-Component 

T (°C) 29.7 3.2 10.8% 

Q/A (W/m2
) 469.8 19.6 4.2% 

Average Error Error as % 

2-Component 

Tc (°C) 65.2 6.7 10.3% 

Th (°C) 371.0 90.0 24.3% 

Ah 0.04344 0.01434 33.0% 

Q/A (W/m2
) 785.7 44.3 5.6% 
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Figure 3.1 Location map outlining the location of the AIPS survey area. Seven AIPS flight 
lines were used to construct the mosaic of the in-band radiance image cube. All scans were 
conducted flying from southeast to northwest at a nominal altitude of 18.3 km (60,000 ft) . 
Results from the interior regions outlined are discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 3.2 Mosaic image of in-band radiance in µW/cm2/sr at AIPS sensor channel 38 
(A.= 4.65 µm) showing area in Figure 3.1. Pu'u O'o is near top of image with coastline 
at bottom. Bright horizontal streaks are due to sensor saturation charge spilling over to 
adjacent pixels. Image is 4.8x 12.3 km. 
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Figure 3.3 Plot of spectral radiance for two adjacent pixels (solid curves) illustrating sensor 
saturation in several channels. One pixel is saturated in channels 21-30 and 36-40; the other, 
in channels 20-31 and 35-42. The dashed curve is the plot of maximum values for each 
channel within the entire 225x2500 pixels image. Note offset of C02 and H20 absorption 
bands from zero. 
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Figure 3.4 Plot of the spectral radiance of an unsaturated pixel illustrating significant offset 
shift upward in the C02 atmospheric absorption band centered at channel 33. 



Figure 3.5 A portion of the scene at 2.351 µm (channel 0) near 
Pu'u O'o (very bright saturated region). The entire baseline 
radiance level can be seen to be offset in the three central flight 
tracks as evidenced by the elevated apparent brightness south of 
Pu 'u O'o. 
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Figure 3.6 Plots of correction functions applied to portions of the first of three flight tracks 
which exhibited an offset bias. Top graph shows the average along-track profile which is 
divided into each column of the scan to normalize for offset. The large radiance spike at 
pixel 2165 is caused by saturation across the entire track. The bottom graph is the average 
cross-track profile which is multiplied by each scan row to re-establish absolute radiance. 
Note major difference in radiance scales between the two graphs. 
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Figure 3.7 Plot of the MODTRAN-2 standard tropical model at highest resolution for the 
wavelength range of 2.0-5.5 µm (top plot) and the re-scanned model output (bottom plot) 
with a path length of 18.3 km. Model ground emissivity is 0.98 and ground temperature is 
26°C. 
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Figure 3 .8 Spectral radiance plot, within the bandpass of the AIPS instrument, of the average 
spectrum of 400 pixels over the ocean in the lower left comer of the image in Figure 3.2 
(filled triangles) and the spectrum of a MODTRAN run using the standard tropical model 
atmosphere resampled to the AIPS sensor spectral resolution (filled squares, 45 spectral 
points). 
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Figure 3.9 Plot of radiance as a function of wavelength for the best 3-layer MODTRAN 
model atmosphere (dashed line) and the average background ocean spectrum (solid line). 
Although at longer wavelengths, the measured spectrum shows excess radiance compared 
to the model, the fit is very good from approximately 3.4-4.1 µm. 
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Figure 3.10 Plot of atmospheric transmissivity, -rmoct• derived from the interactive 3-layer 
MODTRAN atmospheric model. 
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Figure 3.11 Atmospheric radiance derived from the 3-layer MODTRAN model. The 
wavelength region short of 4.1 µm provides little contribution to the total measured radiance 
in the AIPS experiment. 
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Figure 3.12 Plot of the radiance from two separate synthetic blackbodies illustrating how 
they mix into total pixel spectral radiance (squares). The cool component blackbody 
(triangles) has a temperature, Tc= 50°C and a fractional area, (1 - Ah)= 0.9998 of the pixel. 
The hot component blackbody (circles) is at a temperature, Th= 800°C and occupies a 
fractional area, Ah = 0.0002. The total flux is governed primarily by the cooler component 
occupying most of the pixel. The effect of the thermal component at high or near magmatic 
temperature has the greatest impact at shorter wavelengths, modifying the shape of the curve. 
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Figure 3 .13 Plot of an example of the one thermal component model fit (solid curve) to the 
dual-background atmospherically corrected spectrum of one pixel (triangles). Spectrum is 
of pixel (100, 339) starting from lower left corner of image. Resulting derived temperature 
is T = 52.4 °C. Data points consist of AIPS channels 0-2, 20-30, and 37-40 which fall 
outside of the H20 and C02 atmospheric absorption bands. 
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Figure 3.14 Plot of an example of the results of both the two component model fit (solid 
curve) and the one component fit (dashed curve) for the same pixel (124, 182). The results 
of the two component fit were Tc= 47.3 °C, Th= 778.l °C, and Ah= 9.4091 x 10-5

• The one 
component fit gave a temperature of T = 51.2 °C. The shape of the blackbody curve for a 
given temperature is fixed, and the one component fit basically converges on an average 
value (the point where the two curves cross) weighted by the radiance. Having two 
components, allows the fitting algorithm to modify the shape of the curve by adjusting all of 
the fitting parameters. 
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Figure 3.15 Simplified functional block diagram of the processing steps detailed in 
Chapter 3. Original calibrated radiance is converted to spectral radiance. From an initial 
MODTRAN atmospheric model, derivation of two background spectra and resulting 
atmospheric transmission occurs in the right-hand column. The dual-background 
atmospheric correction is applied to each pixel and then the one and two thermal 
component models are fit to the data. These results are then passed to a decision process 
to determine the most appropriate model results. 
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Figure 3 .16 is a grayscale image depicting the one component model resultant temperatures 
of the entire scene. Although details are not obvious in this image, the overall distribution 
of temperatures is evident as are the regions of predominant or recent activity. The black 
areas in the image are the saturated pixels, which were not modeled. 
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Figure 3.17 Flowchart which details the decision points used to determine which model is the better 
fit. Saturated pixels are not modeled. If the program converged to a solution, the model results for 
that pixel are passed to the next set of decision steps which compare the output results. All the 
conditions must be met simultaneously for the two component model to be considered a better fit to 
the data than the one component model: the cool component temperature must be greater than 10°C 
and less than 1200°C; the hot component temperature must be at least 10°C greater than the cool 
component and less than 1200°C; and the area of the hot component must be greater than zero and 
less than one. The ratio of the average one component residual to the average two component residual, 
weighted by the average radiance, must be greater than some constant. This last step insures that the 
two component model fits the data significantly better than the one component model. 
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Figure 3 .18 Results from the two thermal component model fits of a random sampling of approximately 1000 pixels. The first three graphs 
in the figure show the projection of the output results onto the three planes defined by the variables, Tc, Th, and Ah. The hot component fractional 
area, Ah, is plotted on a logarithmic scale. The fourth graph in the figure shows all three variables plotted together on a single 3-axis graph. 
There is a fairly good apparent negative correlation between the hot component temperature and its fractional area. In part, this apparent 
correlation is due to the fact that there are few points plotted with both a high hot component temperature and a large fractional area, because ,_. 
this combination of parameters produced enough flux to saturate the sensor. ~ 
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Figure 3.19 A scaled false color image of the thermal flux density, QI A, derived from the 
results of both the one and two thermal component models applied to the full mosaic image. 
The total range of calculated values is 311-1362 W /m2

• The distance scales are derived from 
the pixel size description and not specifically registered to a map base. 
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Figure 3.20 The one component temperature of the non-thermally active background, 
averaged from 20 columns along the left edge of the mosaic image. The warmest 
background feature is the ocean with a sharp change in temperature at the shoreline. To the 
right of this break the land surface has cooled significantly. The temperature profile shows 
a drop in temperature with elevation. At - 4 km and -7 km there are two distinct changes 
in the flux density which correspond to Paliuli and Pulama Pali. 
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Figure 3.21 Plot of sensor NE~L as a function of wavelength. NE~L was determined by 
calculating the standard deviation of the raw radiance as a function of wavelength for a 
uniform region within the scene, in this case the ocean background The NE~L is effectively 
the minimum detectable radiance, below which spectral radiance can not be discriminated 
from the noise. 
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Figure 3.22 Four plots at selected wavelengths which illustrate the effects of the noise floor on the minimum detectable 
temperatures. It is assumed that a uniform target fills the entire pixel, i.e., a single thermal component system. The wavelengths 
shown were chosen to show how the sensitivity or detectability varies with wavelength, particularly near atmospheric absorption 
bands. Each plot shows the expected at-sensor radiance of a blackbody from 0-150°C, as modified by the atmospheric model 
developed in Section 3.4, for the specified wavelength (solid curve). The dashed line is the NELiL at that wavelength. To be 
detectable, the radiance must lie above the dashed line. With increasing wavelength, the emitted blackbody spectral radiance 
increases and the NELiL decreases. However, spectral transmissivity modifies the at-sensor response and alters the target temperature 
sensitivity limits. 
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Figure 3.23 This plot shows the spectral radiance detectability difference (basically, LaB·tatm 
- NE.::lL) contoured as a function of wavelength and pixel temperature. Those areas which 
plot as white in the figure are the wavelength and temperature combinations which fall below 
the noise threshold and are, therefore, not detectable by the sensor. The two lightly shaded 
contours near the top of the figure, centered at roughly 4.0 µm and 4.7 µm closely 
approximate the temperature-wavelength combinations at which sensor saturation begins to 
occur. The maximum valid one thermal component temperature derived for the entire scene 
was 128 °C , which matches the lower extent of this contour well. 
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Figure 3.24 Plots of blackbody curve (e = 0.98) of a 30°C source. Upper graph has the 
one standard deviation NEilL error bars superimposed. The lower graph shows the 
uncertainty envelope of both NEilL and a 10% calibration error. The resultant error in the 
derived temperature for the maximum error in spectral radiance was± 3 °C. 
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Figure 3.25 Plot of error versus one component temperature based on adding (or subtracting) 
NE~L and an estimated 10% calibration error to the measured spectral radiance. Plot 
incorporates 100,000 pixels from the mosaic spectral image cube. Most points lie closely 
along the curve defined by the lower portion of the plot. The scatter above this trend is due 
to those pixels which fall on the cross-track saturation spikes which do not meet the criteria 
to be classified as saturated. 
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Figure 3.26 Results from the two thermal component model fits and error analysis of a small representative sampling of pixels. The 
three 2-dimensional plots show the individual relationships between the model parameters by plotting the various combinations of 
these parameters: Th versus Tc, Tc versus Ah, and Th versus Ah. The 3-dimensional graph combines all of these parameters into one 
summary plot. The hot component fractional area, Ah, is plotted on a logarithmic scale. The error bars in each dimension were 
generated by fitting the estimated calibration error and NE.LlL spectra for each of these pixels. For the two component model, each 
individual spectrum has its own unique resultant error for the three model parameters which is dependent on the spectrum itself. -w 
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Figure 3.27 Representative plot of the calculated flux densities as a function of the cool component temperature (Tc) 
for the two component case. The spread of the plotted flux density values has the greatest variation at the lower cool 
component temperatures, indicative of greater contribution to the flux in these pixels by the hot component. The major 
trend follows the positively sloped flux density curve for the one component model. This curve represents the lower 
limit of possible flux density. All two component values lie above this curve. 
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Figure 3.28 A synthetic spectrum with two thermal components and ±10% random noise at 
one standard deviation at each wavelength. The two components were Tc = 30°C and Th= 
400°C, with the hot component occupying 1.5 x 10-3 of the area. Spectral channels which 
were not in the atmospheric absorption bands were used (triangles) in the fitting process 
giving the same relative weight to each channel as was used in the modeling of the flight 
data. The solid curve is the synthetic spectrum without noise; the dashed curve is the best 
two component model fit result. 
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Figure 3.29 The response curve for the one component model applied to the synthetic 
spectrum shown in Figure 3.28. The average absolute value of the fit residuals is plotted as 
a function of temperature. The smoothness of the response curve and the presence of a single 
minimum is characteristic of the one component model fit. The level of the minimum 
residual describes the goodness of the fit. 
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Figure 3.30 A 3-dimensional perspective plot giving a representation of the 4-dimensional response 
surface for the two component model of the synthetic spectrum. The two horizontal axes are Tc 
(from 0-100°C) and Th (from 0-1200 °C), and the vertical axis is Ah (from 0-2.5 x 10-3

). The average 
absolute residual radiances are presented as shaded contours, shown on each of the horizontal slices 
taken at different values of fractional hot area. The single contour lines form a volume, or 
"wormhole", of minimum residual radiance at a cutoff contour value of 0.200 W/m2/sr/µm. 
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Figure 3.31 A 3-dimensional perspective plot giving a representation of the 4-dimensional response 
surface for the two component model of the synthetic spectrum. The two horizontal axes are T0 

(from 0-100°C) and Th (from 0-1200°C), and the vertical axis is Ah (from 0-2.5 x 10-3
). The average 

absolute residual radiances are presented as shaded contours, shown on each of the horizontal slices 
taken at different values of fractional hot area. The single contour lines form a volume, or 
"wormhole", of minimum residual radiance at a cutoff contour value of 0.125 W/m2/sr/µm. 
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Figure 3.32 A 3-dimensional perspective plot giving a representation of the 4-dimensional response 
surface for the two component model of the synthetic spectrum. The two horizontal axes are Tc 
(from 0-100 °C) and Th (from 0-1200°C), and the vertical axis is Ah (from 0-2.5 x 10-3). The average 
absolute residual radiances are presented as shaded contours, shown on each of the horizontal slices 
taken at different values of fractional hot area. The single contour lines form a volume, or 
"wormhole", of minimum residual radiance at a cutoff contour value of 0.115 W/m2/sr/µm. 
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Figure 3.33 An expanded cross-section contour plot, parallel to the Tc-Th plane, which 
depicts the minimum residual radiance derived from the synthetic residual cube. The best 
fit values corresponding to the coordinates of this minimum were Tc = 31 °C, Th= 420 °C, 
and Ah = 1.2 x 10·3 with the minimum average residual of 0.10853 W /m2/sr/µm. 



Figure 3.34 A 3-dimensional representation of the constant Q/A surface in Tc-Th-Ah space. The points showing the ten best 
fit combinations of these three parameters for the synthetic spectrum, as discussed in the text, are indicated by the label "A". 
These points depict the intersection of the constant QI A surface and the wormhole derived from 4-dimensional residual 
space. Ah, the hot area axis, is plotted as a log scale. 
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Chapter 4: Hyperspectral Imaging of Kilauea with SMIFTS 

4.1 Introduction 

Under an ARP A/ONR contract, the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics and Planetology 

has developed a cryogenically cooled, spatially modulated imaging Fourier transform 

spectrometer (SMIFTS) for high resolution hyperspectral imaging in the 1-5 µm wavelength 

band (Lucey et al., 1992). On March 11-13, 1994 we conducted a series of helicopter-borne 

test flights of the SMIFTS sensor system over the lower Pu'u O'o lava flow field. Initially, 

at the time of these flights the eruption appeared to be in a relatively steady state with a well

established tube system. On March 12, lava was actively entering the ocean from the tube 

system on the western side of the Kamoamoa flow field. On March 13, the eruption paused 

and did not recommence for two days (Tari Mattox, personal communication, 1994). 

Presented here are the results of this airborne remote sensing experiment describing 

the thermal activity of the Kilauea eruption at the time of our overflights. The instrument 

system is briefly described along with a summary of the field experiments. The data 

reduction process is illustrated, and results from analysis of these data are presented. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the area near Kilauea Caldera and portions of the Pu'u O'o

/Kupaianaha flow fields have been previously surveyed by flights of JPL's Thermal Infrared 

Mapping Spectrometer (TIMS) (Realmuto et al., 1992), and near-IR Landsat Thematic 

Mapper (TM) images have been acquired of the entire region (Flynn et al., 1994). The data 

set from the Lockheed AIPS system presented in Chapter 3 was not available at the time of 

our test flights. However, SMIFTS data provide the next logical step in the spectral analysis 
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of thermal anomalies, and so these data are presented in this dissertation after the AIPS data 

set. As shown in Chapter 2 and in the cited references, the type of multispectral data which 

are available for remote monitoring of volcanic terrain and activity have been limited for 

comprehensive studies of volcanic processes due to factors including: limited dynamic range 

and number of bands, constraints on positional or temporal sampling (Oppenheimer et al., 

1993), and spatial resolution. 

We configured the SMIFf S instrument for gyro-stabilized downlooking airborne 

operations. After installing the SMIFTS aboard a commercial helicopter, we flew over the 

Pu'u O'o lava flow field in several series of engineering and survey low altitude (1000-2000 

m) test flights. Because the primary purpose of these flights was to test the system and 

system component integration, a variety of terrains were overflown during these airborne 

tests, including old, recent and currently active lava flows. For the purposes of these tests, 

the eruption of Kilauea volcano afforded a unique locale for testing the capabilities of the 

SMIFfS instrument by providing geologic targets with a known range of ages and petrology, 

plus a diversity of thermal signatures in those areas in which lava flows or subsurface lava 

tubes were currently active. Planned survey altitude was nominally 2000 m and survey speed 

approximately 60 km/hr. Roughly, a total of 40 line-km of data covering almost 10 km2 were 

collected. 

4.2 System Description 

SMIFTS is a cryogenically cooled Sagnac, or common path, interferometer which 

utilizes a 256x256 element Indium Antimonide (lnSb) detector array to collect hyperspectral 
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data in the 1-5 µm wavelength region. Similar to the AIPS instrument described in Chapter 

3, each row of the detector array contains the spectrum, here in the form of an interferogram, 

of the corresponding point along the slit. All spectral elements are measured simultaneously 

along with one axis of spatial information. The other axis of spatial information, implicit as 

an imaging spectrometer, is acquired in a pushbroom fashion through forward motion of the 

sensor. A major advantage of the SMIFTS instrument is that the spectrum is independent 

of the aperture geometry (Lucey et al., 1992). 

As a Fourier transform spectrometer, the theory of operation for SMIFTS is similar 

to other interferometers. Basically, input radiation is split into two coherent beams which 

travel different path lengths, and are then recombined to produce an interference pattern 

(Griffiths and de Haseth, 1986). Modulation of the path difference, o, can be achieved by 

a moving mirror and sampling the signal sequentially in time (Michelson) or by optically 

projecting the interferogram onto a detector array (SMIFTS). The measured interferogram 

is converted to the spectral domain through the operation of the fast Fourier transform (FFT), 

the use of which will be described in greater detail in Section 4.3. Figure 4.1 presents a 

conceptual schematic diagram of the SMIFTS interferometer. In fact, the SMIFTS, as built, 

uses all reflective optics except for the beamsplitter. For more specifics than presented here, 

the SMIFTS system is described in detail elsewhere (Lucey et al., 1993, 1994). 

Figure 4.2 is a photograph of the SMIFTS sensor. The instrument radiation shield 

is cooled by liquid nitrogen to 77 K, and by pumping on the inner dewar chamber, the optics 

and InSb detector array are cooled to solid nitrogen temperature, near 55 K, to reduce self 

emission. Adjustment of the instrument, while cooled, is achieved by computer control of 
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five stepping motors which adjust slit width, cutoff filter wheel position, interference fringe 

spacing, fringe alignment, and centerburst positioning. The motor control optical 

adjustments allow us tune the sensor in terms of spectral coverage and spectral resolution 

to the specific experimental requirements. The system is usually operated in one of two 

modes: (1) collecting approximately 90 channels from 1-5.3 µm with -90-100 wavenumber 

resolution, or (2) around 30 channels from 3.2-5.3 µm with -35-40 wavenumber resolution. 

Because SMIFfS is an interferometric instrument, spectral resolution is defined in terms of 

frequency. Therefore, there is progressively greater spread between channels at longer 

wavelengths. 

The cross-track instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of the sensor is 0.5 mrad and has 

a swath width of 256 pixels (-8 degrees) . The along-track IFOV is adjustable with the slit 

from 0.5 mrad to 10 mrad in order to maximize signal to noise for specific applications, 

while the spectral resolution is independent of the aperture geometry (Lucey et al., 1993). 

In addition to the slit width, the "exposure" of the array is also electronically controlled by 

two other adjustable, and interrelated parameters: frame rate and integration time. The frame 

rate for all data collected during this experiment was -1.67 Hz (1 frame every 0.6 sec). All 

scans (flight-lines) over the flow field were at one of three integration times: 126, 64, and 32, 

which resulted in equivalent exposures for each pixel of 590 msec, 300 msec, and 150 msec, 

respectively. 

For these experiments, the data collection and control system was based on a PC 

computer with mass storage to a high-speed 4.5 Gbyte disk array which allowed continuous 

collection of approximately 30,000 frames of data prior to the process of backing up. Data 
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were backed up to magneto-optical disks in the field and later archived to CD-ROM. Figure 

4.3 shows the SMIFTS data collection system schematically. A wide angle color guide 

camera with an 8 mm video recorder and a B/W digital camera (both boresighted with the 

instrument) were utilized in airborne operations. Integration of differential G.P.S. into the 

system had not been achieved, but a handheld unit was used in the air to provide frequent 

locations during data collection scans. In airborne operations, the sensor is installed on a 

vibrationally damped, Aeroflex gyroscopic mount which compensates for roll and pitch of 

the platform. Platform jitter is approximately 1-2 pixels. Figure 4.4 is a photograph of the 

SMIFTS system mounted in the Bell Longranger helicopter. 

4.3 Data Reduction 

This is the area of the SMIFTS project where I had the greatest responsibility. Over 

the course of the project, laboratory and field data were collected, reduced and analyzed, and 

as the system evolved and we learned new system "features", I developed the corresponding 

data reduction programs. Due to the size of several of the data sets, I designed the software 

to also be used by others for the initial data reduction (see Appendix B). Cumulatively, this 

aspect of the project probably required approximately 1.5 man-years of my time. This 

section describes the process and steps necessary to reduce the data to calibrated absolute 

spectral radiance. 

As indicated, the system generates large amounts of data. Data handling and record 

keeping are very important when dealing with these experimental data. Since the data 

reduction process is dependent on the data acquisition methodology, a short description of 
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the data required for reduction of the survey or scan data to radiance is presented first. As 

a point of reference, Figure 4.5 is a representation of an airborne raw scan data cube. The 

front face of the cube shows a complete frame of data. This cube consists of 256 frames 

which were acquired sequentially with time. The top face shows a broadband image of the 

ground surface which is built up by the scanning forward motion of the aircraft. Calibration 

data take the same form, although the "image" built is ideally constant with time. 

As standard protocol, all calibration data are acquired as files of 100 data frames to 

provide a measure of noise and to reduce noise by averaging. The minimum calibration files 

which are required are: the "dark" which is used to correct for array nonuniformity of offset 

and dark current; two "flats", one of which is used to correct for nonuniformity of array 

responsivity, and together are used to generate a map of "bad" pixels; a wavelength 

calibration file; and one or more radiance calibration files, depending on the mode of 

operation, (1-5 µm) or (3-5 µm). As a matter of procedure, dark files are also collected 

interspersed throughout the actual flight data acquisition scans in order to measure and 

account for system drift and continued cooling of the instrument during the experiment. 

Although as pointed out in Section 4.2, the system can acquire up to 30,000 frames of 

continuous data, flight data scan files have been generally limited to less than 600 frames 

each, in anticipation of data handling and processing constraints. This has proved to be a 

manageable file size and appropriate for the aircraft speed and system integration time/frame 

rate combinations used to date. In the case of the data sets collected over Kilauea for this 

dissertation, the data files ranged from 100-512 frames each. Over the course of the three 
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days of experiments, we collected (including calibration files) -28,000 frames of data (-3.5 

Gbytes). 

Although computer data processing is most often portrayed with flowcharts, I have 

developed and presented the data reduction process as a "recipe" or set of steps (Table 4.1) 

because the software development has been an ongoing and learning experience. I have tried 

to keep the steps as flexible, yet consistent, as possible by programming as replaceable 

modules. I wrote all data reduction code in IDL from Research Systems, Inc.; all of the 

programs identified in Table 4.1 are compiled in Appendix B. As a note, all of the work in 

Appendix B reduces the data to the point at which the TM data of Chapter 2 and the AIPS 

data of Chapter 3 were received. In order to explain many of the data reduction procedures 

and problems, I will draw on examples from the flight data set itself. 

The first step in the data reduction process is data validation. All calibration files of 

100 frames are, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, averaged to produce an average frame, and the 

standard deviation of pixel values is calculated in order to characterize array noise. In 

addition to the average and standard deviation frames written to a file for further use, a 

hardcopy report is generated for data evaluation. Figure 4.6 is an example report for one 

calibration file which visually tells the condition of these data. 

Variation of output with time is calculated to determine drift or system operational 

anomalies. Dark frames are interpolated from the measured average dark files to the times 

of each calibration and scan file, again on a pixel-by-pixel basis. In addition to providing a 

measure of system stability with time, the time correlated dark frame corrects for non

uniformity of offset and dark current between pixels. Depending on the change in average 
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dark values with time, three different methods of interpolation are used; linear interpolation 

between consecutive darks, linear fit of multiple darks, or a cubic spline fit to multiple darks, 

all as a function of time. Figure 4.7 shows a spline fit of a sequence of average dark frames. 

The negative slope reflects continued cooling from pumping on the cryogen and the resultant 

lowering of the dark current throughout this experimental flight sequence. 

A flat field is generated to correct for array responsivity nonuniformity by subtracting 

the appropriate interpolated dark frame from the measured average flat file. This dark 

subtracted flat field matrix is divided into each dark subtracted data frame. This process 

results in data corrected for array offset and dark current nonuniformity and responsivity 

nonuniformity. 

There are some pixels, however, which may be permanently saturated, permanently 

dead, or have a low or nonlinear response. A bad pixel map of the array is generated to 

account for any individual pixels in the 256x256 element array which exhibit these 

characteristics. A preferential nearest neighbor spatial replacement is performed on the 

identified bad pixels. Currently, the process of determining the bad pixel map is somewhat 

cumbersome and involved, but interactive tests are used to identify saturated or dead pixels 

or those which exhibit a low response or a nonlinear response. We have found that the 

methodology is dependent on the specific detector array used and the distribution of bad 

pixels within the array. 

The measured interferogram, l'(o), is composed of a constant component (de) and a 

modulated component ( ac ). All of the spectral information is contained in the ac-component. 

Removal of the de-component is accomplished by fitting a 3rd order polynomial to the 
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interferogram and subtracting to zero-mean the data. Because the interferogram is of finite 

length, suppression of the oscillations introduced into the interferogram by truncation is 

achieved by applying a triangular apodization function centered at o=O (at the centerburst). 

The equation representing the interferogram is then 

+ oo 

I(o)= J B(v)cos(27tvo)·dv (4.1) 

where o is the optical path difference or retardation, vis the wavenumber (cm-1
), and B(v) 

is the spectrum, which as the second half of the cosine Fourier transform pair, is 

+oo 

B(v)= J I(o) cos(27tvo) ·do (4.2) 

Due to the fact that the alignment of the array with the interferogram fringes is not 

perfect and the zero-path retardation point is not necessarily centered on a pixel for every line 

in the array, a sine component is introduced into the interferogram, which then takes the form 

+oo 

I(o)= J B(v) e -iZ7tvo dv (4.3) 

and the inverse complex Fourier transform is 

+oo 

B(v)= f l(o) eiZ7tVO do (4.4) 

The complex spectrum, B'(v), can be expressed as 

B 1(v) = Re(v) + i lm(v) (4.5) 

where Re( v) and Im( v) are the real and imaginary parts of B ' ( v), respectively. 
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The sine component implicit in Equations (4.3) and (4.4) introduces a phase error, 

expressed as the phase angle, ev, where 

8 =tan - I /m(V) 
v Re(v) (4.6) 

A phase correction is performed on the interferogram by calculating the complex Fourier 

transform, B '(v), of the interferogram, interpolating by zero-filling and performing an inverse 

complex Fourier transform to yield an interpolated interferogram (Griffiths and de Haseth, 

1986). By rotating the interferogram for zero-phase, and applying a modified Mertz's method 

(Mertz, 1967) of determining the true spectrum, B(v), from I(o) 

B(v) =Re(v)·cos(8) + /m(v)·sin(8) (4.7) 

the real full spectrum is calculated in instrumental units. 

In order to convert the spectrum from instrumental units and to remove residual array 

nonuniformities, relative radiance is calculated by dividing the data spectrum by the spectrum 

derived from a calibration source of known radiance, such that 

L = B(v)data 
rel B(v) 

cal 

(4.8) 

and by convolving the wavelength calibration and known radiance calibration curves with 

the relative radiance, the absolute spectral radiance (W/m2/sr/µm) is derived 

L(A.) = L · L(A.) meas rel cal (4.9) 
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Following the style of presentation similar to the phase correction steps excellently 

explained by Griffiths and de Haseth (1986), Figure 4.8 (a-v) presents a step-by-step 

illustration of the data reduction procedures outlined in this section. This illustration 

considers one row of one frame of data from the flight experiment, but the steps are, in 

practice, applied to all rows of each frame of data. 

4.4 Flight Experiment 

At the time of this writing, we have performed three series of helicopter-borne 

engineering test flights in Hawaii with the SMIFfS system. The primary purpose of these 

flights was to test system performance and characterize each of the system components and 

their integration into a complete airborne system. Concurrently, on the second series of 

flights, conducted from March 11 to 13, 1994, we had the opportunity to over-fly portions 

of the active lava flow field of Pu'u O'o on Kilauea volcano. A description of the flight 

experiments is presented in this section. On all flights but one, I flew as the onboard 

navigator/experiment coordinator. My responsibilities also included data backup and 

verification of integrity, and participation in staging, installation of the system in the 

helicopter, and destaging operations. This data set, I hand-carried back to Honolulu because 

of a vested interest in the raw data. 

Airborne deployment was from the Keahole airport in Kailua-Kona (see Figure 4.9). 

After an initial set of three shakedown flights and collection of airborne calibration data near 

Keahole airport on the first day (March 11), the flight experiments over Kilauea occurred on 

the second (March 12) and third days (March 13) using the 3-5 µm and 1-5 µm operational 
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modes, respectively. For ease of reference and consistency with the field notes, I will refer 

to the individual flight series by the day number on which they occurred, i.e., day-2 or day-3. 

The purpose of flying in both operational modes was primarily to test the system in each. 

It was expected that over the active lava flow field, the 3-5 µm mode would provide high 

resolution spectral data with minimal solar contamination. The 1-5 µm mode potentially 

would provide additional short-wave spectral information for possible magmatic targets, 

though with a loss of resolution at the longer wavelengths. 

Flight time to the target area was approximately 1 hour which necessitated a "hot" 

refueling stop (engine running) at the Hilo airport, either on the way to the survey area or 

while returning to Kailua-Kona. Due to setup, pre-flight calibration data acquisition, and 

flight time, both flight series over the volcano took place in the late morning or early 

afternoon. Weather conditions for both days were dominated by high winds at 30-40 mph 

(sustained) with gusts to 60 mph, which affected the geometry of these data because of 

variable airspeed and significant impact on aircraft yaw during flight. A ground-trothing 

crew of geologists was present on the Pu'u O'o lava flows at the time of the SMIFTS 

overflights to make direct ground-based observations of lava activity. Ground truth was 

provided by Scott Rowland and Zinzuni Jurado on the flow field and Luke Flynn, who also 

commuted between Kilauea and the Kona side of the island to provide assistance with 

calibration flights near the airport. 
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4.4.1 Day-2: 3-5 µm Airborne Data 

As noted in Section 4.3, SMIFTS data collection protocol requires the frequent 

acquisition of calibration data which corrects or determines offset, dark current, and 

responsivity nonuniformities, system noise, radiance and wavelength calibrations. Dark field 

frames were collected throughout each data collect, alternating with other types of data 

(mapping scans or other calibrations). Flat fields, radiance calibrations, and wavelength 

calibrations were acquired on the ground, usually both before and after each flight. Table 4.2 

gives the results of the wavelength calibration for the day-2 flight series over Kilauea. At 

the end of each day's flights, all data were and backed up and each scan was verified. 

On day-2, operating in the 3-5 µm mode, data acquisition scans over Kilauea took 

place between 11 :01 to 12:40 Hawaiian Standard Time (HST). Flight altitude was 

approximately 1830 m (6000 ft) resulting in a - 1 m cross-track pixel resolution. Since 

integrated navigation was not part of the system at this time, helicopter airspeed was used 

to estimate relative ground velocity at -40 miles/hr, providing a nominal along-track pixel 

sample of - 10 m. 

Figure 4.10 is an oblique photograph of the coastal region and ocean entry taken from 

the helicopter as we approached the survey area showing the lava surf ace and wind 

conditions. The apparent lack of any fumes from the lava flows indicated little or no surface 

activity at the time. Strong winds were demonstrated by the nearly horizontal steam plume 

blown offshore. Scattered to heavy clouds at several altitudes caused problems both with 

instrumental viewing of the ground during data collection and with visual navigation. Cloud 
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cover limited all flights to the lower half of the flow field, i.e. , from the top of Pulama Pali 

to the coastline. 

The experiment was not a mapping exercise, and the series of scans (flight-lines) 

were designed to test the sensor's dynamic range in the 3-5 µm mode. Several of these scans 

were designed to collect data of a variety of targets, including sediment laden water, the fume 

cloud from Pu'u O'o, and for this study, thermal signatures over the lava tube system. To 

that end, our flight lines were not parallel overlapping paths but tended to follow the 

helicopter pilot's best estimate of the lava tube's location. We performed a total of nine 

scans in the Kilauea region on day-2. Data were collected at two different integration 

settings - 32 (shortest exposure) and 126 (longest exposure) providing scans over similar 

regions at different effective dynamic ranges. Of these nine scans, five scans were over the 

flow field, but due to weather and flight conditions, only three of the scans could be 

correlated with recognizable features in the guide camera video and all were at integration 

times of 32. 

Figure 4.11 is a map showing the location of the flight area over which we operated. 

We primarily attempted to follow the estimated location of the subsurface lava tube along 

the eastern edge of the flow field from the point of lava entry into the ocean, which was the 

only easily identifiable point from the air. The total length of the region overflown was 

equivalent to the lower half (coastal) of the area covered by the AIPS data set in Chapter 3. 

A mosaic of frame-grabbed color guide camera images of a portion of one of the scans (file: 

k2a03949) is shown in Figure 4.12. The flight path, which begins at the bottom (upslope) 

above some clouds, winds downslope following the sinuous lava tube to the ocean entry 
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point. The actual field of view of the SMIFTS instrument occupies approximately the center 

one fourth of the width of the guide camera field of view. These data will be discussed in 

Section 4.5. 

Note, again, that we had not integrated automatic navigation into the SMIFTS system 

for these engineering test flights and although I acquired several G.P.S. waypoint locations 

on each flight-line, geographic registration of the data or construction of data scene mosaics 

from the SMIFTS flight-lines (scans) was not attempted. The location of all scans discussed 

here are tied into the coastline and the reader is referred to Figure 4.11 for the general flight

line location over the flow field. 

4.4.2 Day-3: 1-5 µm Airborne Data 

On the third day of the experiments (March 13), we configured the SMIFTS for the 

1-5 µm mode of operation. Table 4.3 gives the wavelength calibration results for the day-3 

data set. The flight scenario was similar to the previous day's, if perhaps slightly windier. 

Unfortunately, the gyro-mount was not operational during this flight. We were surprised, 

upon flying over the crest of Kilauea and under the clouds, to realize that there was no steam 

plume from the ocean entry point of the day before, indicating that lava had stopped flowing 

into the ocean overnight. Upslope, it was reported from observations through a skylight, that 

the lava remaining in the tube had crusted over, although there was some heat shimmer 

observed (Scott Rowland, personal communication, 1994). Thus, we had the opportunity to 

study the thermal characteristics of a lava tube where we knew that activity had ended within 

the last 24 hours. 
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Eleven airborne scans of various targets were attempted during the day-3 flight with 

the data collection scans commencing at 13:37 and ending at 14:20 HST. Of these scans, 

five were taken over some portion of the flow field. Data were collected at three different 

integration settings: 126, 64, and 32. Because of the wind and weather conditions, we had 

to dodge clouds and flight altitude was reduced to between 900-1000 m which gave better 

spatial resolution (-0.5 m cross-track) than the previous day (when it was -1 m), but which 

also made it more difficult to cover much of the flow field considering that the effective 

instrument swath width was reduced to less than 120 m on the ground. As with the previous 

day's data collection, most useful and identifiable data were collected on the coastal plain 

and around the former ocean entry point. Figure 4.13 shows a color guide camera mosaic 

of one of these scans (file: k3b05023) which traversed over the littoral cones which were 

formed by explosions during the preceding week (Tari Mattox, personal communication, 

1994). This flight-line crosses the coast and the cones at about the same location as that 

shown in Figure 4.12, but at a different angle. Because of this and the fact that the swath 

width is approximately half of the day-2 higher altitude flight, the specific ground overflown 

is not exactly the same as shown in Figure 4.12. 

During our return flight to Kona, we managed to fly up the flow to Pu'u O'o. There 

was no evidence of activity on the flow field visible from the air. We did manage to look 

down into Pu'u O'o crater (a most interesting experience), but observed no activity directly 

because the crater was filled with fumes. However, review of the guide camera video, which 

was still recording at the time, showed a small region of incandescence on the floor along 

the north wall of the crater. 
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After refueling in Hilo, clouds in the saddle area between Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea 

forced our return flight to Kona back over Kilauea and the experiment area. As we flew by 

the Kamoamoa flow field, I noticed a narrow plume of fumes rising from a small region 

approximately 400-500 m from the shoreline on the coastal plain along the estimated location 

of the lava tube. These fumes were not noted during the data collection flights, and it is 

conjectured that a portion of the roof over the now inactive lava tube may have collapsed in 

the intervening time between our data collection flights and return flight to Kona. 

4.5 Atmospheric Corrections 

I originally developed the atmospheric correction techniques described in Chapter 3 

on the SMIFfS data set, and later extended them on the AIPS data set, primarily with the 

construction of the dual background model. The major difference between the treatment of 

atmospheric corrections for the two data sets stems from the difference in flight altitude for 

each experiment. The AIPS data set was acquired at a survey altitude of - 18 km while the 

SMIFfS data (3-5 µm and 1-5 µm modes) were acquired at -2 km and - 1 km, respectively. 

The flight altitudes for the SMIFTS data collection flights were just above or within 

the boundary layer, although the entire region may have been well mixed by the high winds 

which had prevailed for several days. The consequence is that, although there was a shorter 

path through the atmosphere from the ground to the sensor, and hence less total effect due 

to atmospheric absorption, there was greater effect from radiance of the warmer atmosphere 

itself at these lower altitudes. 
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As an illustration of these relative effects, Figure 4.14 gives the MODTRAN standard 

tropical model (Kneizys et al., 1988, ONT AR Corp., 1991) results for spectral radiance, both 

at high model resolution and sampled to the spectral resolution of the SMIFTS 3-5 µm 

operational mode for a 2 km path length (flight altitude), target emissivity of 0.98, and target 

temperature of 40°C. The target temperature is an estimate derived from the best fit 

MODTRAN model discussed below. The MODTRAN model was run at the highest model 

resolution (5 cm-1
) with the result scanned to - 20 cm-1 and then fit with a cubic spline to the 

instrument spectral sampling of - 37 cm-1 (see Table 4.2). Comparing these graphs to Figure 

3.7 shows that the depth of the atmospheric absorption bands for H20 (longward of 5.0 µm) 

and the C02 band (centered at 4.3 µm) are moderated by a corresponding increase in 

atmospheric radiance at this lower flight altitude, causing the bands to be shallower. 

MODTRAN standard atmospheric models consist of layers 1 km thick in the lower 

25 km of the atmosphere. Our flights were at altitudes which provided viewing through one 

or two layers only. In order to refine the 2-layer model for the 3-5 µm data of the day-2 

flights, the model spectral radiance was interactively matched to the average spectral 

radiance of a small (5x5 pixels) background portion of the scene by varying the model 

parameters: ground temperature, water vapor content, and both atmospheric layer 

temperatures. C02 was assumed to be well mixed in both layers (Wolfe and Zissis, 1989). 

For the reasons described in Chapter 3, effects due to aerosols were not incorporated in the 

model. Figure 4.15 summarizes the results of this model matching in the upper plot, showing 

the average measured spectrum and the "best" model spectrum, after running over one 

hundred different MODTRAN model atmospheres. The lower plot of Figure 4.15 gives the 
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resulting 2-layer model atmospheric transmissivity as compared to the standard MODTRAN 

tropical model transmissivity, both resampled to SMIFfS spectral resolution. The results 

indicate that there is an improvement , particularly near the C02 absorption band, but very 

little difference in the two models in the shorter wavelengths. The greatest differences occur 

at the longer wavelengths, but some of this may be due to inadequate matching at 

wavelengths greater than 5 µm with either model. The modified 2-layer MODTRAN model 

transmissivity, 't'm
0
iA.), was used in the atmospheric corrections applied to the day-2 data. 

Figure 4.16 is a plot of the standard MODTRAN tropical model transmissivity 

calculated for an altitude of 1 km and re-sampled for the day-3, 1-5 µm data. From 

examination of the modified 2-layer model, I decided that there was not sufficient 

improvement in the transmissivity function to warrant application of this modification 

technique to the 1-layer case, and the model as shown in Figure 4.16 was used in the 

atmospheric corrections. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the measured spectral radiance at the sensor is given by 

Lmeas(A) = LT(A.,T)·'tatm(A.)·'ti(A) + Latm(A.,Tatm)·-ri(A.) 

+ P. Latm(A.,Tatm) · 't atm(A) · 'ti(A) + Li(A.,T) (4.10) 

where LmeasCA.) is the measured at-sensor spectral radiance, Lr (A.,T) is the target spectral 

radiance at temperature, T, 't'aimCA.) is the atmospheric spectral transmissivity, 'ti (A.) is the 

instrumental transmission, Latm() .. ,Ta1m) is the atmospheric spectral radiance, p is the target 

reflectivity (p = 1 - e), and Li(A.,T) is the instrumental self-radiance. 
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As noted by Chavez ( 1988), atmospheric absorption has a multiplicative effect on the 

data. However, it is in just those wavelengths at which the atmosphere absorbs radiation at 

which it also emits radiation giving rise to the other terms in Equation (4.10) as the additive 

terms. 

Following the same general concepts of Chavez (1988) and the technique developed 

in Chapter 3, a measured background spectrum, ~Gm() .. ,T BB), of a portion of the scene at a 

known temperature, T BB• taking the form 

LBGm()..) = LBB ()..,TBB) · 'tatm()..) · 't(}1.) + Latm()..,Tatm) ·'ti()..) 

+ P. Latm() .. ,Tatm) • 'tatm().) · -r:P,.) + Lp .. ,Ti) (4.11) 

can be used to remove the instrumental and atmospheric radiance additive components in 

( 4.10) by subtracting this measured background spectral radiance. Assuming that the 

instrumental transmission factors have been corrected in the calibration process, this 

subtraction yields the atmospherically corrected target spectral radiance: 

(4.12) 

where LsB()..,T BB) is the Planck function spectral radiance of the known background. In this 

case, there is one equation in two unknowns, Lc0 ,(A,T) and 'tatm(A). For the 3-5 µm data, the 

vector representing 'tatm()..) was derived from the modified 2-layer MODTRAN model as 

shown in Figure 4.15, and for the 1-5 µm data, 'tatm()..) was calculated directly from the 

standard tropical MODTRAN model as shown in Figure 4.16. As applied here, the 

atmospherically corrected target spectral radiance is then 
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(4.13) 

where for each set of data, 'tm0iA.) is the appropriate MODTRAN transmissivity model as 

applied to the two different data sets. This method, although not quite as involved as the 

dual background technique developed in Chapter 3, does remove the effects of atmospheric 

radiance. 

In the case of these data, a known background target temperature was not measured 

during the flights over Kilauea. Determination of the background temperature, as in the case 

of the AIPS data in Chapter 3, must come from the scene itself. In the process of analyzing 

the SMIFTS data, a complicating factor was found which indicates that not all of the 

instrumental effects were corrected in the calibration process. As an illustration, Figure 4.17 

is a single channel radiance image (3.71 µm) of a portion of scan k3b04922 taken over the 

ocean just offshore from the littoral cones at which, by stretching the image contrast, displays 

the symptoms of this effect: residual stripes in the along-track direction which indicates that 

not all nonuniformities in the along-slit axis were eliminated by the radiance calibration 

performed by applying Equation ( 4.8). The mean and standard deviation were calculated for 

this image in the along-track direction for each pixel along the slit and are shown in Figure 

4.18. The relative offsets are also spectrally consistent, i.e., from channel to channel, for 

each slit pixel position. This implies that the measured spectral radiance, the background 

spectral radiance, and the background Planck response function are all functions of slit 

position, x, and the appropriate terms in Equation ( 4.13) should be: Lmeas(.A,T,x), 

Lsam(A.,T 88,x), and La8 (A,T 88,x), respectively. 
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Rather than picking an area of approximately uniform spectral radiance from which 

to derive the background temperature, the average of five adjacent background rows was 

calculated per along-track line per channel along the slit within each image cube to provide 

an individual average background spectrum for each of the 256 slit pixel positions. As with 

the AIPS data set, a first order atmospheric correction was applied to each background 

spectrum by dividing by the model transmissivity, 'tm0 iA.). A nonlinear least squares 

inversion of the Planck function to each spectrum was performed to derive the background 

temperatures, T BB(x). The wavelength range over which these fits were calculated was 

limited to the peak transmissivity region between -3.5 µm to -4.0 µm (see Figures 4.15 and 

4.16) for both the day-2 and day-3 data. For each scan, an atmospherically corrected spectral 

radiance image cube was generated by applying Equation (4.13) to the spectrum of each 

pixel. 

The effect of estimation errors of the background temperatures on the resulting target 

pixel temperature derived from Equation 4.13 by varying the background temperature was 

analyzed. Assuming a true background temperature of 35 °C, an error in this value of± 1 °C 

results in an error of± 0.2 °C for a target temperature of 90°C. For a target temperature of 

40°C, the same background error results in a target temperature error of± 0.7 °C, while for 

a cooler target temperature of 25°C, a background estimation error of± 1 °C results in an 

error of± 1.8 °C. Upon inspection, these error estimates appear to be less than those for the 

dual background technique described in Chapter 3. However, the dual background technique 

also yielded the atmospheric transmissivity, which was included in the error calculations 

there. Here, atmospheric transmissivity is developed directly from the MODTRAN radiative 
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transfer model, and the error estimates do not include contribution from this term. An 

analysis of the effects of errors in the MODTRAN database is left to be the primary portion 

of someone else's dissertation. 

4.6 Thermal Models 

A great deal of the basis and the techniques used for thermal modeling of the 

SMIFTS data has already been discussed in detail in Chapter 3, Section 3.5. Specifically, 

the two thermal models employed here are: ( 1) the one thermal component model which is 

a straightforward application of the Planck spectral response function for a blackbody such 

that 

c1 
L (A. T) = e·-----

88 ' [ (C 11..T) ] ).5 e 2 - 1 
(4.14) 

where L88(A.,T) is the blackbody spectral radiance at temperature, T, e is the emissivity 

(assumed a constant), C1 is the first Planck constant (l.19106 x 10-22 W·m·µm), and C2 is the 

second Planck constant (1.43883 x 10-2 joule/K; and (2) the two thermal component model 

originally developed by Dozier (1981) and Matson and Dozier (1981 ), a linear mixing model 

in which 

(4.15) 

where Tc is the cooler component temperature, This the warmer component temperature, and 

Ah is the fractional total area of the warmer component. Obviously, (1 - Ah) then is the cool 
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component fractional area. An example of the two component mixing model was given in 

Figure 3.12 in the previous chapter. 

4.6.l Blackbody Model Fitting 

The same nonlinear least squares fitting functions used with the AIPS data in Chapter 

3 were applied to the SMIFfS data, with only slight modifications, primarily with regard to 

the channels utilized. The Levenberg-Marquardt method, as described by Bevington (1969), 

required initial estimates of the parameters to be extracted. The initial guesses for the one 

thermal component model were based on the average brightness temperature calculated from 

the atmospherically corrected spectrum of each pixel. For the two thermal component 

model, the initial guesses were set at Tc= 25°C, Th= l00°C, and Ah= 0.05 uniformly for 

all pixels. Iterations were performed, adjusting the desired floating parameters, until the 

objective function changes by 10-6 % or until 200 iterations have been performed (400 

iterations in the case of the two component fit). 

Table 4.4 gives a listing of the parameters used in modeling each of the five scans 

acquired over the flow field (the first three on day-2, the last two on day-3). Because of the 

different spectral resolution of the two operational modes, different channels and wavelength 

ranges were used with each mode in both the background temperature calculations and in 

fitting the one and two thermal component models to the flight data. These ranges are 

detailed in Table 4.4, but in summary, for the background temperature calculations, seven 

channels and four channels were utilized for the 3-5 µm and 1-5 µm modes, respectively. 
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For inverting the atmospherically corrected spectral radiance with the two thermal 

model, eleven channels spanning, but not including, the C02 absorption band were used with 

the 3-5 µm data. As in Chapter 3, by extending the wavelength range, more leverage for 

fitting two thermal components should be achieved. However, for the 1-5 µm data, nine 

channels were used between 3.17-4.13 µm, all short of the C02 band. The reasons for 

limiting the wavelength range used in the thermal models for day-3 are discussed in the next 

section. 

4.6.2 Effect of Sunlight 

The previous analysis did not take into account that the SMIFTS data were all 

acquired during the daytime. As noted by Flynn (1992), reflected solar radiance has a 

diminishing impact on spectral measurements at wavelengths longer than 1.5 µm. Wolfe and 

Zissis ( 1989) list sea level solar irradiance, with the peak at 0.55 µm, as effectively dropping 

to zero at approximately 2.3 µm. Reflecting from a low reflectance target such as basalt, 

reduces the effect at the longer wavelengths further. Figure 4.19 shows the relative 

importance of reflected solar radiation and emitted background (T BG= 40°C) as a function 

of wavelength from 1-5 µm. Based upon these observations and assumptions, beyond 

heating of the surface, the impact of solar irradiance in the 3-5 µm range is considered 

negligible. 

For the SMIFTS data collected on day-3 in the 1-5 µm mode, the impact must be 

considered very carefully. Although not explicitly stated in Equations 4.10 and 4.11, 

reflected sunlight is also an additive component to the measured at-sensor radiance during 
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the day. It, however, should also be removed in Equation 4.12 by the variant of the 

background subtraction technique used here, accepting that the assumptions made are 

correct. Because the eruption had shut down, the hottest feature observed on the ground was 

near the ocean entry point and the surrounding littoral cones (Scott Rowland, personal 

communication, 1994). Figure 4.20 (a) is one frame from the color guide camera taken from 

scan k3b05023 (day-3, -1000 m altitude) showing a view of the littoral cones and the lava 

covered coastal plain. Figure 4.20 (b) is a higher quality, lower altitude photograph of the 

cones taken through the front bubble of the helicopter (the left toe of my shoe can be seen 

in the photograph, for perspective). In both of these images, the color (in the visible) of the 

cones is much lighter than the nearby lava due to a coating of sublimates, primarily chlorides 

(Jim Kauahikaua, personal communication, 1994). This fact suggests that one of the 

assumptions upon which the background subtraction technique is based, i.e., that the 

emissivity/reflectivity is constant over the region of interest, may not hold for the littoral 

cones. In order to determine the effects of this color variation in the SWIR and MWIR, I 

examined the full 1-5 µm spectra from several pixels in one of the scans. Figure 4.21 is a 

plot of the spectra from a 1-5 µm mode scan. Shown are the spectra of a hot, visibly bright 

pixel, a background pixel, the ocean, and a cool, visibly bright pixel. The plots show that the 

background subtraction technique would fail for the region with the sublimate encrustation 

in the SWIR ( <2.5 µm) due to varying reflectance properties and the resulting solar 

contamination. The white sublimate would be a problem for any sensor in the SWIR. 

Therefore, for the day-3 data, all fits were limited to channels within the wavelength range 

of 3.17-4.13 µm (9 channels), as described above. 
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4.6.3 Model Results 

As pointed out in Chapter 3, one of the factors which affects single or multiple 

thermal component detectability is instrumental noise. The effects of instrumental noise can 

be summarized in terms of the sensitivity. As discussed here, the sensitivity of the SMIFTS 

instrument is calculated as the noise equivalent delta radiance (NEilL), since radiance is the 

unit which is used as the foundation for the measurements and analyses. As in Chapter 3 

with the AIPS data, the NEilL was determined for the SMIFTS data by calculating the 

standard deviation of the raw radiance for each sensor channel for a uniform region within 

the scene. Figure 4.22 presents a plot of the NEilL as a function of wavelength. The NEilL 

can be thought of as the noise floor below which target radiance in the field of view can not 

be discriminated from the noise. The signal at each wavelength must be greater than this 

noise floor to be detectable in that particular channel. 

The one thermal component fit to each spectrum of Planck's function convolved with 

emissivity was performed as outlined above on a pixel-by-pixel basis on each of the spectra 

in each of the five scans. Figure 4.23 is an example of the resulting one thermal component 

model fit to an atmospherically corrected spectrum (asterisks). Also shown is the 

uncorrected spectrum (triangles) which shows the SWIR solar component which is removed 

in the atmospheric correction process. Scatter in the corrected spectrum occurs in the H20 

absorption bands where the signal is low relative to noise. Output for the fit of each pixel 

incorporates the best-fit single component temperature, the average absolute residual of the 

fit, the average radiance for the selected wavelength channels, and a key which indicated the 

results of the fit, e.g., (1) convergence, (2) failure to converge, and (3) hung the program in 
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a loop. The output consisted of an intermediate data cube of four bands which include both 

the result and an evaluation of the result. 

Figure 4.24 is a flowchart detailing the decision points regarding which model is the 

better fit. The flowchart follows logic similar to that presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.3 

for the AIPS data set. Saturation of each image pixel was determined by examining each row 

of the interferogram of each frame of raw data. If there were three or more pixels per 

interferogram, not counting known bad pixels, which exceeded 95% of the maximum value 

for all pixels within the frame of raw data, the row-frame combination (e.g., one image pixel) 

was classified as saturated and neither thermal model was applied. For those pixels which 

were not saturated, if they were in the regions which were identified as part of the flow field 

and therefore appropriate for attempting the two component fit, the two component model 

was run. The program functioning also allowed three possible results: converged to a 

solution, did not converge, or hung the program in a loop. If the program converged to a 

solution, the model results for that pixel are passed to the next set of decision steps which 

compare the output results. All of the conditions listed in Figure 4.24 must be met for the 

two component model to be considered a better fit to the data than the one component model. 

Two additional constraints were placed on the results: The average one component residual 

must be greater than a constant (for these data constant = 0.15), and the average two 

component residual must be less than one third of the one component residual. This last step 

insures that the one component model is in fact a poor fit, and that the two component model 

fits the data significantly better than the one component model. Also, the requirement that 
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the hot area lies between zero and one, but is not equal to either, logically follows because 

in either case, this would be reduced to a one component system. 

Figure 4.25 is a grayscale image depicting the one component model resultant 

temperatures of -4 line-km of one of the 3-5 µm mode scans acqui_red on day-2. The 

maximum pixel temperature in the scene is -170°C. This image coincides with the path 

described by the guide camera mosaic shown in Figure 4.12, but due to navigation 

limitations, correlation to specific map coordinates is not given. The littoral cones at the 

ocean entry point of the flow are located at approximately 4300 m in the third panel. The 

location of the lava tube can be followed for most of the scan as a brighter trace of warm 

pixels. The large hot area along the tube from -1200 m to -1500 m along the flight path is 

a small breakout flow which occurred two weeks prior to our flights (Jim Kauahikaua, 

personal communication, 1995). The black areas in the image are the saturated pixels, which 

were not modeled. The areas which were also fit with the two thermal component model had 

more diverse results, which are analyzed here and compared to the one component results. 

Table 4.5 summarizes the results of the application of the decision matrix to the five 

SMIFfS airborne scans examined here. The first three scans listed were acquired on day-2 

and the last two on day-3. Of the total of 150,800 pixels in the five images, 489 were 

classified as saturated, and 101 met the criteria to be classified as fitting the two component 

model. Less than 0.4% of all pixels modeled were classified as anything other than fitting 

the one component thermal model. The two component fits and the saturated pixels all 

occurred at the ocean entry and at skylights where activity was greatest, or for a very few 

pixels, along the trace of the lava tube, where it was evident. Figure 4.26 is a series of plots 
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of the results of the two component fit for day-2 scan file k2a03949 (see Figures 4.12 and 

4.25) presented in the same manner as Figure 3.18 in Chapter 3. The first three graphs in the 

figure show the projection of the output results onto the three planes defined by the three 

variables, Tc, Th, and Ah. The hot component fractional area, Ah, is plotted on a logarithmic 

scale. The fourth graph in the figure shows all three variables plotted on a single 3-axis 

graph with the axes at the same scales as the 2-dimensional graphs. Although there are fewer 

pixels represented here, the plots take similar forms as those shown in Figure 3 .18 in the 

previous chapter, describing the results from the thermal modeling of the high altitude AIPS 

data. The negative correlation between the hot component temperature and its fractional area 

is an artifact of the dynamic range limits of the sensor settings for this scan. The upper 

bound is due to a combination of high hot component temperature and a large fractional area 

which generates sufficient flux to saturate the sensor. The lower bound of the apparent 

correlation is due to the fact that small, relatively cool hot components do not generate 

sufficient flux to alter the curve from the one component model. 

Probably the most useful way in which the results of the one and two thermal 

component models can be combined is by calculating the thermal flux density from the 

Stefan-Boltzmann law. The appropriate formulae are given in Equations (3.15)-(3.17) in 

Chapter 3. Figure 4.27 is a high resolution color image of calculated thermal flux density 

contrast stretched to show the location of the lava tube and highlight the thermal structure 

of the ocean entry deposits. The tube is discemable as the long curving trace of light blue 

to green pixels (-600-900 W /m2
) which stands out against the flux from the surrounding lava 

surface shown in purple to dark blue (450-550 W/m2
) . The littoral cones at the top of the 
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image appear to exhibit some of their complex structure and evolution (Tari Mattox, personal 

communication, 1994) as demonstrated by the full range of thermal flux densities ( 400-2064 

W/m2
) within this region. 

Although flight navigation was not critical to the goals of the SMIFTS flight 

experiments, lack of accurate positional information did make comparative analysis more 

difficult. However, we did manage to collect a scan (k3b05023, Table 4.5) in the 1-5 µm on 

day-3 over the same region near the coast as that shown in Figure 4.27. Figure 4.28 is an 

image of the calculated thermal flux density from a low altitude (-1000 m) scan on day-3. 

The thermal model used the 3-5 µm portion of the spectral data collected in the 1-5 µm mode 

to eliminate the effects of reflected sunlight as discussed in Section 4.6.2. The cross-track 

resolution of this scan was -0.2 m. At approximately the same air speed as the day-2 flights, 

the along-track sampling remained -10 m. The flight direction was the reverse of that shown 

in Figure 4.27, so south (ocean) is at the bottom of Figure 4.28. However, a portion of the 

hot littoral cones is seen at the center of the figure and the same trace of the lava tube can be 

identified in the upper portion of the figure. Considering all of the factors different between 

the two days' data collections (i.e., flight altitude, pixel aspect ratio, loss of gyro

stabilization, and eruption intermission), the two flux density images are remarkably similar. 

Initial examination of the two images suggests that the scene had cooled considerably 

in the <24 hours since flow in the tube had ceased (see Table 4.5), with lower maximum 

temperatures and flux densities, and many fewer saturated pixels. However, this is not 

necessarily the case, as will be discussed in the next chapter, where the results for the 
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features identified here are examined in context with similar features observed in the TM and 

AIPS data sets. 

Finally, in Chapter 5 I discuss the results from the three different sensor chapters, 

comparing the techniques and capabilities of each, and their respective value in studying 

volcanic phenomena of Kilauea. Advantages and problems with use of the different sensors 

and their operational constraints, both specific and general, are pointed out. I also make 

recommendations for supplemental work which may help solve some of the problems 

encountered and additional questions raised in my investigation. 
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Table 4.1 

List of the functional steps required for complete reduction to spectral radiance 
(W/m2/sr/µm) of SMIFfS interferometric data. All programs are written in IDL, and 
program names are in bold. Since this is a developmental project, several of the steps 
involve human interaction; rational for each of these steps is given. The left-hand column 
identifies each primary step in the process, in relative order of performance. 

RAW PROCESSED ROUTINES OR TYPE& 
ACTION INPUT INPUT STEPS SUBROUTINES OUTPUT SIZE 

Cals: 

GENERATE darks pre.pro avg.pro cals.stat fltarr(256,256 ,2) 

AVE&STDEV rads clean plot.pro cal.ps 1 page report 

OFCALS WL tvim.pro 
&DARKS flats tvsclim.pro 

GENERATE darks.stat - create darkcube file.dark fltarr(256 ,256) 
DARKS - ave. each ave. dark frame 

- input dark times & scan/cal times 
- plot dt vs avedark 
- decide to use linear or spline 

lindarkgen.pro or 
lindarkgenall.pro or 
splinedarkgen.pro 

- write out individual dark files 

GENERATE flat.stat - subtract dark from flat flat fltarr(256,256) 
FLAT flat.dark - write out flat file 

GENERATE flathi .stat find bad.pro 
BAD PIXEL flatlo.stat - pick higMow flux flats badpix.map fltarr(256,256) 

MAP jlathi.dark - futz with the 4 criteria until happy 
flat lo.dark - write out bad pixel map file 

DC IMAGE scan cube .1·can.dark dc_pic4.pro bad gen.pro scan.pie fltarr(#fr,256) 
badpix.map smifbad.inc or scan.de.pie " 

pdump.pro idl.ps I page image 

psimae:e.pro 

APODIZATION - create apodization array apodize.tri fltarr(256,256) 
- write out file 

STEP I hak.pro 
EVALUATE cal cube apodize.tri smifmain.pro instruct.pro cal.srm fltarr( 128,256,#fr) 

CALS badpix.map input.pro 
flat badgen.pro 

cal.dark smif_srm.pro 
smifcom.inc 
smifbad.inc 

STEP2 

cal cube cal.srm eval_ca12.pro cleanplot.pro cal.srm.ps 2 page report 

cal.dark avg.pro cal .san fltarr(l 28, 150,2) 
cal.stat 
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Table 4.1 (continued) 

List of the functional steps required for complete reduction to spectral radiance 
(W/m2/sr/µm) of SMIFTS interferometric data. All programs are written in IDL, and 
program names are in bold. Since this is a developmental project, several of the steps 
involve human interaction; rational for each of these steps is given. The left-hand column 
identifies each primary step in the process, in relative order of performance. 

RAW PROCESSED ROUTINES OR TYPE& 
ACTION INPUT INPUT STEPS SUBROUTINES OUTPUT SIZE 

hak.pro 
REDUCE scan cube apodize.tri smifmain.pro instruct.pro scan.srrn fltarr(l 28 ,256,#fr) 

SCANS TO bad pix.map input.pro 
SPEC DOMAIN flat badgen.pro 

scan.dark smif_srm.pro 
smifcom.inc 
smifbad.inc 

hak.pro 
REDUCE CAL radcal.stat smifmain.pro instruct.pro radcal .stat.sf! fltarr(l 28 ,256) 

TO SPEC apodize.tri input.pro 
DOMAIN badpix.map bad gen.pro 

flat smif_sfl.pro 
radcal.dark smifcom.inc 

smifbad.inc 

WAVELENGTH WLcal.stat.sfl - ave. several lines of spectra wave_cal.dat fltarr(3 , 128) 
CAL 1 - pick absorption minimum (channel) [chan, wn, wl] 

- pick absorption min from known ASCII 
spectrum (wavenumber)> (should 
be about same resolution as data) 

- wn=findgen(l 28)*(known wn)/channe 
wn(O)=le-6 

- for i=0,127 do printf,i,wn(i),10000/wn 
OR 

WAVELENGTH scan.srrn - calulate ave spec of a bunch of random wave_cal.dat fltarr(3 , 128) 
CAL2 points on image [chan, wn, wl] 

- pick center of C02 band (channel) ASCII 
- pick center of of band from 

atmospheric model (wavenumber) 
- wn=findgen(l28)*(known wn)/channe 

wn(O)=le-6 
- for i=0,127 do printf,i,wn(i),10000/wn 

OR fltarr(3 ,128) 
WAVELENGTH - do something else wave_cal.dat [chan, wn, wl] 

CAL3 ASCII 

CONVERT TO scan.srrn - by frame, divide scan/radcal scan.rel fltarr(l 28 ,256,#fr) 

RELATIVE radcal.stat.sfl 
RADIANCE 

OR 

CONVERT TO scan.srrn convradb.pro scan.rad fltarr(l 28,256,#fr) 

RADIANCE wave_cal.dat scan.bsq fltarr(#fr,256,128) 
radcal.stat.sfl 
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Table 4.2 

List of channels, wavenumbers, and wavelengths (µm) within the bandpass of the 
day-2, 3-5 µm SMIFfS data collected over Kilauea on March 12, 1994. Calibration was 
based on a linear fit of pixel position for the C02 absorption band and the laboratory 
measured response cutoff frequency. 

Channel Wavenumber Wavelength 

50 1847.0 5.414 
51 1884.l 5.308 
52 1921.1 5.205 
53 1958.1 5.107 
54 1995.2 5.012 
55 2032.2 4.921 
56 2069.3 4.833 
57 2106.3 4.748 
58 2143.3 4.666 
59 2180.4 4.586 
60 2217.4 4.510 
61 2254.4 4.436 
62 2291.5 4.364 
63 2328.5 4.295 
64 2365.6 4.227 
65 2402.6 4.162 
66 2439.6 4.099 
67 2476.7 4.038 
68 2513.7 3.978 
69 2550.7 3.920 
70 2587.8 3.864 
71 2624.8 3.810 
72 2661.9 3.757 
73 2698.9 3.705 
74 2735.9 3.655 
75 2773.0 3.606 
76 2810.0 3.559 
77 2847.0 3.512 
78 2884.1 3.467 
79 2921.1 3.423 
80 2958.l 3.380 
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Table 4.3 

List of channels, wavenumbers, and wavelengths (µm) within the bandpass of the 
day-3, 1-5 µm mode SMIFTS data collected over Kilauea on March 13, 1994. Calibration 
was based on a linear fit of pixel positions for three H20 absorption bands and the C(\ 
absorption band. 

Channel Wavenumber Wavelength Channel Wavenumber Wavelength 

19 1966.9 5.084 64 6067.4 1.648 
20 2058.0 4.859 65 6158.5 1.624 
21 2149.1 4.653 66 6249.7 1.600 
22 2240.2 4.464 67 6340.8 1.577 
23 2331.4 4.289 68 6431.9 1.555 
24 2422.5 4.128 69 6523 .0 1.533 
25 2513.6 3.978 70 6614.1 1.512 
26 2604.7 3.839 71 6705.3 1.491 
27 2695.9 3.709 72 6796.4 1.471 
28 2787.0 3.588 73 6887.5 1.452 
29 2878.1 3.475 74 6978.6 1.433 
30 2969.2 3.368 75 7069.8 1.414 
31 3060.4 3.268 76 7160.9 1.396 
32 3151.5 3.173 77 7252.0 1.379 
33 3242.6 3.084 78 7343.1 1.362 
34 3333.7 3.000 79 7434.3 1.345 
35 3424.8 2.920 80 7525.4 1.329 
36 3516.0 2.844 81 7616.5 1.313 
37 3607.1 2.772 82 7707.6 1.297 
38 3698.2 2.704 83 7798.7 1.282 
39 3789.3 2.639 84 7889.9 1.267 
40 3880.5 2.577 85 7981.0 1.253 
41 3971.6 2.518 86 8072.1 1.239 
42 4062.7 2.461 87 8163.2 1.225 
43 4153.8 2.407 88 8254.4 1.211 
44 4245.0 2.356 89 8345.5 1.198 
45 4336.1 2.306 90 8436.6 1.185 
46 4427.2 2.259 91 8527.7 1.173 
47 4518.3 2.213 92 8618.9 1.160 
48 4609.4 2.169 93 8710.0 1.148 
49 4700.6 2.127 94 8801.1 1.136 
50 4791.7 2.087 95 8892.2 1.125 
51 4882.8 2.048 96 8983 .3 1.113 
52 4973 .9 2.010 97 9074.5 1.102 
53 5065 .1 1.974 98 9165.6 1.091 
54 5156.2 1.939 99 9256.7 1.080 
55 5247.3 1.906 100 9347.8 1.070 
56 5338.4 1.873 101 9439.0 1.059 
57 5429.5 1.842 102 9530.1 1.049 
58 5520.7 1.811 103 9621.2 1.039 
59 5611.8 1.782 104 9712.3 1.030 
60 5702.9 1.753 105 9803.5 1.020 
61 5794.0 1.726 106 9894.6 1.011 
62 5885.2 1.699 107 9985.7 1.001 
63 5976.3 1.673 
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Table 4.4 

List of SMIFTS airborne scans over the Kamoamoa lava flow field within the region 
identified in Figure 4.11. Shown are the relevant items which identify the dynamic range, 
portions of the scans studied, channels and their respective wavelengths used in the thermal 
modeling. All scans (flight-lines) were within the area identified in Figure 4.11. 

Day - 2 (3 - 5 µm mode) 

File Name k2a03436 k2a03949 k2a04462 

Integration Time 32 32 32 

# Frames Collected 512 512 214 

Frames Used 363 - 512 257 - 512 164 - 213 

Channels for Background 66-72 66-72 66-72 

Wavelength Range (µm) 3.76 - 4.10 3.76 - 4.10 3.76 - 4.10 

Channels Used in Fit 56 - 58 56 - 58 56 - 58 
66 - 73 66 - 73 66 - 73 

Wavelength Range (µm) 3.71-4.10 3.71-4.10 3.71-4.10 
4.67 - 4.83 4.67 - 4.83 4.67 - 4.83 

Day - 3 (1 - 5 µm mode) 

File Name k3b04922 k3b05023 

Integration Time 64 32 

# Frames Collected 100 100 

Frames Used 1 - 100 1 - 100 

Channels for Background 26- 29 26-29 

Wavelength Range (µm) 3.48 - 3.84 3.48 - 3.84 

Channels Used in Fit 24- 32 24- 32 

Wavelength Range (µm) 3.17-4.13 3.17-4.13 
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Table 4.5 

Summary of the one and two component thermal model results for the five airborne 
SMIFTS scans analyzed. Scans k2a03436, k2a03949, and k2a04462 were acquired on 
3/12/94, and k3b04922 and k3b05023 on 3/13/94. The cross-track (along-slit) dimension 
has been cropped from the original 256 pixels to 230 pixels to eliminate those pixels along 
one edge of the image which were vignetted during collection. Average background 
temperature, T BG• statistics were calculated on areas which exhibited no apparent thermal 
anomalies across the width of each image (-4600 pixels). Maximum one component 
temperature is based on the maximum valid non-saturated, non-two-component values. The 
maximum thermal flux density (QI A) may be based on either one or two component results. 

Scan: k2a03436 k2a03949 k2a04462 k3b04922 k3b05023 

Image Size 230x150 230x256 230x50 230x100 230x100 
(pixels) 

Saturated 0 57 17 408 7 
0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 1.8% 0.0% 

IZl ........ 
0 
~ 

2-Comp 26 18 27 4 26 ....... 
0-4 
4-< 0.1% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.1% 0 

1-4 
0 s 1-Comp 34,474 58,805 11,456 22,588 22,967 
;:3 

99.9% 99.9% 99.6% 98.2% 99.9% z 
Total 34,500 58,880 11,500 23,000 23,000 

ave T8G (°C) 34.1± 1.9 40.5±1.7 37.8±2.0 43.4± 1.8 47.4± 1.8 

max 1-Comp 
147.0 170.7 161.7 110.1 138.2 Temp (°C) 

max Q/A 1,732 2,156 1,987 1,198 1,591 
(W/m2

) 
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Mirror 1 

Fourier Transform Lens 

Cylindrical Lens 

Detector Array 

Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of the SMIFfS instrument. Light from a foreoptic is focussed 
on the aperture. The interferometer splits the input image into two coherent images 
producing an interference pattern. The Fourier transform lens removes dependence of the 
interference pattern on the detector from any dependence on the position or shape of the 
input aperture which defines the instantaneous field of view. The cylindrical lens reimages 
the input aperture along the dimension perpendicular to the page onto the detector, which 
causes each row of the detector array to contain the spectrum (after transformation) of the 
corresponding point on the input slit. The slit can be made arbitrary in width without 
affecting the resolution of the spectrum or the wavelength calibration (reproduced from 
Lucey et al., 1993). 
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Figure 4.2 Photograph of the SMIFTS sensor. The rectangular base portion houses the 
interferometer and foreoptics, and is - 48 cm (19 inches) on a side. The large gold cylinder 
is a dual-chambered nitrogen dewar. Visible, also, are four of the five computer driven motor 
controls used to adjust the interior optics. 
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Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of the SMIFTS data collection system as configured for these 
flight experiments. Control and adjustment of the sensor and digital data collection is 
through a ruggedized 386 (PC) computer interface. Both the G.P.S. and color guide camera 
were manually controlled. The various data were cross-correlated after the experiment by 
recorded time stamp. Subsequent to each day's flight experiment, digital data were backed 
up to magneto-optical disks. 
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Figure 4.4 Photograph of the SMIFTS system mounted in helicopter (forward is to the 
right). The sensor is installed on a vibrationally damped, gyroscopically stabilized mount 
and balanced. A small windscreen is attached to the leading edge of the back compartment 
doorway to shield the fold-mirror, housed in the gray horizontal attachment projecting 
from the doorway, which points the instrument down between the fuselage and the landing 
skid. A boresighted, small wide-angle color video camera (black) can be seen attached to 
the aft side of the fold-mirror housing. The control computer and other drive electronics 
are installed on the far side of the compartment (partially visible through doorway) where 
the instrument operator sits. The experiment coordinator/navigator rides in the copilot 
seat, forward. 
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Slit Axis ------

Figure 4.5 Data cube representation of an airborne raw scan over the Waikoloa resort on 
island of Hawaii acquired in the 1-5 µm mode as a shakedown prior to flight to Kilauea on 
March 13, 1994. The front face of the cube shows a complete frame of data. This cube 
consists of 256 frames which are acquired sequentially with time and shown stacked along 
the flight direction. The top face shows the image of the ground surface which is built up by 
the scanning forward motion of the slit mounted in the aircraft. Calibration data take the 
same form, although the "image" built is ideally constant. Because these data are actually 
in the interferogram domain, the bright and dark areas do not specifically represent spectral 
differences, but are the de-component of the interferogram. 
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Figure 4.6 Sample report generated by the IDL program "pre.pro" (see Appendix B). The 
various graphs and images allow validation of the data. Starting with the upper left plot, an 
arbitrary interferogram row near the middle of the frame (Line 131) is overplotted for every 
frame in the file indicating if any glitches occurred during acquisition. The graph to the right 
plots the value of a single pixel as a function of frame number which would show drift or 
transient events during acquisition. The strange image labeled "Oklahoma" is a check, by 
looking at a cluster of known bad pixels, for a repairable error which we have encountered 
sporadically in some data sets. To the right is a list of the average signal and noise values 
for the file along with a short annotation of the content of the file. Odd and even lines are 
also calculated individually because the of the method in which the array is read out by the 
control electronics The bottom two figures are images of the average frame (left) and the 
corresponding standard deviation frame (right). 
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Figure 4.7 Plot of average measured dark frames (diamonds) in DN as a function of 
acquisition time. Cumulative time refers to time since the beginning of the deployment. 
Error bars give the average noise for each dark file at one a. The solid curve is a spline fit 
to the measured dark values. The triangles give the average interpolated dark values for each 
corresponding time for the other calibration files and airborne scans. 
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Figure 4.8 One line example representation of the step-by-step data reduction process for 
SMIFfS data. In some of the plots, the term "Arbs" refers to arbitrary instrumental units. 
[a] Raw interferogram taken in the 3-5 µm mode, airborne over Kilauea. Large spike is due 
to a permanently saturated pixel. [b] Corresponding interpolated dark. [c] Interferogram 
corrected for gain and dark current nonuniformity ([a] - [b]). [d] Flat field, corrected for gain 
and dark current nonuniformity. [e] Interferogram corrected for responsivity nonuniformity 
([c]/[d]) and bad pixels replaced. [f] 3rd. order polynomial fit to the interferogram (dc
component). [g] Zero-meaned interferogram ([e] - [f]). [h] Triangular apodization function. 
[I] Interferogram convolved with apodization function and inverted to make peak of 
centerburst positive ([g] * [h] * (-1 )). U] to [l] Fourier interpolation of interferogram. [m] 
lnterferogram rotated for zero phase (centerburst peak shifted to zero position). [n] Real 
part, Re(v), of complex spectrum. [o] Imaginary part, lm(v), of complex spectrum. [p] 
Phase angle, 8v, of complex spectrum. [q] True spectrum, B(v), as a function of pixel 
position. [r] True spectrum, B(v), in instrumental units as a function of wavelength. [s] 
Measured spectrum of radiance calibration source (extended area blackbody at 31 °C). [t] 
Relative radiance. [u] Calculated Planck Function of 31 °C blackbody. [v] Calibrated 
spectral radiance. 
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Figure 4.9 Photograph of SMIFTS moilllted in helicopter as it departs Keahole airport for 
airborne experiments over Kilauea volcano. 
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Figure 4.10 Oblique photograph from the cockpit of helicopter of the Kamoamoa lava delta 
and ocean entry point from the lava tube system on March 12, 1994. Steam plume is being 
blown out to sea by winds of 30-40 knots. There was no other evidence of surface activity 
visible from the air at this time. 
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Figure 4.11 Map of the March 12-13, 1994 SMIFfS flight area as defined by G.P.S. 
waypoints taken during data collection scans. The arcuate region approximately defines the 
location of the active lava tube near the coast. Flight altitude was - 2000 min the 3-5 µm 
mode (day-2) and -1000 m in the 1-5 µm mode (day-3). Note that this study area is 
comparable to the lower portion of the area of AIPS flight coverage in Chapter 3, but is to 
the west of the area investigated with TM data in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 4.12 Mosaic of color guide camera images captured from video tape record for scan 
k2a03949 at a flight altitude of -1830 m (6000 ft). Each individual image has been rectified 
to correct for wide angle lens distortion prior to constructing the mosaic. The width of the 
guide camera field of view for the flight altitude is -1000 m. The actual field of view of the 
SMIFfS instrument occupies approximately the center one fourth of the width of the guide 
camera field of view. The length of the scan shown is -6 km. Flight direction was from the 
left of the image downslope toward the ocean entry point on the right.. The dark band along 
the top of the mosaic is the door-frame of the helicopter (the door had been removed for the 
flight). The light band, evident at the bottom of each frame, is the helicopter landing skid. 
Brown colored areas are vegetation. The littoral cones at the lava ocean entry can be seen 
in the last frame on the right with the steam plume blowing out to sea to the right. 
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Figure 4.13 Mosaic of color guide camera images captured from video tape record for scan 
k3b05023 at a flight altitude of -950 m. Flight direction was bottom to top. Because of a 
strong tail wind, a straight course was flown and we were not able to follow the estimated 
location of the subsurface lava tube. Length of this scan was approximately 2 km. The 
shape and distribution of the littoral cones on the lava shelf along the coastline stand out 
against a distinctive white sublimate on these materials than in the high altitude view in 
Figure 4.12. The red-brown areas are vegetation. 
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Figure 4.14 Plot of MODTRAN standard tropical model atmospheric radiance at highest 
resolution (top) and scanned and re-sampled to SMIFfS 3-5 µm mode spectral resolution 
(bottom). The model assumes a path length of 2 km, ground temperature of 40°C and 
emissivity of 0.98. Reduction in atmospheric absorption band depths is primarily due to 
atmospheric radiance at the low altitude. 
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Figure 4.15 Top: Plot of 2-layer MODTRAN model atmospheric radiance (dashed) 
resampled to SMIFTS 3-5 µm mode spectral resolution overplotted with average of 25 
background land surface spectra from scan k2a03949 (solid). Bottom: Plot of resultant 
2-layer MODTRAN model transmissivity (solid) and the standard MODTRAN tropical 
model transmissivity (dashed). 
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Figure 4.16 MODTRAN standard tropical model spectral transmissivity for a path length 
of 1 km scanned and re-sampled to the SMIFTS 1-5 µm mode spectral sampling resolution 
as configured for the day-3 data collect. 
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Figure 4.17 Channel 27 SMIFTS image of radiance at 3.71 µm from scan 
k3b04922 acquired on day-3 in the 1-5 µm mode. Image shows a portion 
of the scan over the ocean offshore of the Kamoamoa flow. Image has been 
contrast stretched to enhance the vertical stripes which indicate a residual 
pixel-to-pixel offset along the slit. 
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Figure 4.18 Plot of average radiance (upper) and standard deviation (lower) calculated in the 
along-track direction of the image in Figure 4.17 as a function of slit position. The pixel-to
pixel variation in average along-track radiance indicates the presence of a consistent 
uncorrected nonuniformity along the slit, although some of the scatter could be noise. Ideally 
this plot would be much smoother. 
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Figure 4.19 Plot of MODTRAN derived reflected solar radiance and emitted radiance from 
a target with emissivity of 0.98 and a temperature of 40°C. Atmospheric effects have been 
applied to only the solar irradiance. 
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Figure 4.20 Airborne images of the littoral cones around the most recent ocean entry point 
of the Kamoamoa flows on March 13, 1994. (a) Color guide camera image from~ 1000 m 
altitude. Bright color of portions of the cones is caused by the presence of chloride 
sublimates. (b) Oblique photograph taken at a lower altitude during the flight, showing 
greater detail of the cone structure and coloration. 
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Figure 4.21 Spectra from selected pixels from the 1-5 µm mode scan, k3b04922, over the 
littoral cones. In both plots, the solid curve is the spectrum of a hot pixel (95,77) on the 
visibly bright cone surface and the dash-dot-dot-dot curve is the spectrum of a background 
pixel (95,85) further inland on the lava flow surface. The respective radiances at longer 
wavelengths indicates the relative overall pixel temperature differences. The dashed curve 
in (a) shows the spectrum of a pixel over the relatively cool ocean (95,17), and in (b) the 
dashed curve is the spectrum of a visibly bright, but apparently cool pixel (95,73) in the 
cones region. The dashed curve in (b) is cooler than the background pixel in the longer 
wavelengths, but gets progressively brighter toward the shorter wavelengths, indicating that, 
with no volcanic activity occurring at the time of the overflight, the short wavelength 
brightness is due not to a hot magmatic thermal component, but is probably due to solar 
reflectance at these wavelengths. All of these spectra are from the same along-track line so 
that there no residual effects due to along-slit pixel-to-pixel nonuniformity. 
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Figure 4.22 Plots of the SMIFfS NE~L as a function of wavelength for the 3-5 µm mode 
(a) and the 1-5 µm mode (b) as measured in background portions of two of the flight scans. 
The NE~L is the minimum detectable radiance determined by calculating the standard 
deviation of the raw radiance for each spectral channel. Spectral radiance which falls at or 
below these curves can not be discriminated from the noise. 
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Figure 4.23 Plot of an example of the one component model fit (solid curve) to the 
atmospherically corrected spectrum (asterisks) of one pixel acquired in the 1-5 µm mode. 
Also shown is the uncorrected spectrum (triangles). Spectrum is of pixel (95,85) in scan 
k3b04922 over the lava flow surface. The resulting derived temperature is T = 44.5 °C. The 
fit was performed using the channels detailed in Table 4.4, although channels 21-101 are 
shown in order to depict the full uncorrected spectrum. 
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Figure 4.24 Flowchart which details the decision points used to determine which model is the better 
fit. Saturated pixels are not modeled. If the program converged to a solution, the model results for 
that pixel are passed to the next set of decision steps which compare the output results. All of the 
conditions must be met simultaneously for the two component model to be considered a better fit to 
the data than the one component model: the cool component temperature must be greater than 10°C 
and less than 1200°C; the hot component temperature must be at least 10°C greater than the cool 
component and less than 1200°C; and the area of the hot component must be greater than zero and 
less than one. The average one component residual must be greater than a constant, and the average 
two component residual must be less than one third of the one component residual. This last step 
insures that the two component model fits the data significantly better than the one component model. 
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Figure 4.25 Grayscale image depicting the one component model resultant temperatures of 
-4 line-km of scan k2a03949 acquired on day-2. The three sections of the image make up 
one continuous scan. Although the image has been scaled to depict a temperature range of 
between 20-100°C, the maximum in the scene is -170°C. This image coincides with the 
path described by the guide camera mosaic shown in Figure 4.12. The bright and saturated 
(black) pixels at -4300 m coincide with the littoral cones at the ocean entry point of the flow. 
The location of the lava tube can be followed for most of the scan as a faintly brighter trace 
of pixels. Confirmed skylights are seen at approximately 300 m and 400 m along the 
flightline, with two other possible skylights located at 700 m and 900 m. 
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Figure 4.26 Results from the two thermal component model fits for scan k2a03949. The first three graphs in the figure show the 
projection of the output results onto the three planes defined by the variables, Tc, Th' and Ah. The hot component fractional area, Ah, N 

is plotted on a logarithmic scale. The fourth graph in the figure shows all three variables plotted together on a single 3-axis graph. ~ 
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Figure 4.27 A high resolution false color image of thermal flux density, QI A, derived from 
the results of the one and two thermal component models of a small portion of scan 
k2a03949 (3-5 µm mode). This image covers the final thirty pixels of the scan, and shows 
the elevated flux due to the active subsurface lava tube running diagonally from the lower 
left to the upper right, where its course turns back to the left. The greatest flux density is 
associated with the littoral cones at the ocean entry point at the top of the page. The ocean 
is just off-scene at the top (south). The maximum flux density within this image is 2064 
W/m2

, and is shown as the one white pixel at -(80 m, 440 m) adjacent to the group of 
saturated pixels (black). The along-track distance (vertical) is based on an estimated pixel 
aspect ratio of 16: 1. 
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Figure 4.28 A high resolution false color image of thermal flux density, Q/A, derived from 
the results of the one and two thermal component models of a small portion of day-3 scan 
k3b05023 (1-5 µm mode). Temperatures and flux densities were calculated from only the 
3-5 µm portion of the spectra to eliminate effects of reflected sunlight in the SWIR. This 
image covers approximately (but not exactly) the same region as shown in Figure 4.27. 
Flight direction was from south to north (bottom to top). The ocean is occupies the lower 
half of the image (south). The maximum flux density within this image is 1591 W/m2

• The 
along-track distance scale (vertical) is a rough estimate. Lava tube is easily discernible in 
the top half of the image as the light blue sinuous trace of pixels (-700-800 W/m2

). 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations for IR Spectral Mapping of Kilauea 

When studying the thermal characteristics of active pahoehoe flow fields, some of 

the key types of volcanic features that provide insights into the processes operating are the 

identification of active flows, the existence and location of lava tubes, and the relative age 

of surface units (Flynn et al., 1994). Many of these features may have subtle thermal 

signatures, and so represent challenging targets for any instrument utilized. 

In this chapter, I review and discuss some of the results from the preceding three 

chapters. I first give a short summary of the previous chapters and then draw together the 

results from the different instruments operated under diverse conditions, with differing 

spatial and spectral resolutions. Successes and problems with the different sensors, both 

specific and general, are pointed out and recommendations are made for supplemental work 

which may help solve some of the problems encountered and additional questions raised. 

The goals of this chapter are to discuss, by comparing the results from Chapters 2-4, the 

nature of the constraints on thermal anomaly detection and characterization, determine what 

information is still required to address gaps in our understanding of these constraints, identify 

specific experiments to fill in those gaps, and recommend the optimum infrared sensor 

configuration and operational mode for future infrared spectral mapping of Kilauea. 

Addressing these goals can provide a spring-board to further application of these remote 

sensing techniques to diverse volcanologic problems. 
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5.1 Summary of Data Sets 

The previous three chapters have discussed the application of three different sensors 

to the problem of remote measurement of thermal anomalies associated with the active 

pahoehoe lava flow field of Kilauea. 

Chapter 2 explored the techniques of short wavelength infrared sub-pixel thermal 

modeling as applied to two TM scenes of the active flow field of Kilauea volcano acquired 

in July and October 1991. I formalized the decision logic involved in determining the best 

applicable thermal model (one or two components) for given band radiance conditions, and 

developed the computer methods to handle the application of these models to the large data 

sets involved. Calculation of the thermal radiant flux densities for each scene showed that 

the intensity of activity was greater in the earlier scene, but that the spacial distribution of 

activity was greater in the later scene. The total radiative energy budget, however, was 

approximately the same for both scenes. These results indicate that the overall activity had 

not appreciably changed in the intervening three months, and suggest that the total radiant 

flux which alarms the SWIR channels may provide a measure of the mass eruption rate. The 

spatial distribution of thermal anomalies, as shown in the energy maps (Figures 2.6 and 2.8), 

showed a correlation of the thermal flux density with the relative ages of many of the 

observed thermal features. 

Attempting to generalize the methods, I applied the techniques to TM scenes of other 

types of volcanoes (Santa Maria, Guatemala and Mount St. Augustine, Alaska). The results 

indicated that for multispectral data such as TM, where several assumptions are required for 

many of the constitutive parameters, the importance of each parameter varies from volcano 
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to volcano. Variability of emissivity of pyroclastic flows was shown to have a significantly 

greater effect on the model results than the comparable emissivity estimates for the basaltic 

lava flows of Kilauea. 

Chapter 3 presented the results from a night-time airborne mid-wave infrared 

(MWIR) imaging spectrometer flight over Kilauea performed in July 1993. There are three 

key factors which made this particular data set attractive: the data filled a gap in spectral 

coverage between the SWIR and thermal IR which was evident in the TM data; it was 

acquired at night; and there were many more spectral channels available. The one and two 

component thermal models were refined to use a least-squares fitting algorithm. For the two 

component model, no end-member temperature estimates were required. Evaluation of 

these data is facilitated by the fact that they were collected at night, therefore without 

contamination from reflected sunlight. A new dual-background atmospheric correction 

technique was developed and applied to these data. 

A wide diversity of volcanic activity was captured in these data, ranging from surface 

flows and breakouts on the steeper slopes to subtle thermal features above well-established 

lava tubes. As with the TM data in Chapter 2, there was evidence of cooling lava flows units 

of different emplacement ages. Both young and mature lava tubes were detected and showed 

differences in thermal signatures which is discussed in detail below. An energy map (radiant 

flux density) was generated and clearly showed the spatial distribution of activity. However, 

due to limits on sensor dynamic range, those areas with the greatest radiant flux were 

saturated, and calculation of the total flux could not include reasonable estimates for these 
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regions. Therefore, I was not able to compare the total radiant flux of the flow field at this 

time to the earlier TM estimates. 

Chapter 4 discussed the flight experiments which we conducted in March 1994 with 

the SMIFTS instrument which was operated in two different spectral modes covering the 

SWIR and MWIR. Flight altitude was significantly lower with corresponding higher spatial 

resolution. The effects of additional environmental conditions (day-time, low altitude, high 

resolution) on the thermal models were studied. Eruption conditions during this data collect 

were significantly different than during acquisition of the other data sets. There were no 

surface flows evident during our overflights, and the eruption paused between one day's 

flight and the next. This allowed me to explore short term variations of radiant output from 

the surface over the lava tube. 

5.2 Comparison of Results 

Though in this dissertation I have examined imaging spectral data covering a 

moderate time-frame, these data sets represent "snapshots" of thermal conditions at the time 

of acquisition. Short-term thermal behavior of pahoehoe lava flows remains to be 

characterized fully. However, these "snapshots" do provide a comprehensive picture of 

Kilauea's style of activity over the time period covered ( 1991-1994 ), and help point out the 

information that is still required to fully understand how remote sensing can best be applied 

in the study of pahoehoe flow fields. 
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5.2.1 Impact of Assumptions 

In attempting to codify the thermal modeling methodology for application to large 

data sets, it became obvious that the results obtained were constrained by a series of factors. 

The assumptions that the models required (i.e., e, 'tatm• and Tc, Th , or TBa ) depended 

significantly on environmental conditions (e.g., time of day/night, type of volcanism, and 

atmospheric path conditions). Instrumental constraints involved spectral coverage and 

resolution, and sensor dynamic range. As shown in Chapter 2, assumptions developed for 

one data set (Kilauea, TM) were not necessarily applicable to other data sets where solar 

heating effects (Santa Maria, TM) and emissivity, or reflectivity, variations (Mount St. 

Augustine, TM) also had a significant impact. 

The impact of differences in reflectivity was seen also for Kilauea lavas in the high 

resolution SMIFfS SWIR data ( < 3 µm) in which widespread condensates near the ocean 

entry influenced the reflected sunlight component, complicating the use of the available short 

wavelengths (see Figures 4.19 and 4.21). The implication from working with these various 

data sets and comparing to the nighttime AlPS data confirms that Flynn and Mouginis-Mark 

( 1992) were correct in their observations that nighttime spectral data makes analysis far 

simpler. Nighttime data also permit the use of shorter wavelengths, thereby extending the 

useful thermal range to include hotter, smaller targets. 

A major improvement to the techniques for multiple thermal component modeling 

was demonstrated with the use of the increased spectral resolution data (more channels) from 

the AlPS and SMIFfS sensors. Application of a non-linear least squares fitting algorithm 

reduced the number of assumptions which I had been required to make with the TM data 
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(i.e., one of the component temperatures) . An additional benefit of the higher spectral 

resolution was that I was able to refine the atmospheric corrections and improve estimation 

of the atmospheric parameters, t atm and Latm• by modifying the standard radiative transfer 

atmospheric model to better match the measured background radiance data. 

In all of the data sets studied here, the single largest area imaged in each scene was 

the non-thermally active background. For the different approaches that I took in studying 

each instrumental data set, this background provided the radiative setting from which the 

various required corrections could be applied, thermal anomalies detected, and recent thermal 

activity distinguished. 

Because background temperatures and radiant flux values play a critical role in 

various corrections (e.g., atmospheric, solar reflection), and as reference radiance data in 

their own right, determination of non-active thermal flux was surprisingly important. 

Comparing the calculated background radiant flux densities from the different data sets 

showed a logical consistency. As pointed out in Chapter 2, the daytime TM thermal-IR data 

at Kilauea gave background QI A values of - 500 W /m2
• The AIPS data, collected at night, 

showed a much greater range of background temperature values (see Figure 3.20) and 

emitted flux (-350-450 W/m2
), controlled by elevation and radiative cooling. Daytime 

SMIFTS background Q/A values ranged from 540 ± 13.6 W/m2 (day-2, late morning) to 

586.0 ± 12.7 W/m2 (day-3, early afternoon). Figure 5.1 shows the distribution of calculated 

temperatures for these SMIFTS background regions. Note that the spread function of these 

temperatures is nearly identical for both days, and therefore, the shift in temperature from 
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one day to the next probably reflects only differences in overall solar heating due to the 

respective times of our overflights. 

5.2.2 Thermal Areas and Radiant Flux Density 

As we showed in Flynn et al. (1994), different levels of volcanic activity can be 

identified by the radiant flux density (Q/A) derived from TM data. Of alarmed pixels, areas 

with low average flux density were interpreted as cooling lava flows or dispersed thermal 

sources such as fumaroles or small cracks above a lava tube. Areas of high average flux 

density were interpreted as small areas of intense energy output, such as skylights, or more 

widespread areas of moderate activity, such as flow units where active flows with thin warm 

crusts occupy entire pixels. The ranges of flux density that were identified in the TM data 

were: older (days to weeks) cooling flows (650-1200 W/m2
), recent (hours to days) cooling 

flows or scattered small hot targets within a larger, cooler area (1200-2300 W/m2
), significant 

surface activity (2300-5000 W/m2
), and breakouts, active surface flows, and lava ponds 

(>5000 W/m2
). 

A similar hierarchy of eruptive activity was identified for the 1987-1988 Kupaianaha 

lava pond by Flynn (1992) and Flynn et al. (1993), in which different stages of activity were 

correlated to the average measured radiant flux density. In these studies, three stages were 

observed in which the most active stage was characterized by magma fountaining or surface 

overturning (-11,000 W/m2
), stage 2 by rifting of lake crust plates exposing magma (-4700 

W/m2
), and stage 3 by stable thick crust on the lake (-1000 W/m2

). 
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As I noted in Chapter 2, those TM pixels for which the dual-band method is 

applicable give flux density results in the 2000-4000 W/m2 range, which limits the thermal 

structures that can be identified to a moderately narrow range of flux densities. By extending 

the spectral range into the MWIR with the AIPS and SMIFf S sensors, use of the two 

component model was also extended to lower Q/A values. Figure 3.27 (Chapter 3) showed 

the range of calculated two component flux densities obtained with the AIPS, which ranged 

from -450-1200 W/m2
• The upper limit here was controlled by sensor saturation. Exploring 

this lower extended range of flux density measurements further, Figure 5.2 shows an 

enlargement of the AIPS mosaic of the coastal flows (see Figure 3.1 for location) which 

contains some of the most diverse and complex volcanic features within the entire image 

mosaic. Within the flows as they existed on May 23-24, 1993, two primary features can be 

identified: the Laeapuki flow to the west and the Kamoamoa flow to the east, both of which 

are tube-fed flows that were active at the time of data acquisition. The Laeapuki flow near 

the ocean is comprised of two parallel units. The broader eastern unit was active until May 

6, 1993 at which date the western unit broke out, flowed along the earlier flow's margin and 

ceased activity on May 9 (Tari Mattox, personal communication, 1994). This inactivity is 

demonstrated by the uniformly low temperatures for the east and west units (the average one 

component temperatures of these two flow units are 42.1 ± 2.7°C and 49.2 ± 5.3°C, 

respectively), while the nearby ambient background temperature is 24.7 ± 1.1°C. The 

temperature variation may be due to the 14 day and 17 day difference between the times of 

cessation of activity for each flow and the sensor overflights. There are very few two 

component fits within the Laeapuki flow, as can be seen in Figure 5.2, suggesting that there 
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was no active lava tube at the time of the overflight. Several pixels at the ocean entry point 

gave hot component temperatures of 100-200°C which are consistent with cooling rates 

measured by Hon et al. (1994), and may represent the warm interior portion of solidified 

flows in which the ocean-fronting portion recently collapsed into the ocean. Further upslope, 

the few two component hot temperatures were all between 400-500°C and small in extent 

( <625 cm2
), indicating that the flow retained significant interior heat for over two weeks. 

Following the derivation of crustal thickness and depth to the 800°C isotherm by Hon et al. 

(1994), cracks in the Laeapuki flow are inferred to be< 0.9 m deep. 

Figure 5 .3 shows the area from the AIPS data set located on the slopes of Pulama Pali 

where many breakouts occurred from the Laeapuki flow, caused by the abrupt change in 

slope, at the time of the overflights. Because of this, there was a great deal of sensor 

saturation and charge spillover into adjacent or nearby pixels, and any numerical results 

should be viewed cautiously. Figure 5.3 shows the combined one and two component 

thermal flux densities. The Laeapuki flow is to the west, and the Kamoamoa flow/tube is to 

the east. There are six main zones of saturation with several smaller areas of saturation 

within this region. The major problem with this image is that in addition to the saturated 

pixels, charge spill over on the array also affects nearby pixels and, as in this case, can affect 

the entire width of the array for a given flight-line. These effects tend to mask the underlying 

details, particularly on the Laeapuki flow. Even the Kamoamoa tube is partially obscured 

by the saturation effects from the nearby breakouts. The key attribute to note is that the 

saturation effects or "spikes" are oriented perpendicular to the flight direction (horizontally, 

on the image). Therefore, numerical results within any horizontally oriented features in the · 
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image are suspect; however, image features which are not horizontal in nature are probably 

real. 

For the SMIFfS data set, the only widespread hot area encountered, due to the quiet 

eruption conditions which prevailed at the time of the flights, was located at the ocean entry 

point with its associated littoral cones which had been built on the lava bench over the 

previous week, stopping explosive activity two days prior to our day-2 flight (Tari Mattox, 

personal communication, 1994). Figures 4.27 and 4.28 (Chapter 4) show spatial distribution 

of the day-2 and day-3 thermal flux density values for this region when the ocean entry was 

active and inactive, respectively. Although we did not fly precisely the same flight-line, the 

trace of the lava tube, indicates our close proximity. The areas on the cones were highlighted 

for analysis by visual inspection of the images. The distribution of calculated flux densities 

for the explosion debris and cones is shown in Figure 5.4 for each day. Flux density is used 

rather than one component temperatures because the predominance of two component fits 

occur in this area. The average values for each of these areas were 977 ± 253 W/m2 when 

the entry was active and 888 ± 150 W/m2 on day-3 when it was not active. These range of 

values are reflected in the histogram plots of Figure 5.4. Because of the uncertainty in 

positional location, no significant conclusions can be drawn regarding the average cooling 

rate for these deposits. The average values for each day are very similar considering the 

standard deviation of the samples. However, Figure 5.4 does indicate that the range of values 

decreased significantly when the flow was no longer in an active state. The decrease in the 

percentage of pixels at high flux density is very distinct and may reflect the lack of 

replenishment of hot spatter or small hot explosion fragments on the cones due to cessation 
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of activity. Quenching by surf overnight between the SMIFfS flights may also have 

contributed to the cooling of the hottest pixels. 

Calculational results in Chapter 2 comparing the total elevated radiant flux from the 

two TM scenes (-7 GW) suggested that mass eruption rate (-150,000 m3/day) may be 

measured remotely. With TM, the calculation was based on applying a background cutoff 

above the band 6 only response. The decision matrix results were effectively quantitized by 

using the pixel integrated temperatures for bands 7 and 5 rather than the dual-band technique 

because of the limitations of the TM sensor spectral coverage and the dynamic range of each 

band. 

Calculating the total flux from the AIPS data set, which also covered the entire active 

flow field, proved less satisfying than anticipated. With the AIPS data, several possible 

explanations for inadequate or unsatisfactory results in calculating the total excess thermal 

flux exist. The lack of a channel in the thermal infrared may have reduced the accuracy of 

determining the background flux and hence, the appropriate "alarmed" cutoff flux. There 

were, also, a large number of saturated pixels, 4000 or -5% of those thermally alarmed. 

With an effective maximum Q/A cutoff of -1350 W/m2
, these saturated pixels located on 

the active surface flows, breakouts, skylights, and ocean entry points were just the pixels 

which would have had the greatest individual contribution to the total radiant flux, if they 

could have been measured. It is likely that an additional 5-10% of the alarmed pixels were 

affected by overflow from the saturated pixels, precluding an accurate flux determination 

(see Figure 5.3). Also, the higher spatial resolution of the AIPS sensor actually puts more 

weight on the limits of sensor dynamic range, because a given size hot target would fill more 
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of the pixel at higher resolution and thus, the calculated radiant flux density would be greater 

(i.e., saturation of the pixel is more likely to occur). Therefore, unfortunately, the total 

radiant flux for the AIPS data set was not determined. 

5.2.3 Lava Tubes 

The one volcanic thermal feature on Kilauea which is both present and detectable in 

each type of data set studied in this dissertation is the subsurface lava tube. In Chapter 2, it 

was shown that the 120 m thermal-IR TM band 6 could be used, under appropriate 

conditions, to detect and map an active lava tube. Excluding skylights along the tube, there 

was no detectable response in the SWIR TM bands. Figure 2.6 presented a thermal flux 

density map of the July 1991 scene which incorporated band 6 results, and highlighted the 

tube. The subtlety of the thermal anomaly generated at this resolution was illustrated in the 

3-dimensional perspective view of this scene in Figure 2.7. However, the upper tube leading 

from Kupaianaha which was detectable in the July scene was not in the October scene. And 

the tubes which fed the ocean entry and the western surface flows in the July scene were not 

detected. Though the band 6 radiance image hinted at their locations, the low level thermal 

signatures could not be distinguished from those of older cooling lava flows. As was evident 

by the spatial distribution of surface activity in both the July and October 1991 TM scenes, 

and as we reported in Flynn et al. (1994), not all lava tubes were unambiguously detectable 

with TM. 

The nighttime AIPS data provided a unique view of the state of the eruption, 

particularly in detecting the generally low-level thermal signatures of lava tubes. Evident in 
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Figure 5.2 is the Kamoamoa feeder lava tube entering the image from the top (refer to 

Chapter 3, Figure 3.1). The surface above this active lava tube averaged -13°C above the 

surrounding lava area. Two component fits were scattered along the tube as indicated by the 

orange and red pixels, several associated with single saturated pixels, both factors indicative 

of cracks or openings into a hot subsurface source. Along this stretch of the tube, two small 

skylights were reported during field studies (Jim Kauahikaua, personal communication, 

1994). The hot component temperatures generally range from 250-600°C with a few at 

magmatic temperatures (>1000°C). The tube bifurcates into two branches, one leading to 

the west Kamoamoa ocean entry and one to the two east Kamoamoa entries. These three 

entry points were identified by the clusters of saturated pixels, generally surrounded by red 

two component fit pixels. hnmediately surrounding the clusters of saturated pixels, and all 

of the other individual saturated pixels, the two component hot temperatures were all greater 

than 700°C, indicating that molten lava probably exists at all saturated pixel locations. The 

west Kamoamoa entry ceased activity sometime between May 21 and the morning of May 

24, 1993 (Tari Mattox, personal communication, 1994 ). The lack of many two component 

pixels along the tube at the western edge of the flow may be indicative of an already ongoing 

decrease in lava supply within the tube, or the final draining of the tube during the instrument 

overflight. 

The east branch of the tube is more complex, with two entry points, the tube 

somewhat masked by the surface flow itself, and large breakouts along the eastern margin 

of the flow. In addition to the obvious flow margin, there were two main volcanic features 

in this portion of the flow. A classic lava delta can be seen at the entry points on which is 
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a large distribution in two clusters of two component pixels, expressive of recent surface 

activity just inland of each entry point. Of key interest here, is the arc of discontinuous two 

component pixels extending into the center of the flow field and curving toward the east. 

Although the calculated flux densities of these pixels are actually no higher than their 

neighbors, and by their QI A values (or one component temperatures) cannot be discerned 

from neighboring pixels, they did meet the criteria for the two component model, with a 

range of hot component temperatures of approximately 150-500°C. These two component 

pixels lie along a string of tumuli which track the underlying tube as verified in the field by 

electrical methods (Jim Kauahikaua, personal communication, 1994). Walker (1991) 

describes how such "tumulus trains" can be generated above persistent minor lava tubes. 

The thermal structure of the tumuli was ideal for detection from the air, since representative 

pixels provided good fits to the two component model, delineating subtle thermal features. 

Immediately upslope from Figure 5.2 in the AIPS data is the region of displaying 

significant surface activity and many breakouts discussed above and shown in Figure 5.3. 

There is a cluster of yellow-orange two component pixels associated with the Kamoamoa 

flow (to the east) between 1.2 and 1.6 km on the y-axis of the image. These pixels are 

grouped in horizontal patterns which are probably due to the large saturated area immediately 

to the west with charge spillover affecting the model results. Embedded within this cluster 

is an almost continuous vertical string of orange-red pixels, which probably delineate the 

tube position. In this area, the tube can be located, but the model temperature (or Q/A) 

results are probably skewed by the nearby saturated pixels and should not be relied upon. 
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Having found the tube, it is easy to trace it further as it winds its way downslope. 

There is a break of about 70 m before the tube forms a continuous trace of two component 

pixels, runs into a small saturated area on the western side if the Kamoamoa flow before 

meandering back to the east, almost doubling back on itself, and then turning back to the 

south. The two saturated areas may be small breakouts from the tube. Through this region 

of the Kamoamoa tube, the hot temperatures are -370-972°C, which most likely are related 

to the depth of the tube beneath the surface (hotter temperatures representing the tube at 

possibly shallower depth). 

On the Laeapuki flow, there is one narrow group of saturated pixels of note located 

between two larger saturated areas, approximately 1.9-2.2 km along the y-axis which is only 

the width of one pixel (20 m) and may be an active surface channel. The average one 

component temperatures located in those areas which do not appear affected by saturation 

problems range from 75.9 ± l l.6°C to 94.7 ± 10.9°C for two areas on the Laeapuki flow. 

The one component temperatures for the surface above the Kamoamoa tube from 1.5-2.1 km 

(y-axis) where there are only dispersed two component fits averages 38.0 ± 5.4°C. By 

comparison, the overall background one component temperatures within this region average 

20.9 ± l.6°C, resulting in good thermal contrast. 

Figure 5.5 shows the portion of the flow field above Pulama pali, a large area 

(approximately 2x3 km) which includes the well-established primary lava tube (light blue) 

which supplies the coastal flows (see Figure 3.1). The few scattered two component pixels 

near the top of the image are associated with features around the vent at Pu'u O'o. There 

were no saturated pixels in this region. Only one 2-component pixel lies on the tube, near 
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0 .5 km (y-axis) with Tc = 27.4 °C, Th= 224.1°C, and Ah= 6.1714 x 10-3
. Just downslope 

from this pixel is evidence of a sensor pointing oscillation from 0.1-0.3 km (y-axis), although 

the tube is readily visible. The average one component temperature along the tube is 26.9 

± 3.6 °C, approximately 7°C above the nearby average background temperature of 19.5 ± 

l.7 °C. This temperature, both in absolute terms and relative to the background, is 

significantly lower than other derived temperatures for the surface thermal anomaly above 

the tube for other regions of the flow field. Also, although the trace of the tube in the image 

appears continuous over a length of 3 km, it actually is moderately discontinuous with 

"unalarmed" pixels scattered along its path. These two facts lend credence to similar 

observations by Realmuto et al. (1992) from their TIMS data over the Kupaianaha flow field 

in 1988, suggesting that the tube was deeper at higher elevations. 

Three SMIFTS images in Chapter 4 (Figures 4.25, 4.27, and 4.28) show portions of 

the lava tube in the coastal region of the flow field. As pointed out in Chapter 4, we 

collected high resolution data over the tube when lava was flowing in it and when the flow 

had stopped. Thermal modeling of these data resulted in very few two component fits, as 

detailed in Table 4.5, and most of those were associated with either the littoral cones at the 

coast or the few skylights we flew over. Using the comparable flux density maps shown in 

Figures 4.27 and 4.28, I examined the distribution of surface temperatures, and plotted the 

histogram of calculated one component temperatures over the lava tube for the day-2 and 

day-3 scans in Figure 5.6. Due to differences in pixel aspect ratios between the scans and 

loss of gyro-stabilization on day-3, hand-outlining precisely the same areas was not ideal and 

undoubtedly, some background pixels were incorporated into each area. However, the 
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average temperatures over the tubes were almost identical, with 58.1 ± 8.4 °C for day-2 

(active) and 58.9 ± 7.8 °C for day-3 (inactive). Over this short of a time scale ( < 24 hours), 

cooling of the tube was not detectable. The two plots in Figure 5.6 show a similar trend in 

the narrowing of the distribution of temperatures on day-3 as did the littoral cones for 

calculated QI A (Figure 5 .4 ). I proposed a mechanism for the region of the cones to explain 

the one day temperature distribution change noticed there, but the fact that it also occurred 

over the tube suggests an additional process at work. It may be possible that hot fumarolic 

gases escaping from lava flowing in the tube affected the measured spectral radiance of 

pixels downwind, causing them to appear warmer than they really were. 

With the SMIFTS data, the change in average surface temperatures over both the hot 

littoral cones and the lava tube was negligible from day-2 to day-3. However, it is often the 

thermal contrast between the ground surface over the tube and the ambient background 

which is used to identify and trace the location of lava tubes (Realmuto et al., 1992; Flynn 

et al., 1994). Figure 5.7 plots the thermal contrast distribution (i .e., temperature above 

average background) for the tube pixels of Figure 5.6. Here, the average temperature 

difference between tube and background was - l7 °C for day-2 and - 12°C for day-3. If one 

examined these results only, the implication is that the surface over the tube had cooled by 

about 5°C whereas, in reality, the difference can be entirely explained by variation in solar 

heating effects on the background surface. An additional implication is that understanding 

the thermal setting (e.g., background temperatures and radiant flux), particularly in terms of 

the local environment, is critical to accurate interpretation of these data. 
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Comparing these lava tube results derived from the various sensors, suggests that 

persistent, mature lava tubes exhibit very few cracks or fractures which penetrate to their 

interiors, as evident in the upslope stable tube in the AIPS data set and the tube on the coastal 

plain in the SMIFfS data where there were very few two thermal component pixels, although 

the presence and location of the tubes were evident. Although it is recognized that observing 

geometry can play a significant role in influencing the extent of specific subpixel thermal 

targets viewed by the differing operational conditions of each sensor discussed here 

(Mouginis-Mark et al., 1994), the likelihood that the crack structure over lava tubes is not 

semi-random is estimated to be low. Therefore, over any portion of the tube, one would 

expect to view a representative sample of cracks at favorable angles such that if they do 

penetrate to the hot interior, the sub-resolution hot thermal components should be seen by 

any of these sensors. It follows that, if not detected, they are not present. 

In contrast, the AIPS data show that many pixels along young or dynamic tubes (e.g., 

along the coastal region) tend to be fit by the two component model well. With time, the 

fractures in the roof of the tube may become either annealed, clogged with fumarolic deposits 

and secondary mineralization, or the path (not necessarily the same as depth) from the 

surface to the tube is too great for the interior high temperature flux to make its way to the 

surface radiatively. These observations suggest that the number of two component pixels 

associated with lava tubes give a relative measure of the maturity of the tube system, 

independent of the actual flux density. 

The presence of the tube is shown in the July 1991 Kilauea TM scene and can be 

inferred in the October scene. Were the processes suggested above operating over the three 
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month time frame through which the surface expression of the tube changed with time? 

Certainly, in the AIPS and SMIFTS data, the approximate relative maturity of the tube 

appears to be reflected in the number of two component fits. Is there a corollary with the TM 

band 6 data? 

5.3 Recommendations 

The data explored in this dissertation cover a variety of volcanic activity and range 

over most of the usable infrared wavelengths - short-wave infrared (SWIR), mid-wave 

infrared (MWIR), and thermal infrared. Each wavelength region has its advantages and 

disadvantages for use in studying active volcanoes, as identified above. 

In principle, the MWIR (3 - 5 µm) wavelength region should be nearly ideal for the 

mapping of active volcanic regions. As described by the Wein displacement law, peak 

blackbody emission occurs in this region for temperatures from 300 to 700°C, which are 

relevant temperatures for much of an active lava flow field. Fluxes from surfaces of higher 

and lower temperatures are also readily detected. In addition, even during the day, the 

reflected flux is modest and atmospheric emission is minor shortward of 4 µm. These 

studies have confirmed this theoretical performance. One component temperature model fits 

were successfully performed for all non-saturated pixels in both the AIPS and SMIFTS data 

sets using only the MWIR data points, and these fits reasonably describe the average scene 

radiance. However, for mapping sub-pixel hot components within relatively cool 

backgrounds, crucial for the analysis of dynamic lava tubes, I found that data near 2 µm were 

required to achieve sufficient discrimination to perform believable fits. This suggests that 
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while MWIR data are adequate for many studies, the most detailed investigations require 

SWIR and MWIR data. Based on my results here and those of Flynn and Mouginis-Mark 

( 1992), this also implies that nighttime observations are most suitable for this type of thermal 

mapping. 

The enormous temperature range ( -10-1200 ° C) which is encountered in an active 

flow field contributes to the one problem which is consistent across all of the sensor systems 

here: strenuous demands upon the dynamic range of multispectral thermal sensors. The 

AIPS and SMIFfS experiments specifically sacrificed the measurement of active flows for 

the characterization of subtler thermal anomalies. This strategy is ideal for the purposes of 

mapping sub-surface lava tubes and other structures in the flow field, but does exclude other 

types of analysis. An idealized multispectral thermal measurement system optimized for 

compound pahoehoe flow field study would have to take into account the dynamic range 

demands of this measurement environment (e.g., the MO DIS 3.9 µm channel has both a high 

and low gain setting to study forest fires). 

The changes occurring on an active volcano may take place on a time scale of hours 

to a few weeks, so that sophisticated sensors operating on very expensive airborne platforms 

do not offer the optimum solution in terms of cost and availability. This raises the question 

whether a less sophisticated, less expensive and more readily available sensor might be able 

to collect data that still enable the sub-pixel temperatures to be determined. The work here 

suggests that fewer bands than the 45 collected by AIPS or the 30-90 channels collected by 

SMIFfS would allow the same thermal analysis that I have performed here. There are a 

minimum number of bands which are mathematically required to allow multi-component fits 
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without requiring an estimate of one or more of the components (in the two component case, 

three bands are needed), while in practice, more data than this are necessary to have 

confidence in the results. It is suggested that approximately 7-10 channels are required, with 

at least five in the SWIR/MWIR and two in the thermal-IR. A SWIRJMWIR filter set, with 

centers at 2.2, 3.6, 4.0, 4.6 and 4.8 µm, would allow excellent discrimination of the elevated 

temperatures encountered in an active flow field, and two bands in the 8 - 14 µm atmospheric 

window, would increase the ability to characterize typical background temperatures and older 

cooler flow features, particularly at night where there may be insufficient radiance from cold 

background in the MWIR. All channels are in the atmospheric windows between the H20 

and C02 absorption bands (1.9, 2.5-2.9, 4.3, and 5.5-8 µm). The 2.2 µm channel would 

respond to sub-resolution hot temperature components, and combined with the MWIR 

channels, would provide sufficient data to perform two thermal component modeling on 

active phenomena. Wavelengths shorter than 2 µmare not required to measure the range of 

temperatures encountered in an active flow field. Additional channels in the SWIR and near

IR could, however, provide more confidence in the high temperature results by better 

defining the shape of the composite Planck function curve, but would be useful only for data 

collected at night. This combination of wavelengths would also permit application of the 

atmospheric corrections developed here with little alteration. 

The measurement needs of thermal analysis do not place stringent constraints on the 

altitude of operation, so that a trade-off between spatial resolution, area of coverage, and the 

amount of data processing to remove atmospheric effects has to be achieved. While a high

altitude airborne or satellite, moderate spatial resolution sensor provides the best synoptic 
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view of the flow field, a low-altitude, high spatial resolution sensor would provide the best 

information on individual active flows. However, since a great deal of the effort here has 

been in developing and verifying the application of sub-pixel resolution thermal models, for 

studying widespread thermal targets, such as whole active flow fields, spatial resolution 

becomes less critical. I would, therefore, choose to trade off spatial resolution (to a limited 

extent) for the synoptic view. Spatial resolutions on the order of 10-30 m has proven 

adequate for discrimination of most thermal features encountered on Kilauea as was 

demonstrated in Chapter 2 with the use of 30 m/pixel TM data and in Chapter 3 with the 

5x20 m/pixel AIPS data. 

5.3.l Experiments 

Supplementary specific experiments need to be conducted to fill in some of the gaps 

in our baseline knowledge, answer some of the questions raised here, while taking advantage 

of the newer technologies available to us: 

(1) In situ measurements of the surface temperatures of the background (i.e., recent, 

inactive, and older flows) over time is required in order to characterize the diurnal, and 

possibly seasonal, response to solar heating. Consistent quantitative values are not available, 

and assumptions which are applied to thermal models are made in an anecdotal manner. 

(2) The SMIFTS-type instrument is ideal for time resolved measurements of a cooling 

lava flow lobe, although logistical constraints on the current instrument would need to be 

considered. It should be possible to position the sensor in such a way as to observe and 

record the emplacement of a flow lobe and then monitor the radiant cooling and evolution 
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of the lobe through time at high spatial, high spectral, and high temporal resolution. This 

should be done at night to measure the emitted radiation and in the day to measure the 

mixing effects of solar contamination. 

(3) Given similar conditions and accessibility, repeat the GER lava channel 

measurements made by Flynn and Mouginis-Mark (1994) with SMIFTS. An advantage is 

that a continuous profile of simultaneous spectra across the channel can be acquired as a 

function of time. This should address all of the problems identified for their experiment. 

Also, this potentially can provide the data required to statistically evaluate the quality of the 

measurements and the thermal modeling results, and measure temporal changes in the 

thermal regime of the lava channel. 

5.3.2 Instrumentation 

For future airborne (or satellite) infrared mapping of compound pahoehoe lava flow 

fields on Kilauea, what would be the ideal instrument to employ and what are the optimum 

operational conditions under which to use it? As with any operational or instrumental 

question, there are usually trade-offs involved and the factors involved are discussed below. 

Not discussed are the engineering aspects of detector type and array size. However, 

summarizing the observations above and based on my experiences in dealing with these 

various data sets, the ideal imaging spectrometer would have the following characteristics: 

(1) Ten channels in atmospheric windows at 0.8, 1.6, 2.2, 3.6, 4.0, 4.3, 4.6, 4.8, 8.5, 

and 11.0 µm with spectral resolution on the order of -100 cm·' are needed. Limiting the 

number of channels should reduce instrument cost and operational expenses. It will also 
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reduce data storage and processing requirements, also lowering costs of operation. The three 

shortest wavelength channels would allow excellent discrimination of the hot sub-pixel 

temperatures encountered in an active flow field. The two thermal-IR channels would 

increase the ability to characterize typical background temperatures and older, cooler flow 

features. The ratio of the 8.5111.0 µm channels may also give an indication of S02 

concentration and volcanic haze distribution (Realmuto et al., 1994), which is necessary for 

identifying and interpreting thermal anomaly spectra which may be affected by haze. 

(2) Flight altitude correlates closely with ground spatial resolution. Spatial resolution 

should be -10-20 m/pixel and is determined by flight altitude, instrument optics, scan 

velocity, and detector dimensions. Operational altitude should be sufficient to maintain an 

adequate swath width while minimizing off-nadir viewing angle effects. Atmospheric effects 

are present and need to be corrected at any altitude. 

(3) The scan swath width needs to be sufficient to identify ground features in the data, 

provide overlap of flight-lines for accurate image registration, and reduce the required 

number of flight-lines to map the flow field thereby reducing costs. Swath width is also 

influenced by flight altitude, but -1000 m would be adequate. 

(4) Night operation is preferable over daytime acquisition in order to eliminate 

reflected solar radiation in the near-IR and SWIR. In order to address the problem of 

knowing where you are and where the sensor is pointing, an integrated real-time differential 

G.P.S . and inertial navigation system is mandatory. The thermal-IR channels should 

complement the navigational data by providing an identifiable view of the scene even at 

night. 
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I believe that the instrument described above is both realistic, and would address all 

of the needs but one for IR mapping of active Kilauea pahoehoe flow fields. I do not have 

a clear recommendation on how to handle the limited dynamic range problem associated with 

the current suite of sensors. Perhaps, much in the vein of the MOD IS sensor with high and 

low gain channels, two imaging spectrometers with different effective gains could be flown 

together. Certainly further engineering options need to be explored, here. 

The instrument described, although "designed" to address future mapping needs for 

Kilauea, would also have application for study of other volcanoes. The combination of 

spectral coverage and operational alternatives (i.e., operation at night, different altitudes, and 

resolutions), would certainly deal with most of the issues raised in Chapter 2 in regard to the 

effects of variability of surface reflectance and solar heating. By filling in the spectral gap 

in the MWIR and characterizing the thermal setting with better thermal-IR and on-ground 

temperature measurements, a more complete picture could be constructed for activity similar 

to the Santa Maria and Mount St. Augustine eruptions. 

Although, I have discussed specific features which are evident in these data, a great 

deal of additional volcanologic analysis is possible. I have attempted to point out some of 

the key features in each scene and the relationships between the measurements with each 

sensor. It is hoped that the development of these techniques, which has been the primary 

emphasis of this study, will help lead to the next logical step in the application of remote 

sensing of thermal phenomena associated with volcanic activity. 
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Figure 5 .1 Histogram plots showing the calculated temperatures for the same background 
areas (away from the lava tube) from the SMIFTS scans shown in Figures 4.27 and 4.28. 
The average background temperature for the day-2 scan (start of scan = 11 :29 HST) was 
40.5 ± l.7°C and for the day-3 scan (start of scan= 14: 18 HST) was 47.4 ± 1.8 °C. The 
difference in background temperatures is interpreted to be related to the duration of solar 
heating throughout each day as modified by daily weather conditions. The distribution 
about each average temperature is nearly identical. The terms "active" and "inactive" 
refer to the status of the eruption as manifested by the ocean entry point for each day 
during our overflights. 
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Figure 5.2 Coastal flows combined one and two component thermal flux densities as 
calculated for AIPS data (see Figure 3.1 for location). Color scales have been stretched and 
enhanced to bring out features unique to this image. The brightness of each color, however, 
gives an indication of the relative flux densities. One component results are, in order of 
increasing flux density, dark purple, blue, light blue, and green; two component results are 
shown increasing in yellow, orange, red, and white; saturated pixels within the flow are 
shown in black as are the background areas outside of the active flow field. The two primary 
features within this region are the Laeapuki flow to the west and the Kamoamoa flow to the 
east. 
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Figure 5.3 Combined one and two component thermal flux densities calculated for AIPS 
data along surface breakouts in lava flow field (see Figure 3.1 for location). Color scales 
have been stretched and enhanced to bring out features unique to this image. The brightness 
of each color gives an indication of the relative flux densities. One component results are, 
in order of increasing flux density, dark purple, blue, light blue, and green; two component 
results are shown increasing in yellow, orange, red, and white; saturated pixels are shown in 
black. This area is located on the slopes of Pulama pali where many breakouts were 
occurring from the Laeapuki flow (left), saturating the sensor and masking subsurface details. 
The Kamoamoa tube can be seen to the right although it is partially obscured by the 
saturation effects from the nearby breakouts. 
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Figure 5 .4 Histogram plots showing the calculated radiant flux densities for the hot 
littoral cones from the SMIFTS scans shown in Figures 4.27 and 4.28. The average flux 
density for the day-2 scan was 977 W/m2 and for the day-3 scan, 888 W/m. The 
differences in average Q/ A do not have statistical significance and can be considered 
unchanged, although the distribution of values is different for each flight. The terms 
"active" and "inactive" refer to the status of the eruption as manifested by the ocean entry 
point for each day during our overflights. 
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Figure 5.5 Combined one and two component thermal flux densities calculated for mature 
lava tube from AIPS data (see Figure 3.1 for location). Color scales have been stretched and 
contrast enhanced to bring out features unique to this image. The brightness of each color, 
however, gives an indication of the relative flux densities. One component results are, in 
order of increasing flux density, dark purple, blue, light blue, and green; two component 
results are shown increasing in yellow, orange, red, and white; there were no saturated pixels 
in this region. The region highlights the well established primary lava tube (light blue) which 
supplies the coastal flows. The few scattered two component pixels near the top of the image 
are associated with features around the vent in region 5. Only one 2-component pixel lies 
on the tube, near 0.5 km (y-axis) with Tc= 27.4°C, Th= 224.1 °C, and Ah= 6.1714 x 10-3

• 

The average one component temperature along the tube is 26.9 ± 3.6°C, approximately 7°C 
above the nearby background temperature. 
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Figure 5.6 Histogram plots showing the calculated temperatures over the coastal lava 
tube from the SMIFfS scans shown in Figures 4.27 and 4.28. The average temperature 
of the surface over the tube for the day-2 scan was 58.1 ± 8.4 °C and for the day-3 scan, 
58.9 ± 7.8 °C. As with the littoral cones' Q/A, the distribution about each average 
temperature was less on day-3. The terms "active" and "inactive" refer to the status of 
the eruption as manifested by the ocean entry point for each day during our overflights. 
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Figure 5.7 Histogram plots showing the calculated temperature anomalies (above 
average background temperature) over the coastal lava tube from the SMIFTS scans 
shown in Figures 4.27 and 4.28. The average temperature anomaly of the surface over 
the tube for the day-2 scan was 17.2 °C and for the day-3 scan, l l .6°C. This shows that 
though there was no change in the target temperature, solar heating effects decreased the 
thermal contrast for the day-3 scan. The terms "active" and "inactive" refer to the status 
of the eruption as manifested by the ocean entry point for each day during our overflights. 
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Appendix A: TM Thermal Model Computer Code 

This appendix contains the source programs I developed for processing and analysis 

of large area thermal anomalies in Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) images. All programs 

were coded in IDL, Interactive Data Language from Research Systems, Inc. Three programs 

are included here (TM.PRO, BOXDUALBAND.PRO, and STAT_DB7.PRO) under the 

wrapper program DUALBAND.PRO. BOXDUALBAND is a called subroutine which 

allows interactive delineation of regions of interest for specific analysis within the main 

modeling program, TM. 

These procedures build on the Dozier (1981) and Matson and Dozier (1981) dual

band technique (thermal mixing model), as adapted and modified by Rothery, Francis, and 

Wood (1988) for application to TM data. The program was originally constructed to 

determine the hot fractional area and temperature of each pixel, given a fixed cool 

component temperature. It was re-written to calculate the cool component temperature and 

the hot fractional area (Th held constant) as suggested by Oppenheimer (1991). The 

methodology utilizes the logic of the decision matrix outlined in Table 2.2 and formalized 

as a rule-based flowchart in Figure 2.5 for semi-automatic determination of radiative energy 

from lava flows. 

The user interactively chooses an area of interest (AOI) with the mouse cursor. 

Specifically, the user is required to input values of emissivity, atmospheric transmissivity, 

the hot component temperature, and an ambient cutoff temperature, below which, calculated 

values are truncated to the ambient value. This ambient value may (or may not) correspond 
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to a small background area which is picked within the area of interest with the cursor. 

Statistics of the background area are displayed on the screen for bands 5, 6, and 7, and an 

option is given to re-pick the background. The average background DN values for each band 

are subtracted from the corresponding bands for each pixel in the area of interest to remove 

the various additive radiance components within the scene (e.g., solar reflectance, 

atmospheric scattering, etc.), to a first order. 

Using the calibration tables of Markham and Barker (1986), the corrected DN are 

converted to radiance and the pixel integrated (brightness) temperatures are calculated for 

all pixels within the AOI. The results are then passed into the decision section of the 

program. Those pixels which are not alarmed in band 6 (TIR) are set to the ambient 

temperature. Those which are alarmed follow the flowchart (Figure 2.5). 

More than one AOI may be chosen and the results are stored in cumulative arrays 

(512 x 512 pixels) which include images of the thermal flux density (Q/A), cool component 

temperature or the pixel integrated temperature, hot fractional area (zero if not dual-band), 

and a key which identifies uniquely the final decision step to reach each result. This decision 

key is represented by the following summary: 

Key Meaning 

10 ambient cutoff temperature 

20 Band 6 pixel integrated temperature 

30-50 Band 5 pixel integrated temperature 

60-80 Band 7 pixel integrated temperature 

90 Bands 4 & 5 dual-band result 

100 Bands 5 & 7 dual-band result. 

A multi-band file of these images is written out if specified. 



;+ 
;NAME: 

DU ALB AND 

; PURPOSE: 
To apply a logical decision process to the evaluation of thermal data from the Landsat TM sensor. 
Where possible, the Rothery et al. (1988) dual-band technique is applied. Temperatures and thermal 
flux densities are calculated. 

;CATEGORY: 
Thermal modeling 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
.run DUALBAND 
TM 
STAT_DB7 

; INPUTS: 

(this compiles all of the procedures) 
(calls BOXDUALBAND) 

Inputs are all interactive during running of the program. 
Fname - file name of band sequential raw DN 
x, y - center of 5x5 background box; from cursor 
Emis - emissivity (constant) 
Trans - transmissivity (constant) 
Ambient - ambient temperature (deg C) 

used as a lower cutoff (if it's below this, I don't care about it) 
Th - the hot component temperature (which is fixed) (deg C) 

; OPTIONAL INPUTS: 
Fnameout - file name in which to save scene output 

; KEYWORD PARAMETERS: 
None 

;OUTPUTS: 
All output is to the screen 

; OPTIONAL OUTPUTS: 
Interactive choice as to whether to save results. If saved, it will be as a file in band sequential order: 

Scene_QA - flux density 
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Scene_ Tc - cool component temperature or Pixel Integrated Temperature, as appropriate 
Scene_Ah - hot component area 
Scene_Key - decision key 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
AOI, AreaDN, xsize, ysize, xO, yO, loopcount 

Passes the following variables between the main program (TM) and the area picker program 
(BOXDUALBAND) : 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 

AreaDN - raw DN of AOI 
xsize, ysize 
xO,yO 
loopcount 

- dimensions of AOI 
- location of lower left corner of AOI with respect to scene 
- first pick of an area or adding another area 

Several files are created and written to disk 
Windows 0 and 2 are created 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
Currently written to handle only and explicitly 512x512 images 



Input TM image must be band sequential in the following order: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] 
Requires that the old IDL routine A VG.PRO be available. 
In order to examine the entire process, uncomment the STOP line near the end of this program 

; PROCEDURE: 
This procedure consists of 3 primary procedures to implement the Dozier ( 1981) and Matson and 
Dozier (1981) dualband technique (mixing model) as adapted and modified by Rothery, Francis, 
and Wood (1988) and Oppenheimer (1991) for application to TM data. The program was originally 
built to determine the hot fractional area and temperature of each pixel. It was re-written to 
calculate the cool component temperature and the hot fractional area (Th held constant) as suggested by 
Oppenheimer (1991). The 3 procedures are TM.PRO, BOXDUALBAND.PRO, and STAT_DB7.PRO 

;EXAMPLE: 
.run DUALBAND 
TM 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 

,-

PRO TM 

Written by: 
July 30, 1992 

1-26-93 

1-27-93 

1-29-93 
8-25-93 

8-31-93 
9-4-93 
4-17-95 

Keith A. Horton July 24, 1992 
Apply Chavez's (1989) dark object subtraction technique 
Develop a cloud mask (tough) Dumped this at some unknown later date 
This program has been revised to run on a small portion of the image 
(IOOxlOO). The image is called e:\img\part_7a.img (on the pc) 
This version has completely changed the steps for eliminating pixels 
and assigning pixel integrated temperatures before sending the rest 
off to dual band heaven. 
Now am setting this new-new version back to work with 512x512 TM images. 
This is an entirely new method of programming. Logic is based on my flow chart 
- but, still working the bugs out! 
This is it. Fixed the KEY values to reflect what's now in my notebook. 
This is done and now includes the "stat_db7.pro" statistical evaluation 
Updated this documentation. Tried to make it all make sense (ha, ha). 

COMMON AOI, AreaDN, xsize, ysize, xO, yO, loopcount 

CONSTANTS: 
Set TM calibration constants 

WL = [0.485, 0.560, 0.660, 0.830, 1.650, 11.45, 2.215] ;\ 
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LMIN = [-0.15, -0.28, -0.12, -0.15, -0.037, 0.1238, -0.015] ; I (Markham & Barker, 1986) 
LMAX = [15.21, 29.68, 20.43, 20.62, 2.719, 1.5600, 1.438] ;/ 
Wlm = WU1.0E6 wavelength (meters) 
h = double(6.626196E-34) Planck's constant 
k = double(l.380622E-23) Boltzmann constant 
c = double(2.997925E8) speed of light 
cl= 2E-6*h*c"2 1st Planck's formula constant 
c2 = h*c/k 2nd Planck's formula constant 
SB= double(5.6696le-8) Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
loopcount = 0 

Next are cummulative arrays for the entire scene 
Scene_QA = fltarr(5 l 2,512) ; \ 

FILE: 

Scene_ Tc= fltarr(512,512) ; \ SETS CUMMULATIVE IMAGE SIZES 
Scene_Ah = fltarr(512,512) ; I 
Scene_Key = fltarr(512,512) ; I 



Open a TM file (byte) to work with. 
fname=" 

AREA: 

read, 'What file do you want ? ', fname 
openr, 1, fname 

close, 1 

' 

rawDN = bytarr(512,512,7,/nozero) 
readu, 1, rawDN 

; THIS SETS IMAGE SIZE 

Pick an area of interest with the mouse on which to perform modeling. 

boxdualband, rawDN 

wset, 2 
bg5x5 = intarr(5,5 ,7) 
bg5x5ave = intarr(7) 
bg5x5stdev = fltarr(7) 
bg5x5min = intarr(7) 
bg5x5max = intarr(7) 

BACKGROUND: 
Pick the 5x5 background area which will be averaged & subtracted from each pixel in AOI 

print,'' 
print, 'Move cursor to the area you want to take as background.' 
print, 'This area will be a 5 x 5 set of pixels centered at the cursor.' 
print, 'Click the left mouse button to pick the background array.' 

wset, 2 
cursor, x, y, /device 
bg5x5 = rawDN(x-2:x+2,y-2:y+2,*) 

Calculate stats for each band for background area and print out for inspection. 
for i = 0,6 do bg5x5ave(i) = fix(avg(bg5x5(*, * ,i))) 
for i = 0,6 do bg5x5stdev(i) = stdev(bg5x5(*,*,i)) 
for i = 0,6 do bg5x5min(i) = min(bg5x5(*,*,i)) 
for i = 0,6 do bg5x5max(i) = max(bg5x5(*,*,i)) 
print,' Band 5' 
print,'average =',bg5x5ave(4),' min =',bg5x5min(4),' max =',bg5x5max(4) 
print, bg5x5(*,*,4) 
print," 
print,' Band 7' 
print, 'average=', bg5x5ave(6), 'min=', bg5x5min(6),' max=', bg5x5max(6) 
print, bg5x5(*,*,6) 
print, " 
print, ' Band 6' 
print, 'average=', bg5x5ave(5), ' min =', bg5x5min(5), ' max=', bg5x5max(5) 
print, bg5x5(*, *,5) 
print," 

REDO OF MENUS TO WORK ON THE PC ****************************** 
REDO!: 

ans=" 
print,' ' 
print, 'PICK ONE " 
print,' ' 
print,' 
print, ' 
read,' 
print,'' 

(a) Re-pick Background' 
(b) Accept This' 

CHOICE?: ',ans 
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if (ans EQ 'a') then goto, BACKGROUND 
if (ans EQ 'b') then goto, CORRECTBGDN 
goto, REDO! 

CORRECTBGDN: 
Perform background correction (remove additive components) 

corAreaDN = intarr(xsize,ysize,7) 
for i = 0,6 do corAreaDN(*,*,i) = (AreaDN(*,*,i) - bg5x5ave(i)) > 0 

RADIANCE: 
radArea = fltarr(xsize,ysize,7) 

Values less than the above DN values will be set to each band's cutoff to avoid negative radiance values. 
corAreaDN(*,*,O) = corAreaDN(*,*,0) > 3 
corAreaDN(*,*,l) = corAreaDN(*,*,l) > 3 
corAreaDN(*,*,2) = corAreaDN(*,*,2) > 2 
corAreaDN(*,*,3) = corAreaDN(*,*,3) > 2 
corAreaDN(*,*,4) = corAreaDN(*,*,4) > 4 
corAreaDN(*,*,5) = AreaDN(*,*,5) > O; ******Setting corrected Band 6 back to rawDN 
corAreaDN(*,*,6) = corAreaDN(*,*,6) > 3 

Convert to radiance (Markham & Barker, 1986) 
Convert to W/m"2/sr/um (factor of 10 converts from mW/cm"2 to W/m"2) 

for i = 0,6 do begin 
radArea(*,*,i) = (float(corAreaDN(*,*,i))*(lmax(i) - lmin(i))/255 + lmin(i))*lO. 

endfor 

PIX_INT _TEMP: 
Calculate pixel integrated temperatures for each band 

pix_temp = fltarr(xsize,ysize,7) 
print,'' 

Input emissivity 
read, 'What emissivity do you want to try? ', emis 

Input transmissivity 
read, 'How about transmissivity ? ', trans 
for i = 0,6 do begin 

pix_ temp(*,* ,i) = c2/(WLm(i)*alog(cl *emis*trans*WLm(i)"(-5)/radArea(*, *,i)+ 1))-273.15 
endfor 
HotFraction = fltarr(xsize,ysize) 
HotTemp = fltarr(xsize,ysize) 
ColdTemp = fltarr(xsize,ysize) 
key= intarr(xsize,ysize) 
print,'' 

This is the decision key variable (what was result?) 

ADDED FOR BACKGROUND SUGGESTION 
suggestrad = (float(bg5x5ave(5))*(1max(5) - lmin(5))/255 + lmin(5))*10. 
suggestamb = c2/(WLm(5)*alog(cl *emis*trans*WLm(5)"(-5)/suggestrad + 1)) - 273.15 
print, 'The Average Pixel Integrated Temperature of Band 6 5x5 area is:', suggestamb 

Input ambient cutoff temperature 
read, 'What do you want to set ambient temperature to ? (deg C) ',ambient 

Input hot component temperature 

DECIDE: 

read, 'Now give me the Hot Component temperature (deg C) : ',Th 
Band6PIX = fltarr(xsize,ysize) 

; This is the decision matrix. Subsections are the thermal classifications into which all pixels must go. 
Set intermediate arrays 

raw4 = reform(AreaDN(*,*,3)) 
raw5 = reform(AreaDN(*,*,4)) 
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raw6 = reform(AreaDN(*,*,5)) 
raw7 = reform(AreaDN(*,*,6)) 
Cor4 = reform(corAreaDN(*,*,3)) 
CorS = reform(corAreaDN(*, *,4)) 
Cor6 = reform(corAreaDN(*, *,5)) 
Cor7 = reform(corAreaDN(*,*,6)) 
PIX4 = reform(pix_temp(*,*,3)) 
PIX5 = reform(pix_temp(*, *,4)) 
PIX6 = reform(pix_temp(*,*,5)) 
PIX7 = reform(pix_temp(*,*,6)) 

; BACKGROUND 
If Band 6 not alarmed, use ambient 

bgvec = where(Cor6 - bg5x5ave(5) LT 6,count) 
if count EQ 0 then goto, NOGOl 

HotFraction(bgvec) = 0 
HotTemp(bgvec) = 0 
ColdTemp(bgvec) =ambient 
Key(bgvec) = 10 

NOGOI : 

BAND6WARM 
; If Band 6 alarmed, but Band 7 is not, set to Band 6 

b6vec = where((Cor6-bg5x5ave(5) GE 6) and (Cor7 LT 8),count) 
if count EQ 0 then goto, NOG02 

HotFraction(b6vec) = 0 
HotTemp(b6vec) = 0 
ColdTemp(b6vec) = PIX6(b6vec) 
Key(b6vec) = 20 

NOG02: 

; BAND 5 PIX 1 
; If Band 6 is alarmed, Band 7 is saturated, and Band 5 is saturated, use PIX5 
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b5vecl = where((Cor6-bg5x5ave(5) GE 6) and (Cor7 GE 8) and (raw7 EQ 255) and (raw5 EQ 255),count) 
if count EQ 0 then goto, NOG06 

HotFraction(bSvecl) = 0 
HotTemp(bSvecl) = 0 
ColdTemp(bSvecl) = PIX5(b5vecl) 
Key(b5vecl) = 30 

NOG06: 

BAND 5 PIX 2 
; If Band 6 is alarmed, Band 7 is saturated, Band 5 is alarmed, and Band 4 not alarmed, use PIXS 

b5vec2 = where((Cor6-bg5x5ave(5) GE 6) and (Cor7 GE 8) and (raw? EQ 255) and (raw5 LT 255)$ 
and (Cor5 GE 9) and (Cor4 LT 7),count) 

if count EQ 0 then goto, NOG07 
HotFraction(b5vec2) = 0 
HotTemp(b5vec2) = 0 
ColdTemp(b5vec2) = PIXS(b5vec2) 
Key(b5vec2) = 40 

NOG07: 

; BAND 5 PIX 3 
; If Band 6 is alarmed, Band 7 is saturated, Band 5 is alarmed, and Band 4 is saturated, use PIX5 

b5vec3 = where((Cor6-bg5x5ave(5) GE 6) and (Cor7 GE 8) and (raw7 EQ 255) and (raw5 LT 255)$ 
and (Cor5 GE 9) and (Cor4 GE 7) and (raw4 EQ 255),count) 

if count EQ 0 then goto, NOG08 
HotFraction(b5vec3) = 0 



NOG08: 

DUALBAND 4/S 

HotTemp(bSvec3) = 0 
ColdTemp(bSvec3) = PIXS(bSvec3) 
Key(bSvec3) = SO 

If Band 6 is alarmed, Band 7 is saturated, Band S is alarmed, and Band 4 is alarmed, try dual band on 4 & S 
db4Svec = where((Cor6-bgSxSave(S) GE 6) and (Cor7 GE 8) and (raw7 EQ 2SS) and (rawS LT 2SS)$ 

and (CorS GE 9) and (Cor4 GE 7) and (raw4 LT 2S5),count) 
print,'Trying Dua!Band 4/5',count 
if count EQ 0 then goto, NOG09 

key(db4Svec) = 90 
i = intarr( count) 
j = intarr( count) 
i = db4Svec-db4Svec/xsize*xsize 
j = db4Svec/xsize 
for looper= O,count-1 do begin 

goto, DUALBAND 
BACKINl: 

end for 
NOG09: 

; BAND 7 PIX 1 
; If Band 6 is alarmed, Band 7 is alarmed, and Band 5 is saturated, use PIX7 
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b7vecl = where((Cor6-bg5x5ave(5) GE 6) and (Cor7 GE 8) and (raw7 LT 255) and (rawS EQ 255),count) 
if count EQ 0 then goto, NOG03 

HotFraction(b7vecl) = 0 
HotTemp(b7vecl) = 0 
ColdTemp(b7vecl) = PIX7(b7vecl) 
Key(b7vecl) = 60 

NOG03: 

; BAND 7 PIX 2 
; If Band 6 is alarmed, Band 7 is alarmed, and Band S is not alarmed, use PIX7 

b7vec2 = where((Cor6-bgSxSave(S) GE 6) and (Cor7 GE 8) and (raw7 LT 2SS) and (rawS LT 2SS)$ 
and (Cor5 LT 9),count) 

if count EQ 0 then goto, NOG04 
HotFraction(b7vec2) = 0 
HotTemp(b7vec2) = 0 
ColdTemp(b7vec2) = PIX7(b7vec2) 
Key(b7vec2) = 70 

NOG04: 

BAND7 PIX 3 
If Band 6 is alarmed, Band 7 is saturated, and Band 5 is not alarmed, use PIX7 

b7vec3 = where((Cor6-bgSxSave(S) GE 6) and (Cor7 GE 8) and (raw7 EQ 2SS) and (raws LT 2SS)$ 
and (CorS LT 9),count) 

if count EQ 0 then goto, NOGOS 
HotFraction(b7vec3) = 0 
HotTemp(b7vec3) = 0 
ColdTemp(b7vec3) = PIX7(b7vec3) 
Key(b7vec3) = 80 

NOGOS: 

DUALBAND S/7 
If Band 6 is alarmed, Band 7 is alarmed, and Band S is alarmed, try dualband on Bands S & 7 

dbS7vec = where((Cor6-bgSx5ave(S) GE 6) and (Cor7 GE 8) and (raw7 LT 25S) and (rawS LT 25S)$ 
and (Cor5 GE 9),count) 



print,'Trying Dua!Band 517',count 
if count EQ 0 then goto, NOGOlO 

key(db57vec) = 100 
i = intarr( count) 
j = intarr(count) 
i = db57vec-db57vec/xsize*xsize 
j = db57vec/xsize 
for looper = O,count- I do begin 

goto, DUALBAND 
BACKIN2: 

endfor 
NOGOlO: 

goto, OUT ; Finished for this pixel 

DUALBAND: 
; This is the dualband routine 
; Set array bands to use (4/5 or 517 dualband) 

if (key(i(looper),j(looper)) EQ 100) then bl= 4 
if (key(i(looper),j(looper)) EQ 100) then b2 = 6 
if (key(i(looper),j(looper)) EQ 90) then bl = 3 
if (key(i(looper),j(looper)) EQ 90) then b2 = 4 

Measured total radiance for both bands 
Rtotl = radArea(i(looper),j(looper),bl) 
Rtot2 = radArea(i(looper),j(looper),b2) 

Calculate hot temperature radiance for both bands 

UPI: 

UP2: 

Rhl = (emis*trans*cl *WLm(bl)"(-5))/(exp(c2/(WLm(bl)*(Th+273. 15)))-1) 
Rh2 = (emis*trans*cl *WLm(b2)"(-5))/(exp(c2/(WLm(b2)*(Th+273. I 5)))-1) 
Tc = 0. Set starting cool temperature at 0 deg C 
Tc_inc = 10. ; Set starting cool temperature increment to 10 deg C 

Tc_inc = Tc_inc/2 ; Decrease increment step by a factor of 2 

Calculate cool temperature radiances for bands bands 
Re I = (emis*trans*cl *WLm(bl)"(-5))/(exp(c2/(WLm(b l)*(Tc+273.15)))-l) 
Rc2 = (emis*trans*cl *WLm(b2)"(-5))/(exp(c2/(WLm(b2)*(Tc+273.15)))-l) 

Calculate mixing model hot component area. 
If 1st pass and area(short) > area(long), will not converge. 
If a later pass and area(short) > area(long), then overshot - go the other way. 

; If difference in areas is < IE-7, the you've got a fit. 
; If area( short)< area(long), then increment cool temperature and try again 

Ahl = (Rtotl - Rcl)/(Rhl - Rel) 

DOWN!: 

Ah2 = (Rtot2 - Rc2)/(Rh2 - Rc2) 
if ((Ahl GT Ah2) and (Tc EQ 0)) then goto, OUTOFRANGE 
if (abs(Ahl - Ah2) LE l .Oe-7) then goto, GOOD 
if (Ahl GT Ah2) then goto, DOWNl 
if (Ahl LT Ah2) then Tc= Tc+ Tc_inc 
if (Ah 1 LT Ah2) then goto, UP2 

; Solve from the other direction 
Tc_inc = Tc_inc/2 ; Decrease increment step by a factor of 2 

DOWN2: 
if (Ahl GT Ah2) then Tc= Tc - Tc_inc 
Rel = (emis*trans*cl *WLm(bl)"(-5))/(exp(c2/(WLm(bl)*(Tc+273.15)))-I) 
Rc2 = (emis*trans*cl *WLm(b2)"(-5))/(exp(c2/(WLm(b2)*(Tc+273.15)))-I) 
Ahl= (Rtotl - Rcl)/(Rhl - Rel) 
Ah2 = (Rtot2 - Rc2)/(Rh2 - Rc2) 
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GOOD: 

if(abs(Ahl -Ah2) LE 1.0e-7) then goto, GOOD 
if (Ahl LT Ah2) then goto, UPI 
if (Ahl GT Ah2) then goto, DOWN2 

HotFraction(i(looper),j(looper)) =(Ahl + Ah2)/2 
ColdTemp(i(looper),j(looper)) =Tc 
HotTemp(i(looper),j(looper)) =Th 
if (key(i(looper),j(looper)) EQ 100) then goto, BACKIN2 
if (key(i(looper),j(looper)) EQ 90) then goto, BACKINl 

OUTOFRANGE: 
If dualband method kicks out (does not converge) then use PIX7 or PIXS 

HotFraction(i(looper),j(looper)) = 0 
HotTemp(i(looper),j(looper)) = 0 
if (key(i(looper),j(looper)) EQ I 00) then ColdTemp(i(looper),j(looper)) = PIX7(i(looper),j(looper)) 
if (key(i(looper),j(looper)) EQ 90) then ColdTemp(i(looper),j(looper)) = PIXS(i(looper),j(looper)) 

; If dualband tried, but failed, then set new key. Then go to next pixel. 

OUT: 

if (key(i(looper),j(looper)) EQ 100) then key(i(looper),j(looper)) = 75 
if (key(i(looper),j(looper)) EQ 90) then key(i(looper)j(looper)) = 45 
if (key(i(looper),j(looper)) EQ 75) then goto, BACKIN2 
if (key(i(looper),j(looper)) EQ 45) then goto, BACKINI 

print,'' 
print, 'PAU MUNCHING! Now what?' 
print,'' 

Calculate flux density in W/m"2 and stuff everything into full-scene arrays 
QA= emis*trans*SB*((Th+273. l 5)"4*HotFraction+(ColdTemp+273. l 5)"4*(1-HotFraction)) 
Scene_ QA(xO:xO+(xsize-1 ),yO:yO+(ysize-1 )) = QA 
Scene_ Tc(xO:xO+(xsize-1 ),yO:yO+(ysize-1 )) = ColdTemp 
Scene_Ah(xO:xO+(xsize-1 ),yO:yO+(ysize-1)) = HotFraction 
Scene_Key(xO:xO+(xsize-l),yO:yO+(ysize-1)) = float(key) 
totalpoints = xsize*ysize 
contlev = indgen(20)*1000 

REDO OF MENUS TO WORK ON THE PC ****************************** 
RED02: 

ans=" 
print,'' 
print, 'PICK ONE ·' 
print,'' 
print,' 
print,' 
print, ' 
print, ' 
read,' 

(a) Pick Another Area of Interest' 
(b) Delete Current Area & Choose Another' 
(c) Finish, Storing New Scene' 
(d) Finish, DO NOT SA VE' 

CHOICE?: ',ans 
print,'' 
if (ans EQ 'a') then goto, AREA 
if (ans EQ 'b') then goto, REDOAREA 
if (ans EQ 'c') then goto, SA YING 
if (ans EQ 'd') then goto, LEA YING 
goto, RED02 

REDO AREA: 

Scene_ QA= fltarr(512,512) 
goto, AREA 
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SAVING: 
fnameout =" 
print,'' 
print, 'If you are saving the entire scene to a file, the program' 
print, 'will automatically write out (band sequantial) the following:' 
print, ' QA - Thermal Flux' 
print, ' Tc - Cold Component Temperature' 
print, ' Ah - Fractional Area of Hot Component' 
print, ' Key - Program Decision Key' 
print, '' 
read, 'What filename would you like use ? ', fnameout 
openw, 1, fnameout 

close, 1 

writeu, 1, Scene_QA 
writeu, 1, Scene_Tc 
writeu, 1, Scene_Ah 
writeu, l ,Scene_Key 

LEAVING: 
wset, 2 

;STOP 

END; 
close, all = I 
tm.pro 
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;****************************************************************** 

PRO boxdualband, image 

COMMON AOI, areaDN, xsize, ysize, xO, yO,Ioopcount 

fordisp = fltarr(512,512) 
for i = 2,6 do begin 

endfor 
print,'' 

fordisp = fordisp + float(image(*,*,i)) 

print, 'Displaying histogram equalized average of Bands 3 to 7' 
print, '' 

If first pick, then create the window 
if (loopcount EQ 0) then window, 2, xsize=5 l 2, ysize=5 I 2 
temp= hist_equal(fordisp) 

The above line is for the sun - if using on a pc, use hist_eq.pro 
Added to also display a true color image (can tell vegies from hot targets better) 

window, 0, xsize=512, ysize=512 
tvscl, image(*,*,5), channel=l 
tvscl, image(*,*,6), channel=2 
tvscl, image(*,*,4), channel=3 
wset, 2 ; Reset active window to grayscale 

Define area of interest with mouse 

RETURN 

END; 

if (loopcount EQ 0) then tv, temp 
print, 'Position the box, starting at the lower left corner.' 
print, 'To define the area you want, hold down the LEFf mouse button.' 
print, 'To select let up on the mouse button.' 
tvcrs 
!Err= 0 
cursor, xO, yO, /device 
xl = xO 
yl = yO 
lastxl =xi 
lastyl = yl 
while (!Err EQ 1) do begin 

end while 

plots, [xO,xl,xl,xO,xO], [yO,yO,yl,yl,yO], /device, color=250 
cursor, xl, yl, 0, /device 
if (xl LT xO) then xl = xO 
if (yl LT yO) then yl = yO 
tv, temp(xO:lastxl,yO:lastyl), xO, yO, /device 
lastxl = xl 
lastyl = yl 

plots, [xO,xl,xl,xO,xO], [yO,yO,yl,yl,yO], /device, color=250 
xsize = xl - xO + 1 
ysize = yl - yO + 1 
areaDN = image(xO:xl,yO:yl,*) 
blowarea = fltarr(xsize,ysize) 
loopcount = Ioopcount + 1 

boxdualband.pro 
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·****************************************************************** 
' 

PRO stat_db7 

Remake of my old whats_there.pro. This one matches the new program DUALBAN7.PRO and its decision 
matrix and flow chart. 9-5-93 Heith Horton 
setting up to calculate the power above the cutoff figure of ambient 

; read in 4 image file (Q/A, Tc, Ah, key) 
fname =" 
print,'' 
read, 'What file name do you want ? ', fname 
print,'' 
read, 'What ambient temperature do you want to use (C)? ', oldambient 
openr, 1, fname 

z = fltarr(5 l 2,5 l 2,4,/nozero) 
readu, 1, z 

close, 1 

Set arrays and constants 
key= z(*,*,3) 
Tc= z(*, *,1) 
num = fltarr(8) 

; Decision KEY 
; Crust Temperature 
; This is the count of keyed pixels 
0 BACKGROUND 
1 PIX6 
2 PIX5 (all) 
3 PIX? (all) 
4 DB45 
5 DB57 
6 PIX5 (dualband 4/5 failed) 
7 PIX? (dualband 517 falied) 

SceneArea = 512.*512 

Count pixels for each decision result 
temp = where(key EQ 1 O,count) 
num(O) = count 
temp = where(key EQ 20,count) 
num(l) = count 
temp= where((key EQ 30) or (key EQ 40) or (key EQ 50) or (key EQ 45),count) 
num(2) = count 
temp= where((key EQ 60) or (key EQ 70) or (key EQ 80) or (key EQ 75),count) 
num(3) =count 
temp = where(key EQ 90,count) 
num( 4) = count 
temp = where(key EQ 100,count) 
num(5) =count 
temp= where(key EQ 45,count) 
num(6) =count 
temp= where(key EQ 75,count) 
num(7) = count 

Compile the above results 
TotDecision = sum(num(0:5),0) 
Ambient = num(O) 
Alarmed= sum(num(1:5),0) 
AmbientPerCent = Ambient/TotDecision*lOO 
AlarmedPerCent = Alarrned/TotDecision*lOO 
PIX6PerCent = num(l)/Alarmed*lOO 
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PIX7PerCent = num(3)/Alarmed*IOO 
PIX5PerCent = num(2)/ Alarmed* I 00 
DB45PerCent = num(4)/Alarmed*IOO 
DB57PerCent = num(5)/Alarmed*IOO 

Screen output of statistical results 
print,'' 

STOP 

print, '#of pixels at ambient=', (Ambient), AmbientPerCent, ' %' 
print, '#of alarmed pixels= ', fix(Alarmed), AlarmedPerCent, ' %' 
print, '' 
print, 'Of the alarmed pixels:' 
print,'' 
print, 'Warm only in Band 6 : ', fix(num(l)), ' pixels', PIX6PerCent,' %' 
print, 'Band 7 PIX : ',fix(num(3)), ' pixels',PIX7PerCent,' %' 
print, 'Band 5 PIX : ',fix(num(2)), ' pixels',PIX5PerCent,' %' 
print, 'Dual-band 5 & 7 : ',fix(num(5)), ' pixels',DB57PerCent,' %' 
print, 'Dual-band 4 & 5: ',fix(num(4)), 'pixels',DB45PerCent,' %' 
print,'' 
print, fix(num(6)), 'pixels met the criteria for Dualband 4/5, but did not converge (PIX5)' 
print, fix(num(7)), 'pixels met the criteria for Dualband 5/7, but did not converge (PIX7)' 

QI =0. 
QI = total(z(*,*,0))*900. 
print,'' 

; make floating point 

print, 'Total Radiant Energy from Area of Interest=', QI,' watts' 
print, '' 
temp = where(key EQ 10) 
qa = reform(z(*,*,0)) 
amb = qa(temp) 
Qamb = total(amb)*900. 
temp = where(key EQ 20) 
warm= qa(temp) 
Q6 = total(warm)*900. 

print, 'Total Power at ambient', Qamb 
print, 'Total power Uust warm)', Q6 
print, 'Radiant Energy above ambient', QI - Qamb 
print ,'Radiant energy above ambient and more than just warm', QI - Qamb - Q6 

END; stat_db7.pro 
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Appendix B: SMIFTS Data Reduction Programs 

All programs compiled in this appendix were written in IDL, Interactive Data 

Language from Research Systems, Inc., version 3.6. la. I wrote all of the main processing 

code, however, several of the procedures (identified in the code documentation), which some 

of the programs call as subroutines, were written by others - notably the Earth Space 

Research Group at the University of California, Santa Barbara and the COBB Project Group 

at the Cosmology Data Analysis Center. These programs are included here for completeness 

as they are required to run the SMIFTS data reduction programs, as written. 

The order of listing of the programs within this appendix approximately follows the 

order presented in Table 4.1, which summarizes the data reduction steps. It is highly 

recommended that Table 4.1 be referred to for overall usage guidance. Each procedure or 

function begins on a new page for clarity. Documentation, for the most part, follows the 

standards recommended for user-contributed software. 

These procedures and functions were designed to run under IDL on SUN Spare 

computers under UNIX. Some, but not all, have been adapted to also run under IDL for 

Windows. Specifically, some graphics functions behave differently under Windows, and 

several procedure names are not unique within the first eight characters, the imposed file 

name limit under DOS. Byteswapping is another machine specific aspect of the data which 

may need to be addressed by the user through editing the appropriate programs. Because 

these programs were (are) developmental, several "features" are present. Although I have 

attempted to comment out those which are specific to the computer systems on which they 
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were developed, notably - sounds, printers, and graphics devices, some may have slipped 

through. It is recommended that the user inspect the programs for any incompatibilities with 

their specific systems. Except for the original raw field data, which are 16-bit integer 

(however, data are digitized to 12-bits), all intermediate and final data arrays are floating 

point. 

The programs, procedures, functions, subroutines, and common variable files 

compiled here, in approximate sequence of use, are listed below. Note that those programs 

which are from external publicly available program libraries but which are required, and are 

substantially unmodified are marked with an <*l. 

PRE.PRO SMIFCOM.INC 

AVG.PRO <*l SMIFBAD.INC 

TVIM.PRO <*) BAK.PRO c•i 

TVSCLIM.PRO <*) INPUT.PRO 

CLEANPLOT.PRO c•i BADGEN.PRO 

LINDARKGEN.PRO SMIF _SRI .PRO 

LINDARKGENALL.PRO SMIF _SFl.PRO 

SPLINEDARKGEN.PRO SMIF _SRM.PRO 

FIND BAD.PRO EV AL_CAL2.PRO 

DC_PIC4.PRO CONVRADB.PRO 

SMIFMAIN.PRO GUIDEFIX.PRO 

INSTRUCT.PRO 



;+ 
;NAME: 

PRE 

; PURPOSE: 
This procedure generates an average frame and a standard deviation frame file from a 
SMIFI'S calibration interferogram raw data cube. Mean and standard deviation are 
calculated for each pixel along the frame dimension. A screen report is generated 
for data evaluation. A Postscript report may also be created and printed. 

;CATEGORY: 
SMIFfS raw data reduction - preprocessing 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
PRE, Pathname, Filename, Numframes [, Out] 

; INPUTS: 
Pathname String variable - directory location of input data file. 
Filename String variable - input data file name. 
Numframes Number of data frames in input file. Do not count header frame. 

INTERACTIVE: 

; OPTIONAL INPUTS: 
None 

integration time 
Short description 

; KEYWORD PARAMETERS: 
None 

;OUTPUTS: 
Filename.stat 

; OPTIONAL OUTPUTS: 
Out 

FILE: 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
None 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 

A fltarr(256,256,2) is written out with ave & stdev frames 
All files are written to the default directory. 

A floating array of dimension (256,256,2). The 1st 256x256 plane 
is the average frame, the 2nd plane is standard deviation frame. 
A one page Psotscript file (filename.ps) may be created. 

One or two files are created and written. 
The plotting window is altered to fit a Postscript page (to be fixed) 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
Requires the following IDL subroutines be available: 

avg.pro tvim.pro 
cleanplot.pro tvsclim.pro 

For hardcopy, a postscript printer is required. 
This program is setup to work on a Sun Spare, which requires byteswapping from the input 
DOS integer data file. If run on a PC, appropriate lines may need to be altered. 
The print command is currently specific to PGD' s network (as of 3/5/95) 

; PROCEDURE: 
Mean and standard deviation are calculated for each pixel along the frame dimension. A Postscript 
report for data evaluation is generated 
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;EXAMPLE: 
PRE, '/smifts/data', 'etf1438', 100, myarray 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 
Written by: 

7125/93 
8/5/93 
10/21/93 
12/14/93 

1/3/94 

1111194 

3/24/94 

315195 

Keith A. Horton June 8, 1993 
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 
keith@guinness.pgd.hawaii.edu 
Throw out header frame 
Revised for better image display 
Revised to more efficiently generate average 
Revised to plot multiple graphs on a single page 
also looking at different factors for examination 

Revised to allow (require?) direct reading of files from CD-ROM 
Output files will be written to the default startup directory 
Revised to move the "jaggie" detector from the first column 
to the last column, i.e., (255,120) & (255,121) 
Revised to generate a look at the first frame of data to 
show the "OKLAHOMA" set of bad pixels, because the old jaggie 
detector doesn't work since the last column of the array went dead. 
Also, changed the 1st plot (line 131) to NOT include pixel 255. 
Put documentation into standard format 

PRO PRE, PATHNAME, FILENAME, NUMFRAMES, OUT 

print,'' 
note = " 
read, 'What was the integration time ? >', int 
read, 'Short Annotation : (what was this ?) >', note 
ans!=" 
ans2 =" 
average= fltarr(256,256) 
standard_dev = fltarr(256,256) 
q = intarr(256,256,numframes+ l ,/nozero) 
print, 'Reading file and byteswapping' 
openr, 1, pathname+'/'+filename 
readu, 1, q 
close, 1 
byteorder, q 

window, 0, xsize=680, ysize=880 
!p.multi = [0,2,3] 

; PLOT 1 ST WINDOW 
plot, q(0:254,131,l), title='Line 131 - All - (Raw)', ytitle='DN',xtitle='Pixel' 
for I= 2, numframes do oplot, q(0:254,131,i) 

; PLOT 2ND WINDOW 
pmin = min(q(50,50, 1 :nurnframes)) 
pmax = max(q(50,50, 1 :nurnframes)) 
diff = pmax - pmin 
plot, q(50,50,1 :nurnframes), title='Pixel (50,50) - Raw', xtitle='Frame Number', ytitle='DN', /ynoz, 
yrange=[pmin-diff,pmax+diff] 

; PLOT 3RD WINDOW 
; Commented lines following are old jaggie detector 
;pmin 1 = min(q(255, 120, 1 :nurnframes)) 
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;pmaxl = max(q(255,120,l :numframes)) 
;pmin2 =min(q(255,121, 1 :numframes)) 
;pmax2 = max(q(255,121,I :numframes)) 
;pmin = min([pminl,pmin2]) 
;pmax = max([pmaxl,pmax2]) 
;diff = pmax - pmin 
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;plot, q(255,120,l:numframes), title='Pixels (255,120) & (255,121) - Raw', xtitle='Frame Number', ytitle='DN', /ynoz, 
yrange=[pmin-diff,pmax+diff] 
;oplot, q(255,121,l:numframes) 

tvsclim, reform(q(O: 14, 110: 124, 1 )), title='OKLAHOMA' 

print, 'Calculating Mean & Standard Deviation of each pixel' 
for i = 0,255 do begin 

if (i EQ 128) then spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/halfway.au' ; audio notification 
for j = 0,255 do begin 

endfor 
endfor 

standard_dev(i,j) = stdev(q(i,j,1 :numframes),mean) 
average(i,j) =mean 

print, 'Writing output file' 
openw, I, filename+'.stat' 

writeu, 1, average 
writeu , 1, standard_dev 

close, I 
; Even Lines 
ave_ value= avg( average) 
sd_ value= avg(standard_dev) 
ae = fltarr(256) 
for i = 0,255,2 do ae = ae+average(*,i) 
ae = avg(ae/128) 
ao = fltarr(256) 
for i = 1,255,2 do ao = ao+average(*,i) 
ao = avg(ao/128) 
; Odd lines 
se = fltarr(256) 
for i = 0,255,2 dose= se+standard_dev(*,i) 
se = avg(se/128) 
so = fltarr(256) 
for i = 1,255,2 do so= so+standard_dev(* ,i) 
so= avg(so/128) 

; SET FOR PLOTTING LABELS IN 4TH WINDOW 
x = [0,100] 
y = [0,100] 
plot, x, y, xstyle=4, ystyle=4, /nodata 
xyouts, 30, 90, /data, size=2, filename 
xyouts, 5, 80, /data, size=l.5, note 
xyouts, 5, 70, /data, size= I .5, 'INT= '+strcompress(string(fix(int))) 
xyouts, 15, 40, /data, size=l .5, 'Average Value= '+strcompress(string(ave_ value)) 
xyouts, 20, 35, /data, size=l.O, 'Average Even Lines= '+strcompress(string(ae)) 
xyouts, 20, 30, /data, size=l.O, 'Average Odd Lines= '+strcompress(string(ao)) 
xyouts, 15, 20, /data, size=l.5, 'Average STDEV = '+strcompress(string(sd_value)) 
xyouts, 20, 15, /data, size=l.0, 'StDev Even Lines= '+strcompress(string(se)) 
xyouts, 20, 10, /data, size=l.O, 'StDev Odd Lines= '+strcompress(string(so)) 

; DISPLAY A VERA GE AND STANDARD DEVIATION FRAMES IN 5TH & 6TH WINDOWS 
plot, x, y, xstyle=4, ystyle=4, /nodata 



xyouts, 40, 100, /data, size=l.O, 'Average Frame' 
tvscl, average, 50, 20 
plot, x, y, xstyle=4, ystyle=4, /nodata 
xyouts, 30, 100, /data, size=l.O, 'Standard Deviation Frame' 
tvscl, standard_dev, 380, 20 
print, 'Mean:', ave_ value 
print, 'Ave. noise:', sd_value 

out = fltarr(256,256,2) 
out(*,*,O) =average 
out(*,*,1) = standard_dev 

;spawn, 'play /baby/keith/au/IH' ; attention getting sound 
read, 'DO YOU WANT HARDCOPY OUTPUT? (y,n) ',ans! 
case 1 of 

end case 

(ans! EQ 'y') OR (ans! EQ 'Y'): goto, KEEPON 
(ans! EQ 'n') OR (ansl EQ 'N'): goto, GETOUT 
ELSE: print,'Ambiguous answer - I will not create hardcopy' 

goto, GETOUT 

KEEPON: 
;spawn, 'play /baby/keith/au/ptph.au' ; another attention getting sound 
read, 'DO YOU WANT TO PRINT NOW OR LATER? (n,l) ', ans2 
;spawn, 'play /baby/keith/au/Tire_sldds.au' ; what the hell 

; ******************* PRINTING ROUTINE *************************** 
savdev = !ct.name 
set_plot, 'PS' 
r = 680./880 
m=7.0 
n= mfr 
device, filename= filename+' .ps', /inches, xoff=0.75, yoff=0.75, xsize=m, ysize=n 

; PLOT 1 ST WINDOW 
plot, q(0:254,131,1), title='Line 131 -All- (Raw)', ytitle='DN', xtitle='Pixel' 
for I= 2, numframes do op lot, q(0:254, 131,i) 

; PLOT 2ND WINDOW 
pmin = min(q(50,50, 1 :numframes)) 
pmax = max(q(50,50,l:numframes)) 
diff = pmax - pmin 
plot, q(50,50, 1 :numframes), title='Pixel (50,50) - Raw', xtitle='Frame Number', ytitle='DN', /ynoz, 
yrange=[pmin-diff,pmax+diff] 

; PLOT 3RD WINDOW 
tvsclim,reform(q(0:14,110:124,l)),title='OKLAHOMA' 

; SET FOR PLOTTING LABELS IN 4TH WINDOW 
plot, x, y, xstyle=4, ystyle=4, /nodata 
xyouts, 30, 90, /data, size=2, filename 
xyouts, 5, 75 , /data, size=l.3, note 
xyouts, 5, 65, /data, size=l.3, 'INT= '+strcompress(string(fix(int))) 
xyouts, 10, 50, /data, size=l.5, 'Average Value= '+strcompress(string(ave_value)) 
xyouts, 20, 42, /data, size=l.0, 'Average Even Lines= '+strcompress(string(ae)) 
xyouts, 20, 35, /data, size=l.0, 'Average Odd Lines= '+strcompress(string(ao)) 
xyouts, 10, 25, /data, size=l.5, 'Average STDEV = '+strcompress(string(sd_value)) 
xyouts, 20, 17, /data, size=l.O, 'StDev Even Lines= '+strcompress(string(se)) 
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xyouts, 20, 10, /data, size=l .O, 'StDev Odd Lines= '+strcompress(string(so)) 

; DISPLAY A VERA GE AND STANDARD DEVIATION FRAMES IN 5TH & 6TH WINDOWS 
; I HA VE HAD TO ADJUST THE RANGE FOR PRINTING 
top = avg(average) + stdev(average) 
bot= avg(average) - stdev(average) 
tvim, average, title='Average Frame', noframe=l, range=[bot,top] 
top = avg(standard_dev) + stdev(standard_dev) 
bot = 0. 
tvim, standard_dev, title='Standard Deviation Frame', noframe=l, range=[bot,top] 

device, /close 
cmd = 'print '+filename+'.ps' ; This command may need to be altered for different systems 

case I of 
(ans2 EQ 'n') OR (ans2 EQ 'N'): goto, PRINTNOW 
(ans2 EQ '!')OR (ans2 EQ 'L'): goto, PRINTLATER 
ELSE: print,'You did not correctly tell me about printing' 

end case 

print, 'You will have to print out the postscript file later' 
goto, PRINTLA TER 

PRINTNOW: 
spawn, cmd 

PRINTLA TER: 
print,'' 
print, 'The file is named '+filename+'.ps' 
print,'' 
set_plot, savdev 

GETOUT: 
cleanplot 
;spawn, 'play /baby/keith/au/whistle.au' 
print, 'Pau !! !' 

end 

; audio to notify "done" 
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;+ 
;NAME: 

AVG 
; PURPOSE: 

Calculate the average value of an array, or calculate the average 
value over one dimension of an array as a function of all the other 
dimensions. 

; CATEGORY: 
Simple calculations 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
RESULT= A VG(Array[,Dimension]) 

; INPUTS: 
Array: The data array. Array may be any type except string 

; OPTIONAL INPUTS: 
Dimension: 

; OUTPUTS: 

In a multi-dimensional array, Dimension 
specifies to average along one dimension. 

A VG returns the mean of Array 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
None 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 
None 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
None 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 
Written by: Precision Visuals, Inc. 
$Header: /usr5/wave/release_2.2/lib/RCS/avg.pro,v 1.1 90/01/23 16:40:25 wave Exp$ 
3/7/95 Added documentation; Keith Horton 

FUNCTION AVG, ARRAY, DIMENSION 

ON_ERROR,2 
S = SIZE(ARRA Y) 
IF S(O) EQ 0 THEN BEGIN 

ENDIF 

PRINT,'*** Variable must be an array, name= ARRAY, routine AVG.' 
RETURN.ARRAY 

IF N_PARAMS() EQ I THEN BEGIN 
A VERA GE = TOT AL( ARRAY) I N_ELEMENTS(ARRA Y) 

END ELSE BEGIN 
IF ((DIMENSION GE 0) AND (DIMENSION LT S(O))) THEN BEGIN 

AVERAGE= SUM(ARRAY,DIMENSION) I S(DIMENSION+l) 
END ELSE BEGIN 

PRINT,'*** Dimension out of range, name= ARRAY, routine AVG.' 
RETURN.ARRAY 

END ELSE 
END ELSE 
RETURN,AVERAGE 
END 
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This program comes from the Earth Space Research Group, UC-Santa Barbara 
;+ 
; ROUTINE: 

TVIM 

; USEAGE: 
tvim,a 

tvim,a,title=title,xtitle=xtitle,ytitle=ytitle,$ 
xrange=xrange,yrange=yrange,$ 
scale=scale,range=range,noframe=noframe,aspect 

; PURPOSE: 
Display an image with provisions for 

I. numbered color scale 
2. plot title 
3. annotated x and y axis 
4. simplified OPLOT capability 

; INPUT 
an image quantity 

; Optional keyword input: 

title plot title 

xtitlex axis title 

ytitley axis title 

xrangearray spanning entire x axis range. 
NOTE:TVIM only uses min(XRANGE) and max(XRANGE). 

yrangearray spanning entire y axis range. 
NOTE:TVIM only uses min(YRANGE) and max(YRANGE). 

scale if set draw color scale.SCALE=2 causes steped color scale 

range two or three element vector indicating physical range over which to map the color scale.The 
third element of RANGE, if specified, sets the step interval of the displayed color scale.It 
has no effect when SCALE is not set. E.g., RANGE=[O., 1., 0.1] will cause the entire color 
scale to be mapped between the physical values of zero and one; the step size of the displayed 
color scale will be set to 0.1. 

aspectthe x over y aspect ratio of the output image ;if not set aspect is set to (size_x/size_y) of the 
input image. 

noframe if set do not draw axis box around image 

; SIDE EFFECTS : 
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Setting SCALE=2 changes the color scale using the STEP _CT procedure.The color scale may be returned 
to its original state by the command, STEP _CT,/OFF 

; PROCEDURE 
TVIM first determins the size of the plot data window with a dummy call to PLOT. 
When the output device is "X", CON GRID is used to scale the image to the size of 
the available data window.Otherwise, if the output device is Postscript, scaleable pixels are used in the 



call to TV.PUT_COLOR_SCALE draws the color scale and PLOT draws the x and y axis and titles. 

; DEPENDENCIES: 
PUT_COLOR_SCALE,STEP_CT 

;AUTHOR: 
Paul Ricchiazzioct92 
Earth Space Research Group, UCSB 

;MODIFIED: 
Keith Horton Put 'WIN' as a device option to work under IDL for Windows 

,-
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PRO TVIM,A,SCALE=SCALE,RANGE=RANGE,XRANGE=XRANGE,YRANGE=YRANGE,ASPECT=ASPECT,$ 
TITLE=TITLE,XTITLE=XTITLE, YTITLE= YTITLE,NOFRAME=NOFRAME 

sz=size(a) 
nx=sz(l) 
ny=sz(2) 
nxm=nx-1 
nym=ny-1 
plot, [O, 1 ],[O, I ],/nodata,xstyle=4,ystyle=4 
px= !x. window* !d.x_ vsize 
py=!y.window*!d.y_ vsize 
xsize=px(l )-px(O) 
ysize=py(l )-py(O) 
if keyword_set(scale) then xsize=xsize-50*!d.x_ vsize/700. 
if keyword_set(aspect) eq 0 then aspect=float(nx)/ny 
if xsize gt ysize*aspect then xsize=ysize*aspect else ysize=xsize/aspect 
px(l )=px(O)+xsize 
py( I )=py(O)+ysize 

max_color=!d.n_colors-1 

if keyword_set(title) eq 0 then title=" 
amax=float(max(a)) 
amin=float(min(a)) 
print, 'amin and max', amin,amax 
if keyword_set(range) eq 0 then range=[amin,amax] 

; draw color scale 

if keyword_set(scale) then begin 
sO=float(range(O)) 
sl=float(range(l)) 
if n_elements(range) eq 3 then begin 
s2=range(2) 
range=range(O: I) 
endif else begin 
rng=alogl O(s 1-sO) 
if mg It 0. then pt=fix(aloglO(sl-s0)-.5) else pt=fix(aloglO(s 1-s0)+.5) 
s2=10."pt 
tst=[.05 ,. 1,.2,.5, 1.,2.,5 ., I 0] 
ii=where((sl-s0)/(s2*tst) le 16) 
s2=s2*tst(ii(O)) 
endelse 
xs=px(l )+9* !d.x_ vsize/700. 
ys=py(O) 



ysize=py(l )-py(O) 
if scale eq 2 then step_ct,[s0,sl],s2 
endif 

aa=(max_color-1 )*((float(a)-range(O))/(range(l )-range(O)) > 0. < 1.) 

if (id.name eq 'X') or (id.name EQ 'WIN') then begin; 
tv,congrid(aa,xsize,ysize),px(O),py(O) 
pos=[px(O) ,py(O) ,px( 1) ,py( I)] 
endif else begin 
pos=[px(O) ,py(O),px( 1),py(1)] 
tv ,aa,px(O) ,py(O),xsize=xsize,ysize=ysize,/device 
endelse 

ADDED WIN AS A DEVICE FOR CONGRID 

if keyword_set(scale) then put_color_scale,xs,ys,range,s2,ysize=ysize 

if (keyword_set(xtitle) eq 0) then xtitle=" 
if (keyword_set(ytitle) eq 0) then ytitle=" 
if (keyword_set(xrange) eq 0) then $ 
xrng=[O,nxm] else xrng=[min(xrange), max(xrange)] 
if (keyword_set(yrange) eq 0) then $ 
yrng=[O,nym] else yrng=[min(yrange), max(yrange)] 
if keyword_set(noframe) then begin 
plot,[0,0] ,[O ,O] ,xstyle=S ,ystyle=S ,title=title,xtitle=xtitle,ytitle=ytitle, $ 
xrange=xrng,yrange=yrng,position=pos,/noerase,/device,/nodata 

endif else begin 
plot,[0,0] ,[0,0] ,xstyle= l ,ystyle= I ,ti tle=title,xtitle=xtitle,ytitle=ytitle, $ 
xrange=xrng,yrange=yrng,position=pos,/noerase,/device,/nodata 

endelse 

end 
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This program modified from the Earth Space Research Group, UC-Santa Barbara 
;+ 
; ROUTINE: 

TVS CLIM 

; USEAGE: 
tvsclim,a 

tvsclim,a,title=title,xtitle=xtitle,ytitle=ytitle,$ 
xrange=xrange,yrange=yrange,$ 
scale=scale,range=range,noframe=noframe,aspect 

; PURPOSE: 
Display an image with provisions for 

1. numbered color scale 
2. plot title 
3. annotated x and y axis 
4. simplified OPLOT capability 

; INPUT 
an image quantity 

; Optional keyword input: 

title plot title 

xtitlex axis title 

ytitley axis title 

xrangearray spanning entire x axis range. 
NOTE:TVSCLIM only uses min(XRANGE) and max(XRANGE). 

yrangearray spanning entire y axis range. 
NOTE:TVSCLIM only uses min(YRANGE) and max(YRANGE). 

scale if set draw color scale.SCALE=2 causes steped color scale 

range two or three element vector indicating physical range over which to map the color scale.The 
third element of RANGE, if specified, sets the step interval of the displayed color scale.It 
has no effect when SCALE is not set. E.g., RANGE=[O., 1., 0.1] will cause the entire color 
scale to be mapped between the physical values of zero and one; the step size of the displayed 
color scale will be set to 0.1. 

aspectthe x over y aspect ratio of the output image ;if not set aspect is set to (size_x/size_y) of the 
input image. 

noframe if set do not draw axis box around image 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 
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Setting SCALE=2 changes the color scale using the STEP _CT procedure.The color scale may be returned 
to its original state by the command, STEP _CT,/OFF 

; PROCEDURE 
TVSCLIM first determins the size of the plot data window with a dummy call to PLOT. 
When the output device is "X", CONGRID is used to scale the image to the size of 
the available data window.Otherwise, if the output device is Postscript, scaleable pixels are used in the 



call to TV.PUT_COLOR_SCALE draws the color scale and PLOT draws the x and y axis and titles. 

; DEPENDENCIES: 
PUT_COLOR_SCALE, STEP _CT 

; AUTHOR: 
Paul Ricchiazzioct92 
Earth Space Research Group, UCSB 

;MODIFIED: 
Keith Horton Put 'WIN' as a device option to work under IDL for Windows 

A simple name and procedure change to use TVSCL to display image rather than TV 

PRO TVSCLIM, A, SCALE=SCALE, RANGE=RANGE, XRANGE=XRANGE, YRANGE=YRANGE, $ 
ASPECT=ASPECT, TITLE=TITLE, XTITLE=XTITLE, YTITLE=YTITLE, NOFRAME=NOFRAME 

sz=size(a) 
nx=sz(l) 
ny=sz(2) 
nxm=nx-1 
nym=ny-1 

plot, (0, 1],[O,1] ,/nodata,xstyle=4,ystyle=4 

px= !x. window* !d.x_ vsize 
py=!y.window*!d.y_vsize 
xsize=px( 1 )-px(O) 
ysize=py( I )-py(O) 
if keyword_set(scale) then xsize=xsize-50*!d.x_ vsize/700. 
if keyword_set(aspect) eq 0 then aspect=float(nx)/ny 
if xsize gt ysize*aspect then xsize=ysize*aspect else ysize=xsize/aspect 
px(l )=px(O)+xsize 
py( 1 )=py(O)+ysize 

max_ color= !d.n_colors-1 

if keyword_set(title) eq 0 then title=" 
amax=float(max(a)) 
amin=float(min(a)) 
print, 'a min and max ' amin,amax 
if keyword_set(range) eq 0 then range=[amin,amax] 

draw color scale 

if keyword_set(scale) then begin 
sO=float(range(O)) 
s 1 =float(range(l )) 
if n_elements(range) eq 3 then begin 

s2=range(2) 
range=range(O: I) 

endif else begin 
rng=aloglO(sl-sO) 
if mg It 0. then pt=fix(alogl O(sl-s0)-.5) else pt=fix(aloglO(s 1-s0)+.5) 
S2=10.Apt 
tst=[.05,.1,.2,.5 , 1.,2.,5., 1 O] 
ii=where((s 1-s0)/(s2*tst) le 16) 
s2=s2*tst(ii(O)) 
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endelse 
xs=px(l )+9* !d.x_ vsize/700. 
ys=py(O) 
ysize=py( 1 )-py(O) 
if scale eq 2 then step_ct,[sO,s 1 ],s2 

endif 

aa=(max_color-l)*((float(a)-range(O))/(range(l)-range(O)) > 0. < 1.) 

if (!d.name eq 'X') or (!d.name EQ 'WIN') then begin ; 
tvscl,congrid(aa,xsize,ysize),px(O),py(O) 
pos=[px(O),py(O),px( 1),py(1)] 

endif else begin 
pos=[px(O),py(O),px( 1) ,py( 1)] 
tvscl,aa,px(O),py(O),xsize=xsize,ysize=ysize,/device 

endelse 

ADDED WIN AS A DEVICE FOR CONGRID 

if keyword_set(scale) then put_color_scale,xs,ys,range,s2,ysize=ysize,$ 
charsize= 1.2 

if (keyword_set(xtitle) eq 0) then xtitle=" 
if (keyword_set(ytitle) eq 0) then ytitle=" 
if (keyword_set(xrange) eq 0) then$ 

xrng=[O,nxm] else xrng=[min(xrange), max(xrange)] 
if (keyword_set(yrange) eq 0) then $ 

yrng=[O,nym] else yrng=[min(yrange), max(yrange)] 
if keyword_set(noframe) then begin 

plot,[0,0],[0,0],xstyle=5,ystyle=5,title=title,xtitle=xtitle,ytitle=ytitle, $ 
xrange=xrng,yrange=yrng,position=pos,/noerase,/device,/nodata 

endif else begin 
plot,[0,0], [0,0] ,xstyle= 1,ystyle= 1, title=title,xtitle=xtitle,ytitle=yti tie, $ 

xrange=xrng,yrange=yrng,position=pos,/noerase,/device,/nodata 
endelse 

end 
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This program comes from the COBE Project Library (KH) 
;+ 
;NAME 
; CLEANPLOT resets IDL system plotting variables to defaults. 

;DESCRIPTION: 
CLEANPLOT reinitializes NEARLY ALL IDL system plotting 
variables back to the default values that existed before 
the user mucked with them. See WARNINGS section for a 
list of system plotting variables which are not reset. 

;CALLING SEQUENCE: 
; CLEANPLOT 

;ARGUMENTS (I =input, 0 =output, [] =optional) : 
; There are NO arguments. 

;WARNINGS: 
1. This does NOT reset the plotting device. 
2. This does not change any system variables that don't control 

plotting. 
3. THE FOLLOWING PLOTTING SYSTEM VARIABLES ARE NOT RESET: 

!P BLOCK: !p.channel 
!p.clip 
!p.t, !p.t3d 

!X BLOCK: !x.crange 
!x.s 
!x.window 
!x.tickv, !x.tickname 

!Y BLOCK: (see !X block) 
!Z BLOCK: (see !X block) 

;EXAMPLE: 

;# 

To clear all existing plotting labels, axis minima and maxima 
limits, tick labelling, etc: 

CLEANPLOT 

;COMMON BLOCKS: 
None. 

;PROCEDURE (AND OTHER PROGRAMMING NOTES): 
Explicitly resets the !C, !P, !X, !Y and !Z 
system variables to default values. A small number of 
these were considered impractical to reset -- see 
WARNINGS section. 

;PERTINENT ALGORITHMS, LIBRARY CALLS,ETC.: 
None. 

;MODIFICATION HISTORY: 
Written by JP Weiland, General Sciences Corp. Dec 1991 

Idea from obsolete Version 1 code from Landsman. 

PRO CLEANPLOT, DUMMY 
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; !C BLOCK;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

!C=O ;cursor variable 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; !P BLOCK;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

!p.background = 0 ; background color 
!p.color = 255 
!p.font = 0 
!p.ticklen = 0 ; can be changed to get a grid 
!p.noclip = 0 
!p.linestyle = 0 
!p.title =" 
!p.NoErase = 0 
!p.nsum= 0 
!p.psym = 0 
!p.charsize = 0 
!p.charthick = 0 
!p.subtitle = " 
!p.thick = 0 
!p.position(0:3) = 0 
!p.multi(0:4) = 0 
!p.region(0:3) = 0 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; !X BLOCK ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

!x.range(O:l) = 0 
!X.ticks = 0 
!x.title =" 
!x.Type= 0 
!x.style = 0 
!x.thick = 0 
!x.charsize = 0 
!x.minor= 0 
!x.margin(O) = 10 
!x.margin(l) = 3 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; !Y BLOCK;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

!y.range(O:l) = 0 
!Y.ticks = 0 
!y.title =" 
!y.Type = 0 
!y.style = 0 
!y.thick = 0 
!y.charsize = 0 
!y.minor = 0 
!y.margin(O) = 4 
!y.margin(l) = 2 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; !Z BLOCK ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;; ;;;; 

!z.range(O:l) = 0 
!z.ticks = 0 
!z.title =" 
!z.Type = 0 
!z.style = 0 
!z.thick = 0 
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!z.charsize = 0 
!z.minor = 0 
!z.margin(O) = 0 
!z.margin(l) = 0 

Return 
End 
;DISCLAIMER: 

;Completed 

;This software was written at the Cosmology Data Analysis Center in 
;support of the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) Project under NASA 
;contract number NASS-30750. 

;This software may be used, copied, modified or redistributed so long 
;as it is not sold and this disclaimer is distributed along with the 
;software. If you modify the software please indicate your 
;modifications in a prominent place in the source code. 

;All routines are provided "as is" without any express or implied 
;warranties whatsoever. All routines are distributed without guarantee 
;of support. If errors are found in this code it is requested that you 
;contact us by sending email to the address below to report the errors 
;but we make no claims regarding timely fixes. This software has been 
;used for analysis of COBE data but has not been validated and has not 
;been used to create validated data sets of any type. 

;Please send bug reports to CGIS@COBECL.DNET.NASA.GOV. 
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;+ 
; NAME: 

LIND ARK GEN 

; PURPOSE: 
This program takes a cube of smifts average measured dark frames (memory) and interpolates 
pixel by pixel values for an array of times which correspond to other data takes. 
Outputs an interpolated dark cube. 
The interpolated values are interpolated between adjacent input (time) values. 

;CATEGORY: 
curve fitting 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
LINDARKGEN, Darkcube, Darktime, Newtime [, Newdarkcube] 

; INPUTS : 
Darkcube: 
Darktime : 
Newtime : 
Outname : 

; OUTPUTS: 
None required 

; OPTIONAL OUTPUTS: 
Newdarkcube : 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
None 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 

3-D array of ave. darks (already in memory) 
vector of dark times (already in memory) 
vector of times for which darks will be generated (in memory) 
Output filename (querried in program) for interpolated dark frames 

3-D output array of time generated darks 

A file is created and written 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
All input arrays must already have been read into IDL for input to the program. 

; PROCEDURE: 
Uses IDL function INTERPOL to perform a linear point-to point interpolation on a pixel-by-pixel basis. 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 
Written by: Keith Horton January 14, 1994 

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 
keith@guinness.pgd.hawaii.edu 

PRO LINDARKGEN, DARKCUBE, DARKTIME, NEWTIME, NEWDARKCUBE 

outname =" 
read,'What file name do you want for the output dark cube ? ',outname 
howbig = size(newtime) 
newdarkcube = fltarr(256,256,howbig(l)) 

print,'' 
print,'LINEAR FITTING TO EACH PIXEL IN EACH DARK' 
print,' This will take l 0-15 minutes' ; It's a guess 

for i = 0,255 do begin 
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for j = 0,255 do begin 
temp= reform(darkcube(i,j,*)) 
newdarkcube(i,j, *)=interpol( temp,darktime,newtime) 

endfor 
; if (i EQ 128) then spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/halfway.au' 
endfor 

print,'' 
print,' WRITING OUTPUT INTERPOLATED DARK CUBE' 
print,'' 
openw,l,outname 
writeu, 1,newdarkcube 
close,l 

; spawn, 'play /baby/keith/au/red_ wattle_bird.au' 

end 

AUDIO ALERT 

AUDIO ALERT 
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;+ 
;NAME: 

LIND ARK GEN ALL 

; PURPOSE: 
This program talces a cube of smifts average measured dark frames (memory) and interpolates 
pixel by pixel values for an array of times which correspond to other data talces. 
Outputs an interpolated dark cube. 
The interpolated values are a linear fit of all input (time) values. 

;CATEGORY: 
curve fitting 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
LINDARKGENALL, Darkcube, Darktime, Newtime [, Newdarkcube] 

; INPUTS: 
Darkcube : 
Darktime: 
Newtime : 
Outname: 

; OUTPUTS: 
None required 

; OPTIONAL OUTPUTS: 
Newdarkcube : 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
None 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 

3-D array of ave. darks (already in memory) 
vector of dark times (already in memory) 
vector oftimes for which darks will be generated (in memory) 
Output filename (querried in program) for interpolated dark frames 

3-D output array of time generated darks 

A file is created and written 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
All input arrays must already have been read into IDL for input to the program. 

; PROCEDURE: 
Uses IDL function POLY _FIT to perform a (I degree) linear fit on a pixel-by-pixel basis. 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 
Written by: Keith Horton April 21, 1994 

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 
keith@guinness.pgd.hawaii.edu 

PRO LINDARKGENALL, DARKCUBE, DARKTIME, NEWTIME, NEWDARKCUBE 

outname=" 
read, 'What file name do you want for the output dark cube ? ', outname 
howbig = size(newtime) 
newdarkcube = fltarr(256,256 ,howbig(l)) 

print,'' 
print, 'LINEAR FITTING TO EACH PIXEL IN EACH DARK' 
print, ' This will talce 10-15 minutes' another guess 

for i = 0,255 do begin 
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for j = 0,255 do begin 
temp= reform(darkcube(i,j,*)) 
coef = poly_fit(darktime,temp, 1) 
newdarkcube(i ,j, *) = newtime*coef(O, 1) + coef(0,0) 

endfor 
; if (i EQ 128) then spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/halfway.au' 
end for 

print, '' 
print, ' WRITING OUTPUT INTERPOLATED DARK CUBE' 
print,'' 
openw, I, outname 
writeu, l , newdarkcube 
close, I 

; spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/red_ wattle_bird.au' 

end 

AUDIO ALERT 

AUDIO ALERT 
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;+ 
;NAME: 

SPLINED ARK GEN 

; PURPOSE: 
This program takes a cube of smifts average measured dark frames (memory) and interpolates 
pixel by pixel values for an array of times which correspond to other data takes. 
Outputs an interpolated dark cube. 

; CATEGORY: 
curve fitting 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
LINDARKGENALL, Darkcube, Darktime, Newtime [, Newdarkcube] 

; INPUTS: 
Darkcube: 
Darktime: 
Newtime: 
Outname: 

;OUTPUTS: 
None required 

; OPTIONAL OUTPUTS: 
Newdarkcube : 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
None 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 

3-D array of ave. darks (already in memory) 
vector of dark times (already in memory) 
vector of times for which darks will be generated (in memory) 
Output filename (querried in program) for interpolated dark frames 

3-D output array of time generated darks 

A file is created and written 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
All input arrays must already have been read into IDL for input to the program. 

; PROCEDURE: 
Uses IDL function SPLINE to perform a cubic spline fit on a pixel-by-pixel basis. 
Tension is fixed at 1.0 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 
Written by: Keith Horton January 14, 1994 

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 
keith@guinness.pgd.hawaii.edu 

PRO SPLINEDARKGEN, DARKCUBE, DARKTIME, NEWTIME, NEWDARKCUBE 

outname=" 
read,'What file name do you want for the output dark cube ? ',outname 
howbig = size(newtime) 
newdarkcube = fltarr(256,256,howbig( 1 )) 

print,'' 
print,'FITTING SPLINE TO EACH PIXEL IN EACH DARK' 
print,' This will take 10-15 minutes' 

for i = 0,255 do begin 
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for j = 0,255 do begin 
temp= reform(darkcube(i ,j ,*)) 
newdarkcube(i,j, *)=spline(darktime,temp,newtime, 1.0) 

endfor 
; if (i EQ 128) then spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/halfway.au' 
endfor 

print,'' 
print,' WRITING OUTPUT INTERPOLATED DARK CUBE' 
print,'' 
openw,1,outname 
writeu, 1,newdarkcube 
lose,! 

; spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/red_ wattle_bird.au' 

end 

AUDIO ALERT 

AUDIO ALERT 
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;+ 
;NAME: 

FIND BAD 

; PURPOSE: 
Interactively determine the bad pixel map for a SMIFfS experimental data set through visual inspection. 

; CATEGORY: 
weird 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
FINDBAD, Bad 

; INPUTS: 

292 

All inputs are hardwired into the procedure. To work on different data sets, the procedure must be edited. 
Flatlow Ave low flux flat frame 
Flathi Ave high flux flat frame 
Darklo Interpolated dark frame corresponding to Flatlow 
Darkhi Interpolated dark frame correspondinf to Flathi 

; OPTIONAL INPUTS: 
None 

;OUTPUTS: 
Bad floating array of bad pixels (256 x 256) 

Values: I =good 
O=bad 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
None 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 
system variable !p.multi should be reset 
Makes you crazy 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
Although written as a valid procedure, this is not currently a flexible program. It was written 
to aid in the determination and selection of bad pixels for a specific data set, in this case, the 
Engineering Test Flights #2. The "fudge factors" are dependent on the quality of a particular 
data set. 
A large window should be opened before beginning and !p.multi = [0,3,2,0,0] 
A widget based program written by Harold Garbiel (HIGP) provides a flexible interface to 
the methods developed here for bad pixel identification. 

; PROCEDURE: 
- All temporary bad arrays are initialized to 1.0 
- Ratio dark subtracted high flux to low flux flats. Calculate standard deviation of ratio. 

Median filter (5x5) ratio. Set pixel as bad if it is different by some factor of the local median. 
This step tends to pick up dead or saturated pixels. 

- Set pixel as bad if dark pixel is different by some factor of the standard deviation of the average dark. 
Detects pixels which are "out of bounds" (significantly different, 2x stdev) from the average 
for no flux. 

- Find low sensitivity pixels (but not dead) where the high flux flat is within a range of the 
corresponding dark pixel. 

- Calculate average value from the dark frame. Pixel is considered too noisy if its dark value is 
some factor (5x) the average of the dark frame. 

- Pixels which meet any of the above criteria are set as bad. 
- Iterate until you are happy 



;EXAMPLE: 
See below 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 
Written by: Keith Horton January 15, 1994 

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 
keith@guinness.pgd.hawaii.edu 

March 30, 1994 Codified, KH 

PRO FINDBAD, BAD 

; READ DATA FILES IN 
openr, 1,'/gui.s/day2/stat/k2a07604.stat' 
flatlow = fltarr(256,256,2) 
readu, l ,flatlow 
close, I 
openr, 1, '/gui.s/day2/stat/flathigh.stat' 
flathi = fltarr(256,256,2) 
readu, 1,flathi 
close, I 
openr, 1, '/gui.s/day2/dark/post_ l 26.dark' 
darklo = fltarr(256,256) 
readu, 1,darklo 
close,l 
openr, 1,'/gui.s/day2/dark/post_l 26.dark' 
darkhi = fltarr(256,256) 
readu, 1,darkhi 
close,! 

; INITIALIZE BAD PIXEL ARRAYS TO I. 
all ones = fltarr(256,256)+ 1. 
baddiff = allones 
badob = allones 
badnoise = allones 
badlow = allones 
bad = allones 

; Low Flux Ave Flat 

; High Flux Ave Flat 

; Ave Dark Frame 

; Ave Dark Frame 

; RATIO DIFFERENT ILLUMINATION FLATS 
; MEDIAN FILTER & SET BAD IF DIFFERENT BY 
; SOME FACTOR OF THE STD EV OF THE RA TIO 
baddiff = allones 
rfactor = .2 
ratill = (flathi(*, * ,0)-darkhi(*, *))/(flatlow(*, * ,0)-darklo(*, *)) 
stdratill = stdev(ratill) 
mratill = median(ratill ,5) 
diffill = where((ratill GT mratill+mratill*stdratill*rfactor) or (ratill LT mratill-mratill*stdratill*rfactor)) 
baddiff(diffill) = 0 
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; MARK AS BAD IF DARK PIXEL IS DIFFERENT BY SOME NUMBER OF STDEV FROM AVERAGE DARK 
badob = allones 
dfactor = 2.0 
stddark = stdev(darkhi(*,*)) 
avedark = avg(darkhi(*,*)) 
outofbounds = where(darkhi(*,*) GT (avedark+stddark*dfactor) or darkhi(*,*) LT (avedark-stddark*dfactor)) 
badob(outofbounds) = 0 



; DETERMINE LOW SENSITIVITY PIXELS 
badlow = allones 
cfactor = (-.5) 
low= where((flathi(*, *,0)-darkhi(*, *))LT (darkhi(*, *)+darkhi(*, *)*cfactor)) 
badlow(low) = 0 

bad = allones 
bad(diffill) = 0 
bad(outofbounds) = 0 
bad(low) = 0 

·*********************************************************************** 
CALCULATE A VERA GE "NOISE" FROM A VG DARK IMAGE. 
SET AS BAD IF A VG (STDEV?) PIXEL IS DIFFERENT FROM AVERAGE NOISE BY 
SOME FACTOR OF THE AVERAGE NOISE 

badnoise = allones 
nfactor = 5.0 
avenoise = avg(darkhi(*, *)) 
noisy= where(darkhi(*,*) GT (avenoise+avenoise*nfactor)) 
badnoise(noisy) = 0 
bad(noisy) = 0 

tvscl,baddiff 
tvscl,badob,300,0 
tvscl,badlow ,0,300 
tvscl,badnoise,300,300 
tvscl,bad,600, 100 

xyouts,70,260,/device,'Diff from local median' 
xyouts,350,260,/device,'Out of Bounds (2x) stdev from ave' 
xyouts,70,560,/device,'Low Sensitivity' 
xyouts,350,560,/device,'Noise is more than 5x ave noise' 
xyouts,680,360,/device,'THIS IS BAD' 

end 
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;+ 
; NAME: 

DC_PIC4 

; PURPOSE: 
Generate a de-image of the data scene acquired. Optionally, a hardcopy print can be generated. 

; CATEGORY: 
Data validation 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
DC_PIC4 [, Outarr] 

; INPUTS: 
Querried in program 

; OPTIONAL OUTPUTS: 
Outarr 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
smifbad.inc 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 
Calls the following routine: 

badgen.pro 

de-image 

These two routines are optional for generating Postscript hardcopy 
pdump.pro 
psimage.pro 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
All input and decisions are interactive while running program 

; PROCEDURE: 
Generates bad pixel vectors from bad pixel map 
Corrects bad pixels in dark frame 
Loop: Corrects bad pixels in data frame 

Subtract dark 
Calculates mean of interferogram for each pixel along slit axis 
Stuffs into array, building image 

Destripe: If destriping, normalizes each row (frame axis) by dividing by ave of row 
Return array and write out file: filename.pie (not destriped) 

filename.de.pie (destriped) 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 
Written by: Keith Horton July 7, 1993 

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 
keith@guinness.pgd.hawaii.edu 

July 26, 1993 To get the picture array out into memory, give a variable name 
when calling the program 

Nov. 5, I 993 This version reads in a 2-d bad pixel map and generates the bad 
pixel vectors. Also, has option to de-stripe the de image 

January 5, 1995 Reads from a path name and writes output to default directory. 
This version now uses global variables & processing modules (ie, badgen.pro). 

April 20, 1994 Now using the avearge of lines 50-199 as the substitute value for 
allbadpixels that get through the fix. 

PRO oc_PIC4,0UT ARR 
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; READ IN GLOBAL VARIABLES 

@smifbad.inc 

print,'' 
pathname=" 
filename=" 
darkname =" 
badname=" 
dest =" 
read,'What is the path to the raw file source ? ',pathname 
print,'' 
read,'What file to read in ? ',filename 
print,'' 
read,'How many frames to read ? ',numframes 
print,'' 
read,'What average dark file to read ? ',darkname 
print,'' 
read,'What is the bad pixel file name ? ',badname 
print,'' 
read,'Do you want the output file destriped? (y,n) ',dest 

space= 256. *255 
header= string(replicate(32B,space)) 

openr, l ,pathname+'/'+filename 
readu, I ,header 
point_lun, 1,0 

close,! 
print,'' 
print,header 

openr, l ,darkname 
dark = fltarr(256,256) 
readu, I ,dark 
close,! 
openr, l ,badname 
bad = fltarr(256,256) 
readu, I ,bad 
close,! 

badgen 

temp= dark 

GENERATE BAD PIXEL VECTORS 

if (howmanybad EQ 0) then goto, DONE I 
temp(bl) = temp(bl-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 1) then goto, DONE I 
temp(b2) = temp(b2+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 2) then goto, DONE! 
temp(b3) = temp(b3-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 3) then goto, DONE I 
temp(b4) = temp(b4+ I) 
if (howmanybad EQ 4) then goto, DONE I 
temp(b5) = temp(b5-1) 
if (howmanybad EQ 5) then goto, DONE I 
temp(b6) = temp(b6-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 6) then goto, DONE I 
temp(b7) = temp(b7+256) 
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DONE!: 

if (howmanybad EQ 7) then goto, DONE! 
temp(b8) =avg( temp(* ,50: 199)) 

dark= temp 
print,'PROCESSING DARK SUBTRACTED IMAGE CUBE' 

openr, l ,pathname+'/'+filename 
in= assoe(l,intarr(256,256)) 
pie= fltarr(numframes,256,/nozero) 
aveframe = fltarr(256,256) 

for i = l ,numframes-1 do begin 
print,'Proeessing Frame ',i 
temp= in(i) 
byteorder,temp 

DONE2: 

end for 

temp = temp >0 <4095 

if (howmanybad EQ 0) then goto, DONE2 
temp(bl) = temp(bl -256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 1) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b2) = temp(b2+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 2) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b3) = temp(b3 -256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 3) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b4) = temp(b4+ 1) 
if (howmanybad EQ 4) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b5) = temp(b5-l) 
if (howmanybad EQ 5) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b6) = temp(b6-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 6) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b7) = temp(b7+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 7) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b8) = avg(temp(*,50:199)) 

diff = temp-dark 
aveline = fltarr(256) 
for j = 0,255 do begin 

aveline(j) = avg(diff(*,j)) 
endfor 
pie(i ,*) = aveline 

close,! 
if (dest EQ 'y') OR (dest EQ 'Y') then goto, DESTRIPE else goto, NODEST 

DESTRIPE: 
print,'DE-STRIPING & WRITING PICTURE' 
destriped_pie = pie 
for i = 0,255 do begin 

destriped_pic(* ,i) =pie(* ,i)/avg(pic(*,i)) 
end for 
openw, l ,filename+'.de. pie' 
writeu, l ,destriped_pic 
close,! 
outarr = destriped_pic 
print,avg(destriped_pie) 
goto, OUT 
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NO DEST: 

OUT: 

end 

openw, 1,filename+'.pic' 
writeu, I ,pie 
close, I 
outarr =pie 
print,avg(pic) 
goto, OUT 

spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/kookaburra.au' 
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;+ 
; NAME: 

SMIFMAIN 

; PURPOSE: 
This is the main calling program for the various SMIFfS Processing Modules. 
The proceedure acts a wrapper to the other code. 

; CATEGORY: 
SMIFfS main processing routines 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
SMIFfMAIN 

; INPUTS: 
None specific to this routine 

;OUTPUTS: 
None specific to this routine 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
The following 2 blocks, as separate files : 

smifcom.inc 
smifbad.inc 

; SIDE EFFECTS : 
Possible time on your hands 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
You Need access in IDL to the following program or common block files: 

; PROCEDURE: 

INSTRUCT.PRO 
INPUT.PRO 
BADGEN.PRO 
SMIF _SRI.PRO 
SMIF _SRM.PRO 
SMIF _SFl .PRO 
SMIFCOM.INC 
SMIFBAD.INC 

Standard IDL calls 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 
Written by: 

PRO SMIFMAIN 

Keith Horton November 30, 1993 
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 
keith@guinness.pgd.hawaii .edu 

; READ IN THE GLOBAL VARIABLES 

@smifcom.inc 
@smifbad.inc 

PRINT OUT GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

instruct 
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wait,2.0 

START THE FILE INPUT ROUTINE 

input 

One frame from a raw scan (intarr) - (a)' 
Multiple frames from a raw scan (intarr) - (b)' 
One frame (floating point) - (c)' 

IF BAILING OUT, THEN REALLY BAIL OUT. 

if (inchoose EQ 'd') or (inchoose EQ 'D') then goto, OUT 

GENERA TE THE BAD PIXEL VECTORS FROM THE BAD PIXEL MAP 

bad gen 

CALL PROCESSING SUBROUTINE 

OUT: 

;stop 
end 

call_procedure,processub 
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PRO INSTRUCT 
;+ 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SMIFTS PROCESSING PROGRAM 

·****************************************************************** ' 
·** 
' 
·** 
' 
·** 
' ·** 
·** 
·** 
' ·** 
' 
·** 
' 
·** 
' ·** 
' ·** 
' 

You must have available at run time, the following files: 

Apodization File 
2-D Bad Pixel Map 
Flat Field 
Average Dark for the Scan 
Scan File 

All files, except the scan file, MUST be floating point 
arrays (256x256) 

;** You will be given several options at the beginning as to 
;** the data processing methodology you wish to use. Once 
;** committed, there is no turning back. 
·****************************************************************** 
' 

Written by: 

January 5, 1994 

print,'' 

Keith Horton November 27, 1993 
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 
keith@guinness.pgd.hawaii.edu 

Modified to "hit any key" 

**' 
**' 
**' 
**' 
**' 
**' 
**' 
**' 
**' 
**' 
**' 
**' 
**' 
**' 

print,'****************************************************************** 
print,'** You must have available at run time, the following files : **' 
print,'** **' 
print,'** Apodization File **' 
print,'** 2-D Bad Pixel Map **' 
print,'** Flat Field **' 
print,'** Average Dark for the Scan **' 
print,'** Scan File **' 
print,'** **' 
print,'** All files, except the scan file, MUST be floating point **' 
print,'** arrays (256x256) **' 
print,'** **' 
print,'** You will be given several options at the beginning as to **' 
print,'** the data processing methodology you wish to use. Once **' 
print,'** committed, there is no turning back. **' 
print,'****************************************************************** 
print,'' 
print,' PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE THE PROGRAM' 
PRINT,'' 
hak 

end 

SMIFCOM.INC (a common block variable declaration file) 

COMMON SMIFTSBLOCK, APOD, FLAT, DARK, PATHNAME, DATANAME, INCHOOSE,$ 
PROCESSUB, NUMFRAMES, Bv 

SMIFBAD.INC (a common block variable declaration file) 

COMMON SMIFBAD, BAD, Bl, B2, B3, B4, BS, B6, B7, BS, HOWMANYBAD 
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;+ 
;NAME: 

This is an old PV -Wave user library routine to pause a program until a key is typed. 

HAK 
; PURPOSE: 

HAK is a procedure that performs "Hit any key to continue". It waits 
for keyboard input, clears the type-ahead buffer and allows the 
application to continue. 

PRO HAK, DUMMY, MESG=MESG 

if keyword_set(mesg) then begin 
sm = size(mesg) 
if sm( 1) ne 7 then begin ; Print default string 

print, 'Hit any key to continue .. .' 
endif else begin ; Print user-defined string 

print, mesg 
endelse 

endif 

; Wait for keyboard input before continuing (returning). 
dumb = get_kbrd (1) 

return 
end 

empty 
repeat dumb = get_kbrd (0) until dumb eq " 
empty 
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;+ 
;NAME: 

INPUT 

; PURPOSE: 
This is the input section for the srnifts processing program 
This module is designed to read in the appropriate variables from file names which 
are interactively given 

;CATEGORY: 
Main SMIFfS data processing subroutine 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
Called by SMIFMAIN 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
The following 2 blocks, as separate files: 

srnifcom.inc 
srnifbad.inc 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 
None 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
None 

; PROCEDURE: 
This module is designed to read in the appropriate variables from file names which 
are interactively given. After being read, the variables are passed back to the main 
program through the COMMON block global variables declared in SMIFCOM.INC 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 
Written by: Keith Horton November 27, 1993 

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 

January 12, 1994 
March 10, 1995 

PRO INPUT 

keith@guinness.pgd.hawaii.edu 
Modified to include an input path name 
Audio alerts have been disabled 

; READ IN THE GLOBAL VARIABLES 
@srnifcom.inc 
@srnifbad.inc 

INITIALIZE ARRAYS 
apodname =" 
badname =" 
flatname =" 
darkname =" 
dataname =" 
pathname= " 
inchoose =" 
processub = " 
ans=" 

space = 256. *255 
header= string(replicate(32B,space)) 
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initzero =fltarr(256,256) 
apod = initzero 
bad = initzero 
flat = initzero 
dark = initzero 

CHOOSE FILE TYPE FOR PROCESSING 
print,' ' 
print,' Now you get to choose how you want to reduce the data.' 
print,' You also get to tell us what kind of data to work on.' 
print,'' 
print,' 
print,' 
print,' 
print,'' 

Please make one choice from the following.' 
Indicate your choice by typing the appropriate' 
letter and pressing RETURN' 

print,' One frame from a raw scan (intarr) 
print,' Multiple frames from a raw scan (intarr) 
print,' One frame (floating point) 
print,' Bail out of program 

- (a)' 
- (b)' 
- (c)' 
- (d)' 

print,'' 
read,' 
print,'' 

Make your choice now-----------> ',inchoose 

if (inchoose EQ 'd') or (inchoose EQ 'D') then goto, BAIL 
if (inchoose EQ 'a') or (inchoose EQ 'A') then print,$ 

YOU CHOSE TO PROCESS ONE RAW FRAME' 
print,'' 

if (inchoose EQ 'b') or (inchoose EQ 'B') then print,$ 
' YOU CHOSE TO PROCESS A RAW SCAN OF MULTIPLE FRAMES' 
print,'' 

if (inchoose EQ 'c') or (inchoose EQ 'C') then print,$ 
' YOU CHOSE TO PROCESS ONE PREPROCESSED FLOATING POINT FRAME' 
print,'' 

CONTINUING TO PROCESS, GIVE INPUT FILE NAMES. RE-ASKS IF FILENAME ERROR 
print,'' 
NAMEI: 
read,' Apodization File ? > ',apodname 
fileexists = findfile(apodname) 
if fileexists (0) NE apodname then spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/noway3.au' 
if fileexists (0) NE apodname then goto, NAME! 
NAME2: 
read,' Bad Pixel Map? > ',badname 
fileexists = findfile(badname) 
if fileexists (0) NE badname then spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/noway3 .au' 
if fileexists (0) NE badname then goto, NAME2 
NAME3 : 
read,' Flat File? > ',flatname 
fileexists = findfile(flatname) 
if fileexists (0) NE flatname then spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/noway3.au' 
if fileexists (0) NE flatname then goto, NAME3 
NAME4: 
read,' Dark File? > ',darkname 
fileexists = findfile(darkname) 
if fileexists (0) NE darkname then spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/noway3.au' 
if fileexists (0) NE darkname then goto, NAME4 
NAMES: 
read,' Path to Data File? >',pathname 
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read,' Data File to Process ? > ',dataname 
fileexists = findfile(pathname+'/'+dataname) 
if fileexists (0) NE pathname+'/'+dataname then spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/noway3.au' 
if fileexists (0) NE pathname+'/'+dataname then goto, NAME5 
print,'' 

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE CURRENT PROCESSING SUBROUTINES AVAILABLE 

if (inchoose EQ 'a') or (inchoose EQ 'A') then goto, ONEINT 
if (inchoose EQ 'b') or (inchoose EQ 'B') then goto, ALOT 
if (inchoose EQ 'c') or (inchoose EQ 'C') then goto, ONEFLT 

; PROCESS ONE RAW SCAN FRAME 
ONEINT: 

numframes = 1 
print,'' 
read,' Do you wish to use the program: smif_srl.pro? (y,n) >',ans 
if (ans EQ 'y') or (ans EQ 'Y') then goto, ONEINTA else goto, ONEINTB 
ONEINTA: 
processub = 'smif_srl' 
goto, READFILES 
ONEINTB: 
print,'' 
print,'What is the name of the processing subroutine you want to use ?' 
read,' > ',processub 
goto, READFILES 

PROCESS MULTIPLE RAW SCAN FRAMES 
ALOT: 

read,' How many frames to read? 
print,'' 

> ',nurnframes 

read,' Do you wish to use the program: smif_srm.pro ? (y,n) >',ans 
if (ans EQ 'y') or (ans EQ 'Y') then goto, ALOTA else goto, ALOTB 
ALOTA: 
processub = 'smif_srm' 
goto, READFILES 
ALOTB: 
print,'' 
print,'What is the name of the processing subroutine you want to use ?' 
read,' > ',processub 
goto, READFILES 

PROCESS ONE PREPROCESSED FLOATING POINT FRAME 
ONEFLT: 

nurnframes = 1 
print,'' 
read,' Do you wish to use the program: smif_sfl.pro? (y,n) >',ans 
if (ans EQ 'y') or (ans EQ 'Y') then goto, ONEFLTA else goto, ONEFLTB 
ONEFLTA: 
processub = 'smif_sfl ' 
goto, READFILES 
ONEFLTB: 
print,' ' 
print,'What is the name of the processing subroutine you want to use ?' 
read,' > ',processub 
goto, READFILES 
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READ FILES: 
print,'' 

BAIL: 

OUT: 
end 

print,' Reading files' 
openr, l ,apodname 

readu,l,apod 
close, I 
openr, l ,badname 

readu, I ,bad 
close,! 
openr, l ,flatname 

readu, I ,flat 
close, I 
openr, l ,darkname 

readu, I ,dark 
close,! 
goto, OUT 

print,'' 
print,' 
print,'' 

CHICKENED OUT, HUH ? 
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;+ 
; NAME: 

BADGEN 

; PURPOSE: 
This is the bad pixel determination section for the smifts processing program 
This program creates the bad pixel vectors (array locations) which are used in the bad pixel replacement 
process for each frame of data. 

; CATEGORY: 
Main SMIFfS processing program subroutine 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
Called by SMIFMAIN 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
The following 2 blocks, as separate files : 

smifcom.inc 
smifbad.inc 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 
None 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
None 

;EXAMPLE: 
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This program creates the bad pixel vectors (array locations) which are used in the bad pixel replacement 
process for each frame of data. The badpixel map must have already been generated. The vectors are used 
to identify the array locations of bad pixels. Each succeeding vector contains only those bad pixel locations 
which were not corrected in the previous passes. The order of correction, if needed because of clusters of 
bad pixels, is: 

1 - replace with the pixel below 
2 - replace with the pixel above 
3 - replace with the pixel below 
4 - replace with the pixel to the right 
5 - replace with the pixel to the left 
6 - replace with the pixel below 
7 - replace with the pixel above 
8 - replace with the mean of all pixels between rows 50-199 (for vignetted regions) 

Preference is given to above/below pixels rather than left/right because of the orientation of the interferogram 
on the array. The first 6-7 passes will take care of all normally encountered bad pixels. The 8th pass takes 
care of vignetted zones which have been encountered with various optical setups. 
The bad pixel vectors are passed back to the other routines through the global COMMON block 
variables declared in SMIFBAD.INC 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 
Written by: 

PROBADGEN 

; Read in the global variables 
@smifcom.inc 
@smifbad.inc 

Keith Horton November 27,1993 
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 
keith@guinness.pgd.hawaii.edu 



temp= bad 

print,' DETERMINING THE BAD PIXEL VECTORS' 
; DETERMINE THE BAD PIXEL VECTORS 

howmanybad = 0 

print,'' 

bl= where(temp EQ O,count) 
if (count EQ 0) then goto, GOTVEC 
temp(bl ) = temp(bl-256) 
howmanybad = howmanybad + I 

b2 = where(temp EQ O,count) 
if (count EQ 0) then goto, GOTVEC 
temp(b2) = temp(b2+256) 
howmanybad = howmanybad + 1 

b3 = where(temp EQ O,count) 
if (count EQ 0) then goto, GOTVEC 
temp(b3) = temp(b3-256) 
howmanybad = howmanybad + 1 

b4 = where(temp EQ O,count) 
if (count EQ 0) then goto, GOTVEC 
temp(b4) = temp(b4+ 1) 
howmanybad = howmanybad + I 

b5 = where(temp EQ O,count) 
if (count EQ 0) then goto, GOTVEC 
temp(b5) = temp(b5- l) 
howmanybad = howmanybad + I 

b6 = where(temp EQ O,count) 
if (count EQ 0) then goto, GOTVEC 
temp(b6) = temp(b6-256) 
howmanybad = howmanybad + I 

b7 = where(temp EQ O,count) 
if (count EQ 0) then goto, GOTVEC 
temp(b7) = temp(b7 +256) 
howmanybad = howmanybad + 1 

b8 = where(temp EQ O,count) 
if (count EQ 0) then goto, GOTVEC 
temp(b8) = avg(temp(*,50:199)) 
howmanybad = howmanybad + I 

print,'THERE ARE SOME REALLY BAD PIXELS HERE!!!' 
print,'' 

GOTVEC: 

end 
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;+ 
;NAME: 

SMIF_SRl 

; PURPOSE: 
This is a subroutine of SMIFMAIN to process 1 raw SMIFfS data frame to the spectral domain in 
instrumental units ("arbs"). Naming convention: 

one raw frame: srl (spec. raw one) 
many raw frames: srm (spec. raw many) 
one float frame: sfl (spec. float one) 

;CATEGORY: 
SMIFfS main processing routines 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
called by SMIFMAIN 

; INPUTS: 
frame number to process (asked) 

; OUTPUTS: 
B(v) true spectrum in arbs 
Stops at end so that all arrays can be examined. 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
The following 2 blocks, as separate files: 

smifcom.inc 
smifbad.inc 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 
A file is created and written 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
type ".con" to continue program to exit nicely 

; PROCEDURE: 
Documented in body of program 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 
Written by: Keith Horton November 30, 1993 

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 

January 12, 1994 
June 14, 1994 
June 14, 1994 

PRO SMIF _SRl 

suffix= '.srl' 

keith@guinness.pgd.hawaii.edu 
Modified to include input path name KH 
Modified to ask which frame KH 
Added 2nd badpix correction to AC image 

READ IN THE GLOBAL VARIABLES 
@smifcom.inc 
@smifbad.inc 

read,'Which frame number do you want to process ? > ',frameno 

; OPEN THE OUTPUT FILE 
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openw,3,dataname+suffix 
space= 256.*255 
header= string(replicate(32B,space)) 

; READ DATA FRAME 
openr, 1, pathname+'/'+dataname 
readu, 1,header 
point_lun, 1,0 
image= assoc(l,intarr(256,256)) 
print,'' 
print,header 
print,'' 

fd =flat >I 
temp= fd 

so the flat doesn't blow up for dead pixels 

FIX BAD PIXELS IN THE FLAT 

DONE! : 

if (howmanybad EQ 0) then goto, DONEi 
temp(bl) = temp(bl-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 1) then goto, DONEi 
temp(b2) = temp(b2+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 2) then goto, DONEi 
temp(b3) = temp(b3-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 3) then goto, DONEi 
temp(b4) = temp(b4+1) 
if (howmanybad EQ 4) then goto, DONEi 
temp(b5) = temp(b5-1) 
if (howmanybad EQ 5) then goto, DONEi 
temp(b6) = temp(b6-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 6) then goto, DONEi 
temp(b7) = temp(b7+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 7) then goto, DONEi 
temp(b8) = avg(temp(*,50:199)) 

fd =temp 

; INITIALIZE THE ARRAYS 
axis = findgen(256) 
out = fltarr(256,256) 
interf_poly_pod = fltarr(256,256) 
Bv = fltarr(1024,256) ; total spectrum frame (zero filled) 

; READ DATA FRAME- BYTESWAP- CONVERT TO FLOAT- SUBTRACT DARK 
data= image(frameno) 
byteorder ,data 
data = float( data) 
datd = data - dark >I 
temp = datd >0 <4095 

FIX THE BAD PIXELS IN THE DARK SUBTRACTED FRAME 
if (howmanybad EQ 0) then goto, DONE2 
temp(bl) = temp(bl-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 1) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b2) = temp(b2+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 2) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b3) = temp(b3-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 3) then goto, DONE2 
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DONE2: 

temp(b4) = temp(b4+ 1) 
if (howmanybad EQ 4) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b5) = temp(b5-1) 
if (howmanybad EQ 5) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b6) = temp(b6-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 6) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b7) = temp(b7+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 7) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b8) = avg(temp(*,50:199)) 

datdf = temp/fd FLAT FIELD DATA 

; POLYNOMIAL FIT 
for x = 0,255 do begin 

end for 

junk= poly_fit(axis(*),datdf(*,x),3,yft) 
out(* ,x) = yft 

interf_poly = datdf-out ZERO-MEAN 
; 2nd FIX OF BAD PIXELS IN THE AC IMAGE 

temp= interf_poly 

DONE3: 

if (howmanybad EQ 0) then goto, DONE3 
temp(bl) = temp(bl-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 1) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b2) = temp(b2+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 2) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b3) = temp(b3-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 3) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b4) = temp(b4+ 1) 
if (howmanybad EQ 4) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b5) = temp(b5-l) 
if (howmanybad EQ 5) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b6) = temp(b6-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 6) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b7) = temp(b7+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 7) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b8) = avg(temp(*,50:199)) 

interf_poly =temp 

interf_poly_pod = interf_poly * apod 
mertz_poly_pod = -interf_poly_pod 

; MERTZ METHOD (Modified) 
for x = 0,255 do begin 

forward_fft = fft(mertz_poly_pod(*,x),-1) 
zpl = complexarr(l024) 
zp 1(0:127) = forward_fft(O: 127) 
zp 1(896:1023) = forward_fft(l 28:255) 
inverse_fft = fft(zp I , 1) 
junk = where(inverse_fft EQ max(inverse_fft)) 
unfold= shift(inverse_fft,-junk(O)) 

Calculate the complex FFT 
transf = fft(unfold,-1) 

INVERT INTERFEROGRAM 

\ 
} ZERO PAD 
I 

SHIFT TO ZERO PHASE 
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Rev= float(transf) 
Imv = imaginary(transf) 

Calculate the phase angle 
theta= atan(Imv/Rev) 

Calculate the full spectrum 
Bv(*,x) = Rev*cos(theta) + Imv*sin(theta) 

endfor 
writeu,3 ,B v(O: 127, *) 
close,all=l 
print,'' 
print,' DONE! One Frame' 
print,'' 
;spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/bark.au' 

STOP 

end 

audio alert 
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;+ 
;NAME: 

SMIF_SFl 

; PURPOSE: 
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This is a subroutine of SMIFMAIN to process I floating point SMIFfS data frame to the spectral domain in 
instrumental units ("arbs"). Naming convention: 

one raw frame: srl (spec. raw one) 
many raw frames: srm (spec. raw many) 
one float frame: sfl (spec. float one) 

;CATEGORY: 
SMIFfS main processing routines 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
called by SMIFMAIN 

; INPUTS: 
None 

; OUTPUTS: 
B(v) true spectrum in arbs 
Stops at end so that all arrays can be examined. 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
The following 2 blocks, as separate files: 

smifcom.inc 
smifbad.inc 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 
A file is created and written 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
type ".con" to continue program to exit nicely 

; PROCEDURE: 
Documented in body of program 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 
Written by: Keith Horton November 30, 1993 

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 
keith@guinness.pgd.hawaii.edu 

January 12, 1994 
June 14, 1994 

PRO SMIF _SFl 

suffix = '. sfl' 

Modified to include input path name KH 
Added 2nd badpix correction to AC image 

READ IN THE GLOBAL VARIABLES 
@smifcom.inc 
@smifbad.inc 

OPEN THE OUTPUT FILE 
openw ,3 ,dataname+suffix 



openr, l ,pathname+'/'+dataname 
image = fltarr(256,256) 
readu,I ,image 
print,'' 

fd =flat >l so the flat doesn't blow up for dead pixels 
temp= fd 

; FIX BAD PIXELS IN THE FLAT 

DONEi : 

if (howmanybad EQ 0) then goto, DONE! 
temp(bl) = temp(bl-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 1) then goto, DONE! 
temp(b2) = temp(b2+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 2) then goto, DONE! 
temp(b3) = temp(b3-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 3) then goto, DONE! 
temp(b4) = temp(b4+1) 
if (howmanybad EQ 4) then goto, DONE! 
temp(b5) = temp(b5- l) 
if (howmanybad EQ 5) then goto, DONEi 
temp(b6) = temp(b6-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 6) then goto, DONE! 
temp(b7) = temp(b7+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 7) then goto, DONE! 
temp(b8) =avg( temp(* ,50: 199)) 

fd =temp 

; INITIALIZE THE ARRAYS 
axis = findgen(256) 
out = fltarr(256,256) 
interf_poly_pod = fltarr(256,256) 
Bv = fltarr(l024,256) ; total spectrum frame (zero filled) 

; FILLARRAY-SUBTRACTDARK 
data= image 
datd = data - dark > 1 
temp = datd >0 <4095 

; FIX THE BAD PIXELS IN THE DARK SUBTRACTED FRAME 
if (howmanybad EQ 0) then goto, DONE2 

DONE2: 

temp(bl) = temp(bl-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 1) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b2) = temp(b2+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 2) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b3) = temp(b3-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 3) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b4) = temp(b4+ I ) 
if (howmanybad EQ 4) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b5) = temp(b5- I) 
if (howmanybad EQ 5) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b6) = temp(b6-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 6) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b7) = temp(b7+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 7) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b8) = avg(temp(*,50: 199)) 

datdf = temp/fd FLAT FIELD DATA 
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for x = 0,255 do begin 
junk= poly_fit(axis(*),datdf(*,x),3,yft) 
out(* ,x) = yft 

endfor 

interf_poly = datdf-out ZERO-MEAN 
2ND FIX OF BADPIX - IN AC IMAGE 

temp = interf_poly 

DONE3: 

if (howmanybad EQ 0) then goto, DONE3 
temp(bl) = temp(bl-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 1) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b2) = temp(b2+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 2) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b3) = temp(b3-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 3) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b4) = temp(b4+ 1) 
if (howmanybad EQ 4) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b5) = temp(b5-l) 
if (howmanybad EQ 5) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b6) = temp(b6-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 6) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b7) = temp(b7+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 7) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b8) = avg(temp(*,50:199)) 

interf_poly = temp 

interf_poly_pod = interf_poly * apod 
mertz_poly_pod = -interf_poly_pod INVERT INTERFEROGRAM 

MERTZ METHOD 
for x = 0,255 do begin 

forward_fft = fft(mertz_poly_pod(*,x),-1) 
zpl = complexarr(l024) 
zp 1(0:127) = forward_fft(O: 127) 
zp I (896: 1023) = forward_fft(l 28:255) 
inverse_fft = fft(zp 1, 1) 
junk= where(inverse_fft EQ max(inverse_fft)) 
unfold = shift(inverse_fft,-junk(O)) 

Calculate the forward FFf 
transf = fft(unfold,-1) 
Rev= float(transf) 
Imv = imaginary(transf) 

Calculate the phase angle 
theta= atan(Imv/Rev) 

Calculate the full spectrum 
Bv(*,x) = Rev*cos(theta) + Imv*sin(theta) 

endfor 
writeu,3 ,B v(O: 127, *) 
close,all= 1 
print,'' 
print,' 
print,'' 

DONE! One Frame' 

;spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/beav.au' 
STOP 
end 

audio alert 

\ 
} ZERO PAD 
I 

SHIFT TO ZERO PHASE 
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;+ 
;NAME: 

SMIF_SRM 

; PURPOSE: 
This is a subroutine of SMIFMAIN to process multiple raw SMIFfS data frame to the spectral domain 
in instrumental units ("arbs"). Naming convention: 

one raw frame: srl (spec. raw one) 
many raw frames: srm (spec. raw many) 
one float frame: sf! (spec. float one) 

;CATEGORY: 
SMIFfS main processing routines 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
called by SMIFMAIN 

; INPUTS: 
frame number to process (asked) 

;OUTPUTS: 
B(v) true spectrum in arbs 
Stops at end so that all arrays can be examined. 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
The following 2 blocks, as separate files: 

smifcom.inc 
smifbad.inc 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 
A potentially large file is written out 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
None 

; PROCEDURE: 
Documented in body of program 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 

,-

Written by: 

December 6, 1993 
January 12, 1994 
June 14, 1994 

PRO SMIF _SRM 

suffix = '.srm' 

Keith Horton November 30, 1993 
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 
keith@guinness.pgd.hawaii.edu 

last update (Mertz/Fourier Interpolation) 
Modified to include input path name KH 
Modified to perform an additional bad pixel replacement for AC image 

READ IN THE GLOBAL VARIABLES 
@smifcom.inc 
@smifbad.inc 

OPEN THE OUTPUT FILE 
openw ,3 ,dataname+suffix 
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space= 256.*255 
header= string(replicate(32B,space)) 

openr, 1,pathname+'/'+dataname 
readu, I ,header 
point_lun, 1,0 
image= assoc(l ,intarr(256,256)) 
print,'' 
print.header 
print,' ' 

fd =flat >1 
temp= fd 

so flat doesn't blow up for dead pixels 

FIX BAD PIXELS IN THE FLAT 

DONEi: 

print,'' 

if (howmanybad EQ 0) then goto, DONEi 
temp(b I) = temp(b 1-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 1) then goto, DONEi 
temp(b2) = temp(b2+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 2) then goto, DONEl 
temp(b3) = temp(b3-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 3) then goto, DONEi 
temp(b4) = temp(b4+1) 
if (howmanybad EQ 4) then goto, DONEl 
temp(b5) = temp(b5-1) 
if (howmanybad EQ 5) then goto, DONEl 
temp(b6) = temp(b6-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 6) then goto, DONEl 
temp(b7) = temp(b7+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 7) then goto, DONEl 
temp(b8) =avg( temp(* ,50: 199)) 

fd =temp 

print,' STARTING MAIN LOOP -THIS WILL TAKE A WHILE' 
print,'' 
print,' My guess is about',strcompress(string(round(numframes*l 1./60))),' minute(s)' 
print,'' 

INITIALIZE THE ARRAYS FOR MAIN LOOP 
axis = findgen(256) 
out = fltarr(256,256) 
interf_poly_pod = fltarr(256,256) 
Bv = fltarr(1024,256) ; total specrtum frame (zero filled) 

; THIS IS THE MAIN LOOP TO PERFORM TRANSFORMATIONS ONE EACH FRAME 
for i = l ,numframes do begin 

print,' Munching on frame',strcompress(string(i)) 
READ DATA FRAMES - BYTESW AP - COVERT TO FLOAT - SUBTRACT DARK 

data= image(i) 
byteorder ,data 
data = float( data) 
datd = data - dark >I 
temp= datd >0 <4095 

FIX THE BAD PIXELS IN EACH DARK SUBTRACTED FRAME 
if (howmanybad EQ 0) then goto, DONE2 
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DONE2: 

temp(b1) = temp(bl-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ l) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b2) = temp(b2+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 2) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b3) = temp(b3-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 3) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b4) = temp(b4+ 1) 
if (howmanybad EQ 4) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b5) = temp(b5-1) 
if (howmanybad EQ 5) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b6) = temp(b6-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 6) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b7) = temp(b7+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 7) then goto, DONE2 
temp(b8) = avg(temp(*,50:199)) 

datdf = temp/fd FLAT FIELD DATA 

for x = 0,255 do begin 
junk= po1y_fit(axis(*),datdf(*,x),3,yft) 
out(* ,x) = yft 

end for 

interf_poly = datdf-out ZERO-MEAN 

; 2ND FIX OF BADPIX - IN AC IMAGE 
temp= interf_poly 

DONE3: 

if (howmanybad EQ 0) then goto, DONE3 
temp(bl) = temp(bl-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ l) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b2) = temp(b2+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 2) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b3) = temp(b3-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 3) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b4) = temp(b4+ 1) 
if (howmanybad EQ 4) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b5) = temp(b5- l) 
if (howmanybad EQ 5) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b6) = temp(b6-256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 6) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b7) = temp(b7+256) 
if (howmanybad EQ 7) then goto, DONE3 
temp(b8) =avg( temp(* ,50: 199)) 

interf_poly = temp 

interf_poly_pod = interf_poly * apod 
mertz_poly_pod = -interf_poly_pod 

; MERTZ METHOD (Modified) 
for x = 0,255 do begin 

forward_fft = fft(mertz_poly_pod(*,x),-1) 
zpl = complexarr(l024) 
zp I (0: 127) = forward_fft(O: 127) 

INVERTINTERFEROGRAM 

\ 
) ZERO PAD 
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endfor 

zp1(896:1023) = forward_fft(128:255) 
inverse_fft = fft(zp 1, 1) 
junk= where(inverse_fft EQ max(inverse_fft)) 
unfold = shift(inverse_fft,-junk(O)) 

Calculate the forward FFf 
transf = fft(unfold,-1) 
Rev = float(transf) 
lmv = imaginary(transf) 

Calculate the phase angle 
theta= atan(lmv/Rev) 

Calculate the full spectrum 
Bv(*,x) = Rev*cos(theta) + lmv*sin(theta) 

endfor 
writeu,3,Bv(O: 127, *) 

; ENDLOOPS 
close, all= 1 
print,'' 
print,' FINALLY DONE - CHRIST ON A CRUTCH' 
print,'' 
; spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/dude.au' audio alert 

end 
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;+ 
;NAME: 

EVAL_CAL2 

; PURPOSE: 
This procedure generates a 2 page report covering various parameters for evaluation 
of SMIFfS calibration files in the spectral domain - from SNR to ac/dc noise, etc ... 
A screen report is generated and a Postscript report may also be created and printed. 

;CATEGORY: 
SMIFfS raw data reduction - preprocessing 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
EVAL_CAL2 

; INPUTS: 
ALL INPUTS ARE INTERACTIVE, i.e., a question will be asked - you will answer. 
(We have ways to make you answer) 

String variable - directory location of Calibration Spectrum File. 
String variable - Calibration Spectrum File Name (this is a .srm file) 
Number of data frames in input file. Do not count header frame. 
path and file name of the average interferogram file (this is a .stat file) 
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Pathname 
Dataname 
Numframes 
Interfname 
Darkname 
Rawinterf 
BBT 

String variable - path and file name of the appropriate interpolated dark frame. (.dark file) 
String variable - path and file name of the Raw Interferogram File 
Blackbody temperature (for annotation, if appropraite) 

Filter Filter used (for annotation, if appropriate) 

; OPTIONAL INPUTS: 
None 

; KEYWORD PARAMETERS: 
None 

;OUTPUTS: 
A file containing the average spectrum frame and standard deviation frame is written out (filename.San) 
The file is a floating point array of (128,150,2). There are 128 spectral channels, 150 pixels along-slit (#50-

199), 
and 2 images (ave, stdev) 

; OPTIONAL OUTPUTS: 
Out 

FILE: 

A floating array of dimension (256,256,2). The 1st 256x256 plane 
is the average frame, the 2nd plane is standard deviation frame. 
A two page Psotscript file (filename.ps) may be created. 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
None 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 
A file is created and written. 
The plotting window is altered to fit a Postscript page (to be fixed) 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
The following files must have been created prior to running EV AL_CAL2: 

cal.srm - multiple frame spectral cube (raw interferogram file must have been 
put through the SMIFMAIN meat grinder - so you will also have created 
the badpix.map, all the darks, the stat files, and the flat file) 

cal.dark - interpolated dark frame 



cal.stat - average cal interferogram frame (from PRE.PRO) 

Requires the following IDL subroutines be available: 
avg.pro tvim.pro 
cleanplot.pro tvsclim.pro 

For hardcopy, a postscript printer is required. 
This program is setup to work on a Sun Spare, which requires byteswapping of the raw 
interferogram file. If run on a PC, appropriate lines may need to be altered. 
The print command is currently specific to PGD's network (as of 315195) 

; PROCEDURE: 
I'm sorry, but, read the program. Overall format is based on the procedure PRE.PRO. 
Note: Since there is so much interactive input, mistakes are easy. This program is a Jot more 

tolerable if you get my sound files (often for a laugh) 

;EXAMPLE: 
EVAL_CAL2 (duh) 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 
Written by: Keith A. Horton January 25, 1994 

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 
keith@guinness. pgd.hawaii .edu 

415194 use lines 50-199 in the along-slit axis so that vignetted regions 
are excluded in the average calculations. (KH) 
saves the ave & stdev SNR frames (KH) 7/19/94 

3114195 Put documentation into standard format and commented out the sounds. (KH) 

PRO eval_cal2 

be! = string(7B) 
ans3 =" 
print,'' 
print,'' 
print,' 
print,'' 
print,' 
print,' 
print,' 
print,' 
print,'' 

YOU WILL NEED ACCESS TO THE FOLLOWING FILES:' 

- PATH & CAL SPECTRUM CUBE' 
- RAW INTERFEROGRAM FILE (CD-ROM ?)' 
- INTERPOLATED DARK FILE' 
- AVERAGE INTERFEROGRAM FRAME' 

print,'' 
; spawn, 'play /baby/keith/au/ptph.au' 
read,' DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE TO PROCESS ? 
if (ans3 EQ 'Y' or ans3 EQ 'y') then goto, KEEPROCESSING 
if (ans3 EQ 'N' or ans3 EQ 'n') then goto, GETOUT 
; WRONG ANSWER 
print,'' 
wait, 0.3 
print, bel 
print,' CANT TYPE JUST ONE SIMPLE LETTER - HUH ?' 
wait, 0 .2 
print, be! 
wait, 0.3 
print, be! 
wait, 0.4 
; spawn, 'play /baby/keith/au/ptph.au' 

(y,n) ',ans3 
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wait, 0.5 
goto, GETOUT 

KEEPROCESSING: 
print,'' 
print,'' 

; SET STRING VARIABLES 
pathname=" 
dataname =" 
interfname = " 
rawinterf = " 
darkname =" 
filter=" 
ans I =" 
ans2 =" 
BBT=" 

; GIVE INPUT FILE NAMES. RE-ASKS IF FILENAME ERROR 
print,'' 

print,'' 

NAME!: 
read,' Path to Cal Spectrum File ? > ', pathname 
read,' Cal Spectrum File to Process ? > ', dataname 
fileexists = findfile(pathname+'/'+dataname) 
if fileexists (0) NE pathname+'/'+dataname then spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/noway3.au' 
if fileexists (0) NE pathname+'/'+dataname then goto, NAME! 
read,' How many frames do you want to process ? > ', numframes 
NAME2: 
read,' Average Interferogram File (.stat)? > ', interfname 
fileexists = findfile(interfname) 
if fileexists (0) NE interfname then spawn, 'play /baby/keith/au/noway3 .au' 
if fileexists (0) NE interfname then goto, NAME2 
NAME3: 
read,' Dark File (to use with interf image) ? > ', darkname 
fileexists = findfile(darkname) 
if fileexists (0) NE darkname then spawn, 'play /baby/keith/au/noway3.au' 
if fileexists (0) NE darkname then goto, NAME3 
NAME4: 
read,' Raw Interferogram File ? > ', rawinterf 
fileexists = findfile(rawinterf) 
if fileexists (0) NE rawinterf then spawn, 'play /baby/keith/au/noway3.au' 
if fileexists (0) NE rawinterf then goto, NAME4 

read,' What was the Blackbody Temperature (C) ? > ', BBT 
read,' What filter was used ? > ',filter 

ave_spec = fltarr(l28,150) 
sigma_spec = fltarr(128,150) 
speccube = fltarr(l 28,256,numframes,/nozero) 
interf = fltarr(256,256,2) 
dark = fltarr(256,256) 
interfcube = intarr(256,256,numframes+ 1,/nozero) 

print, 'Reading files' 
openr, 1, pathname + '/' + dataname 
readu,1, speccube 
close.I 
openr, l , interfname 
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readu,1, interf 
close,1 
openr,1, darkname 
readu, 1, dark 
close, 1 
openr,1, rawinterf 
readu, I, interfcube 
close, 1 

print,'Byteswapping raw interferogram cube' 
byteorder, interfcube 

print,'Calculating Mean & Standard Deviation of each pixel in spec cube' 
; VALUES CALCULATED ARE MULTIPLIED BY 256 FOR AVE & STDEV. 
·******************************************* 
' 
for i = 0,127 do begin 

if (i EQ 64) then spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/halfway.au' 
for j = 0,149 do begin 

sigma_spec(i,j) = stdev(speccube(i,j+50,0:numframes- l ),mean)*256. 
ave_spec(i,j) = mean*256. 

endfor 
endfor 
; WRITE OUT THE SPECTRUM & STDEV FRAMES 
print, 'THE FILE (.SAN) WILL BE FLTARR(128,150,2)' 
openw,l,dataname+'.san' 
writeu, l ,ave_spec 
writeu, l ,sigma_spec 
close, I 

; CALCULATE EVEN/ODD A VERA GE SIGNAL 
print, 'Calculating average signal' 
ave_spec_even = fltarr(l28) 
for i = 0,149,2 do ave_spec_even = ave_spec_even + ave_spec(*,i) 
ave_spec_even = ave_spec_even/75 
ave_spec_odd = fltarr(128) 
for i = 1,149,2 do ave_spec_odd = ave_spec_odd + ave_spec(*,i) 
ave_spec_odd = ave_spec_odd/75 

; CALCULATE EVEN/ODD NOISE 
print, 'Calculating average noise' 
sigma_spec_even = fltarr( 128) 
for i = 0,149,2 do sigma_spec_even = sigma_spec_even + sigma_spec(*,i) 
sigma_spec_even = sigma_spec_even/75 
sigma_spec_odd = fltarr(l28) 
for i = 1,149,2 do sigma_spec_odd = sigma_spec_odd + sigma_spec(*,i) 
sigma_spec_odd = sigma_spec_odd/75 

; SET 2x3 PLOTTING WINDOW 
window,O,xsize=680,ysize=880 
!p.multi = [0,2,3] 

; PLOT 1 ST WINDOW - A VERA GE SPECTRA 
zeroaxis = fltarr(200) 
plot, ave_spec_even, title='Average Spectrum - Even & Odd Lines',$ 
xtitle='Channel', ytitle='Arbs', /ynoz, linestyle=2 
oplot, ave_spec_odd, linestyle=l 
oplot, zeroaxis 
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; PLOT 2ND WINDOW - AVERAGE NOISE 
plot, sigma_spec_even, title='Standard Deviation Spectrum - Even & Odd Lines',$ 
xtitle='Channel', ytitle='Arbs', /ynoz, linestyle=2 
oplot, sigma_spec_odd, Iinestyle=l 
oplot, zeroaxis 

; PLOT 3RD WINDOW - AVERAGE SNR 
ave_SNR_even = ave_spec_even/sigma_spec_even 
ave_SNR_odd = ave_spec_odd/sigma_spec_odd 
plot, ave_SNR_even, title='Signal to Noise Ratio - Even & Odd Lines',$ 
xtitle='Channel', ytitle='SNR', /ynoz, linestyle=2 
oplot, ave_SNR_odd, linestyle=l 
oplot, zeroaxis 

; FIND X,Y LOCATIONS FOR MAX SIGNAL 
print, 'Finding X,Y locations for max signal' 
maxlocation=fltarr(l 28, 150) ; WA W - is this OK???****************** 
for i=0,149 do begin 

temp=fltarr( 128) 
maxsig=where(ave_spec(*,i) EQ max(ave_spec(*,i))) 
temp(maxsig)= 1 
maxlocation(*,i)=temp 

endfor 

; SETTING UP SOME MORE ARRAYS ******CUT THESE DOWN ************** 
max_sig = tltarr(150) 
max_sig_even = tltarr(75) 
max_sig_odd = fltarr(75) 
sigma_at_max = tltarr(l 50) 
sigma_at_max_even = fltarr(75) 
sigma_at_max_odd = tltarr(75) 
SNR_at_max = tltarr(150) 
SNR_at_max_even = tltarr(75) 
SNR_at_max_odd = tltarr(75) 

print, 'Calculating max signal, noise at max signal, & SNR at max signal' 
for i=O, 127 do begin 

for j=0,149 do begin 
if (maxlocation(i,j) EQ 1) then max_sig(j) = ave_spec(i ,j) 
if (maxlocation(i,j) EQ 1) then sigma_at_max(j) = sigma_spec(i ,j) 
if (maxlocation(i,j) EQ I) then SNR_at_max(j) = ave_spec(i,j)/sigma_spec(i,j) 

endfor 
endfor 

print, 'Calculating same for even/odd lines' 
for i=0,149,2 do max_sig_even(i/2) = max_sig(i) 
for i=l,149,2 do max_sig_odd(i/2) = max_sig(i) 
for i=0,149,2 do sigma_at_max_even(i/2) = sigma_at_max(i) 
for i=l ,149,2 do sigma_at_max_odd(i/2) = sigma_at_max(i) 
for i=0,149 ,2 do SNR_at_max_even(i/2) = SNR_at_max(i) 
for i=l ,149,2 do SNR_at_max_odd(i/2) = SNR_at_max(i) 

ave_max_sig = avg(max_sig) 
ave_max_sig_even = avg(max_sig_even) 
ave_max_sig_odd = avg(max_sig_odd) 
aveSigmaAtMax = avg(sigma_at_max) 
aveSigmaAtMaxEven = avg(sigma_at_max_even) 
aveSigmaAtMaxOdd = avg(sigma_at_max_odd) 
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aveSNR_at_max = avg(SNR_at_max) 
aveSNRatMaxEven = avg(SNR_at_max_even) 
aveSNRatMax:Odd = avg(SNR_at_max_odd) 

; SET FOR PLOTTING LABELS IN 4TH WINDOW 
x=[0,100] 
y=[0,100] 
plot,x,y,xstyle=4,ystyle=4,/nodata 
xyouts,20,90,/data,size=2.0,dataname 
xyouts,5 ,75,/data,size=l.3,'Ave. Max. Signal = '+strcompress(string(ave_max_sig)) 
xyouts, 10,65,/data,size= 1.0,'Even Lines = '+strcompress(string(ave_max_sig_even)) 
xyouts, 10,55,/data,size= 1.0,'0dd Lines = '+strcompress(string(ave_max_sig_odd)) 
xyouts,5,35,/data,size=l.3,'Average Sigma at Max= '+strcompress(string(aveSigmaAtMax)) 
xyouts, 10,25,/data,size= 1.0,'Even Lines = '+strcompress(string(aveSigmaAtMax:Even)) 
xyouts, 10, 15,/data,size=l .O,'Odd Lines = '+strcompress(string(aveSigmaAtMax:Odd)) 
xyouts,5,0,/data,size=l.3,'Ave. Max. SNR = '+strcompress(string(ave_max_sig/aveSigmaAtMax)) 

; SET FOR PLOTTING LABELS IN 5TH WINDOW 
ave_dc_sig = avg(interf(*, * ,0)-dark) 
plot,x,y,xstyle=4,ystyle=4,/nodata 
xyouts,5,85,/data,size=l .5, 'BB Temp= '+strcompress(BBT)+' deg C' 
xyouts,5,75,/data,size=l.5, 'Filter ='+filter 
xyouts,5,65,/data,size=l.5, 'Ave. DC Signal= '+strcompress(string(ave_dc_sig)) 
xyouts,5,50,/data,size=l.3, 'Ave Max Sig/Ave DC Sig= '+strcompress(string(ave_max_sig/ave_dc_sig)) 
xyouts,10,40,/data,size=l.0, 'Even Lines= '+strcompress(string(ave_max_sig_even/ave_dc_sig)) 
xyouts, 10,30,/data,size=l.0, 'Odd Lines= '+strcompress(string(ave_max_sig_odd/ave_dc_sig)) 

; PLOT 6th WINDOW - SNR/DC 
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plot, ave_SNR_even/ave_dc_sig, xtitle='Channel', ytitle='SNR/DC Signal', /ynoz, linestyle=2, title='SNR/DC Ratio' 
oplot, ave_SNR_odd/ave_dc_sig, linestyle=l 
oplot, zeroaxis 

; STARTTHENEXTPAGE! 
window,2,xsize=680,ysize=880 

; PAGE 2-PAGE 2-PAGE 2-PAGE 2-PAGE2 
; PLOT 1 ST WINDOW - A VERA GE DC SIGNAL 
dc_frame = interf(*,*,0) - dark 
dc_sig = fltarr(256) 
for i=0,255 do dc_sig(i) = avg(dc_frame(*,i)) 
plot, dc_sig, title='A VERAGE DC SIGNAL', xtitle='Along Slit Position', ytitle='DN', /ynoz 
oplot,zeroaxis 

; PLOT 2ND WINDOW - AVERAGE AC SIGNAL 
shortaxis=indgen(l50)+50 
plot, shortaxis, max_sig, title='MAXIMUM AC SIGNAL', xtitle='Along Slit Position', ytitle='Arbs', /ynoz 
oplot, zeroaxis 

; PLOT 3RD WINDOW - MAX AC/ A VE DC 
plot, shortaxis, max_sig/dc_sig(50: 199),$ 
title='MAXIMUM AC SIGNAL I AVERAGE DC SIGNAL',$ 
xtitle='Along Slit Position', ytitle='Arbs ?',$ 
subtitle='DC signal is averaged along each row', /ynoz 
oplot, zeroaxis 

; PLOT 4th WINDOW - DC SIGNAL (DARK SUBTRACTED) (LINE 131) 
ave_dc_I 31 = fltarr(numframes) , 
for i=O,numframes-1 do ave_dc_131(i) = avg(interfcube(*,131,i+l)-dark(*,131)) 



plot, ave_dc_l3 l, title='AVERAGE DC SIGNAL - LINE 131 ', xtitle='Frame', ytitle='DN', /ynoz 

; PLOT 5TH WINDOW - MAXIMUM AC SIGNAL (LINE 131) 
; SINCE IM CHOOSING A DIFFERENT ARRAY (SPECCUBE) I NEEDED TO MULTIPLY BY 256 
for i=0,127 do if (maxlocation(i,131) EQ 1) then hipoint = i 
max_ac_ 131 = reform(speccube(hipoint, 131, *))*256 
plot, max_ac_l 31, title='MAXIMUM AC SIGNAL - LINE 131 ', xtitle='Frame', ytitle='Arbs', /ynoz 

; PLOT 6TH WINDOW - RATIO OF AC/DC SIGNALS 
plot, max_ac_131/ave_dc_l31, title='RATIO OF AC/DC SIGNALS - LINE 131 ',$ 
xtitle='Frame', ytitle='Arbs per DN', /ynoz 

; spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/IH' 
read,'DO YOU WANT HARDCOPY OUTPUT? (y,n) ',ans! 
case 1 of 

(ansl EQ 'y') OR (ansl EQ 'Y'): goto, KEEPON 
(ansl EQ 'n') OR (ans! EQ 'N'): goto, GETOUT 
ELSE: print,'Ambiguous answer - I will not create hardcopy' 

endcase 
goto, GETOUT 

KEEPON: 
; spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/ptph.au' 
read,'DO YOU WANT TO PRINT NOW OR LATER? (n,l) ',ans2 
; spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/Tire_skids.au' 

; ******************* PRINTING ROUTINE *************************** 
savdev = !d.name 
set_plot, 'PS' 
r = 680./880 
m=7.0 
n =mfr 
device, filename = dataname+'. ps' ,/inches,xoff=O. 75,yoff=O. 75,xsize=m,ysize=n 

; PAGE 1 - PAGE 1 - PAGE 1 - PAGE 1 - PAGE 1 

; PLOT 1 ST WINDOW - A VERA GE SPECTRA 
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plot, ave_spec_even, title='Average Spectrum - Even & Odd Lines', xtitle='Channel' , ytitle='Arbs', /ynoz, linestyle=2 
oplot, ave_spec_odd, linestyle=l 
oplot, zeroaxis 

; PLOT 2ND WINDOW - AVERAGE NOISE 
plot, sigma_spec_even, title='Standard Deviation Spectrum - Even & Odd Lines',$ 
xtitle='Channel', ytitle='Arbs', /ynoz, linestyle=2 
oplot, sigma_spec_odd, linestyle=l 
oplot, zeroaxis 

; PLOT 3RD WINDOW - AVERAGE SNR 
plot, ave_SNR_even, title='Signal to Noise Ratio - Even & Odd Lines',$ 
xtitle='Channel', ytitle='SNR', /ynoz, linestyle=2 
oplot, ave_SNR_odd, linestyle=l 
oplot, zeroaxis 

; SET FOR PLOTTING LABELS IN 4TH WINDOW 
plot,x,y ,xstyle=4,ystyle=4,/nodata 
xyouts,20,95,/data,size=2.0,dataname 



xyouts,0,80,/data,size=l.l ,'Ave. Max. Signal = '+strcompress(string(ave_max_sig)) 
xyouts, 10,70,/data,size=l .O,'Even Lines = '+strcompress(string(ave_max_sig_even)) 
xyouts, l 0,60,/data,size=l .O,'Odd Lines = '+strcompress(string(ave_max_sig_odd)) 
xyouts,0,40,/data,size=l. l ,'Average Sigma at Max ='+strcompress(string(aveSigmaAtMax)) 
xyouts, l 0,30,/data,size= 1.0,'Even Lines = '+strcompress(string(aveSigmaAtMaxEven)) 
xyouts, 10,20,/data,size=l .0,'0dd Lines= '+strcompress(string(aveSigmaAtMaxOdd)) 
xyouts,5,0,/data,size=l .3,'Ave. Max. SNR = '+strcompress(string(ave_max_sig/aveSigmaAtMax)) 

; SET FOR PLOTTING LABELS IN 5TH WINDOW 
plot,x,y,xstyle=4,ystyle=4,/nodata 
xyouts,0,85,/data,size=l.3, 'BB Temp= '+strcompress(BBT)+' deg C' 
xyouts,0,75,/data,size=l.3, 'Filter ='+filter 
xyouts,0,65,/data,size=l.3, 'Ave. DC Signal= '+strcompress(string(ave_dc_sig)) 
xyouts,0,50,/data,size=l. l, 'A veMaxSig/ A veDCSig='+strcompress(string(ave_max_sig/ave_dc_sig)) 
xyouts,l 0,40,/data,size=l .O, 'Even Lines= '+strcompress(string(ave_max_sig_even/ave_dc_sig)) 
xyouts, l 0,30,/data,size=l .O, 'Odd Lines= '+strcompress(string(ave_max_sig_odd/ave_dc_sig)) 

; PLOT 6th WINDOW - SNR/DC 
plot, ave_SNR_even/ave_dc_sig, xtitle='Channel', ytitle='SNR/DC Signal', /ynoz,$ 
linestyle=2, title='SNR/DC Ratio' 
oplot, ave_SNR_odd/ave_dc_sig, linestyle=l 
oplot, zeroaxis 

; PAGE2-PAGE2-PAGE2-PAGE2-PAGE2 

; PLOT 1 ST WINDOW - A VERA GE DC SIGNAL 
plot, dc_sig, title='A VERAGE DC SIGNAL', xtitle='Along Slit Position', ytitle='DN', /ynoz 
oplot,zeroaxis 

; PLOT 2ND WINDOW - AVERAGE AC SIGNAL 
plot, shortaxis, max_sig, title='MAXIMUM AC SIGNAL 
xtitle='Along Slit Position', ytitle='Arbs', /ynoz 
oplot, zeroaxis 

; PLOT 3RD WINDOW - MAX AC/ A VE DC 

'+dataname,$ 

plot, shortaxis, max_sig/dc_sig, title='MAXIMUM AC SIGNAL I AVERAGE DC SIGNAL',$ 
xtitle='Along Slit Position', ytitle='Arbs ?',$ 
subtitle='DC signal is averaged along each row', /ynoz 
oplot, zeroaxis 

; PLOT 4th WINDOW - DC SIGNAL (DARK SUBTRACTED) (LINE 131) 
plot, ave_dc_l3 l, title='AVERAGE DC SIGNAL - LINE 131 ', xtitle='Frame', ytitle='DN', /ynoz 

; PLOT 5TH WINDOW - MAXIMUM AC SIGNAL (LINE 131) 
plot, max_ac_l3 l, title='MAXIMUM AC SIGNAL - LINE 131 ', xtitle='Frame', ytitle='Arbs', /ynoz 

; PLOT 6TH WINDOW - RA TIO OF AC/DC SIGNALS 
plot, max_ac_l31/ave_dc_131, title='RATIO OF AC/DC SIGNALS - LINE 131',$ 
xtitle='Frame', ytitle='Arbs per DN', /ynoz 

device, /close 
cmd= 'print '+dataname+'.ps' 

case I of 
(ans2 EQ 'n') OR (ans2 EQ 'N'): goto, PRINTNOW 
(ans2 EQ 'I') OR (ans2 EQ 'L'): goto, PRINTLATER 
ELSE: print,'You did not correctly tell me about printing' 
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end case 

print,'You will have to print out the postscript file later' 
goto, PRINTLATER 

PRINTNOW: 
spawn, cmd 

PRINTLA TER: 
print,'' 
print,'The file is named '+dataname+'.ps' 
print,'' 
set_plot, savdev 

GETOUT: 

cleanplot 
; spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/whistle.au' 
print,'Pau ! ! ! eval_cal done.' 
end 
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;+ 
; NAME: 

CONVRADB 

; PURPOSE: 
This program converts a frame sequential SMIFfS scan which has 
been processed to arbs, to radiance 

; CATEGORY: 
Auxiliary SMIFfS program - may be done by hand 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CONVRADB [[,Rads] , Wavelen] 

; INPUTS : 
Interactive while running program 

; OPTIONAL OUTPUTS: 
Rads 

or 
Wavelen 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
None 

; SIDE EFFECTS : 
None 

; RESTRICTIONS: 

Image cube in calibrated radiance (frame sequential) 
Image cube in calibrated radiance (band sequential) 
Wavelength array 

If you write out the band sequential file also, have lots of disk space available 
It currently has been written to handle only blackbody calibration (ie, 3-5 um data). 
At this point, DO NOT USE FOR LABSPHERE CALIBRATION. 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 
Written by: Keith Horton April 12, 1994 

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 
keith@guinness.pgd.hawaii.edu 

PRO CONVRADB, RADS, WA VELEN 

; INITIALIZE ARRAYS 
ansl =" 
print,' ' 
srm_name =" 
outpath =" 
inpath =" 
wlname=" 
radcalname = " 
arbs = assoc(2,fltarr(l 28,256)) 
wavecal = fltarr(3 ,I 28) 
radcalframe = fltarr(l28 ,256) 
model_bb = fltarr(l28 ,256) 

; GIVE INPUT FILE NAMES & PARAMETERS. RE-ASKS IF FILE NAME ERROR 

INl : 
print, '' 
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read,'What is the path to the SCAN file ? > ',inpath 
read,'What is the name of the SCAN file (.srm) to convert to radiance ? > ',srm_name 
fileexists = findfile(inpath+'/'+srm_name) 
if fileexists(O) NE inpath+'/'+srm_name then spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/noway3.au' 

if fileexists(O) NE inpath+'/'+srm_name then goto, IN I 

read,' How many frames will be read? > ',numframes 
read,' Give the path to write out the OUTPUT radiance files > ',outpath 

IN2: 
read,' What is the wavelength file ? > ',WLname 
fileexists = findfile(WLname) 
if fileexists(O) NE WLname then spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/noway3.au' 

if fileexists(O) NE WLname then goto, IN2 

IN3: 
print,' What measured radiance calibration file do you want ? ' 
read,' (This is usually a BBB .stat.sf! file) > ',radcalname 
fileexists = findfile(radcalname) 
if fileexists(O) NE radcalname then spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/noway3.au' 

if fileexists(O) NE radcalname then goto, IN3 

print,'' 
read,' What was the blackbody temperature in deg. C? > ',bb_temp 
print, '' 
print,' Do you also want to write out the radiance file in Band Sequential form ? 
print,' (NOTE: this will double the disk space required !) > ' 
read,' yes or no? (yin) >',ans! 

print,' READING FILES' 
rads= tltarr(l 28,256,numframes,/nozero) 
openr,2,inpath+'/'+srm_name 
openr, I, WLname 
readf, I, wavecal 
close,! 
openr, 1,radcalname 
readu, l ,radcalframe 
close, I 

print,'' 
print,' CALCULATING BB MODEL' 

bb_temp = tloat(bb_temp) 
kelvin = bb_temp + 273.15 
wavelen = reform(wavecal(2, *)) 
intensities=(l .191066e8/(wavelen"5))/((exp(l .43883e4/(wavelen*kelvin)))-l) 
plot, wavelen( I 0: 119),intensities( I 0: 119) 
for i = 0,255 do model_bb(*,i) =intensities 

print,'' 
print,' CALCULATING RESPONSE FUNCTION AND CONVERTING TO RADIANCE' 

inv _response_func = model_bb/radcalframe 
for i = O,numframes-1 do begin 

rads(*,*,i) = arbs(i)*inv_response_func 
print,i,' frames' 

end for 
close,2 

print,'' 
spawn,'play /baby/keith/au/whoo.au' 
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print,' WRITING OUTPUT FILE (FRAME SEQUENTIAL)' 
srm_name_base = strmid(srm_name,O,strlen(srm_name)-4) 
openw,2,outpath+'/'+srm_name_base+'.rad' 
writeu,2,rads 
close,2 

if ans I EQ 'y' then goto, BSQ else goto, OUT 

BSQ: 
print,' ' 
print,' ROT A TING & WRITING OUT BAND SEQUENTIAL' 

openw, l ,outpath+'/'+srm_name_base+'.bsq' 
for i = 0,127 do begin 

print, 'channel', i 
temp = rotate(reform(rads(i, *, *)),4) 
writeu, I ,temp 

end for 
close,! 

print, '' 
print,' READING THE BAND SEQUENTIAL FILE' 

rads = fltarr(nurnframes,256, 128,/nozero) 
openr, 1,outpath+'/'+srm_name_base+'.bsq' 
readu, I ,rads 
close,! 

OUT: 
print,'' 

spawn, 'play /baby/keith/au/cool.au' 
print,'DONE' 
print,'' 

end 

audio alert 
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;+ 
;NAME: 

GUIDEFIX 

; PURPOSE: 
This routine will take the frame-grabbed guide camera video images (BMP 24-bit format, 
640 x 480 pixels) and warp each color plane to remove distortion caused by the guide 
camera wide-angle lens. 

; CATEGORY: 
Ancillary data reduction 

; CALLING SEQUENCE: 
GUIDEFIX, Outimg 

; INPUTS: 
Path and filename are input interactively. If converted from JPG with xv, there is an option 
to automatically swap the red and blue planes. 

; KEYWORD PARAMETERS: 
None 

; OUTPUTS: 
A file is created and written. Output is a 24-bit BMP file (640x480 pixels). 

; COMMON BLOCKS: 
None 

; SIDE EFFECTS: 
None 

; RESTRICTIONS: 
None 

; PROCEDURE: 
Read in the image and and set coefficients. these coefficeients are based on 
a futz factor of -.0000004 applied to a 640x480 24-bit BMP image from the 
frame grabber. Note that conversion of JPG files to BMP files with xv may 
have the red and blue planes swapped. Warping is done on a quadrant-by-quadrant 
basis and the image is reconstructed after warping. 

; MODIFICATION HISTORY: 

,-

Written by: 

August 13, 1994 
July 22, 1995 

PRO GUIDEFIX, OUTIMG 

fname =" 
pname=" 
ans=" 

Keith Horton July 1, 1994 
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology 
keith@guinness.pgd.hawaii.edu 
Fixed JPG to BMP conversion by asking a question at the beginning (KH) 
Modified to work with IDL-PC by separating the path and file name (KH) 

read, 'What is the path to the file ? (include last slash or backslash) > ', pname 
read, 'What is the file name (BMP)? > ', fname 
read, 'Is this file from a converted JPG file using XV ? (yin)>', ans 
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p = [[-8.69509e-07,6. l 2530e-08,-7 .11675e-10,2.16175e-12],$ 
[ 1.00000,-3.01566e-09,-3.99965e-07 ,-1.06508e-13],$ 
[-3.25702e-10,2.62574e-l l ,-3.16296e-13,9.8393 le-16],$ 
[-3 .99999e-07,-5.11136e-14,6.54413e-16,-2. l l401 e-18]] 

q = [[-6.02451e-07, l.00000,-4.02850e-10,-3.99999e-07],$ 
[ 1.23866e-08,-1.05621e-09, l .20228e-l l,-3.42811e-14],$ 
[-3.32430e-l 1,-3.99995e-07,-5. 73689e-14, 1.69493e-16] ,$ 
[-1.6514le-14,-4.68496e-15,6.07092e-17,-l.76240e-l9]] 

bmp = read_bmp(pname + fname) 
s = size(bmp) 
outimg= bmp 

; DISPLAY THE ORIGINAL IMAGE 
window ,2,xsize=s(2) ,ysize=s(3) 
tvscl, bmp(2,*,*), channel=! 
tvscl, bmp(l,*,*), channel=2 
tvscl, bmp(O,*,*), channel=3 

; PARTITION INTO QUADRANTS BY COLOR BAND 
for color = 0,2 do begin 

if (color EQ 0) then begin 
print, ' WARPING THE RED PLANE' 
red= reform(bmp(2,*,*)) 
ql = red(s(2)/2:*, s(3)/2:*) 
q2 = red(O:s(2)/2-l , s(3)/2:*) 
q3 = red(O:s(2)/2-l, O:s(3)/2-1) 
q4 = red(s(2)/2:*, O:s(3)/2-1) 
q2 = rotate(q2,5) 
q3 = rotate(q3,2) 
q4 = rotate(q4,7) 
scene= red 
goto, QUADRANT 

endif 
if (color EQ I) then begin 

print, ' WARPING THE GREEN PLANE' 
green = reform(bmp(l, *, *)) 
ql = green(s(2)/2:*, s(3)/2:*) 
q2 = green(O:s(2)/2-l, s(3)/2:*) 
q3 = green(O:s(2)/2-1 , O:s(3)/2-l) 
q4 = green(s(2)/2:*, O:s(3)/2-1) 
q2 = rotate(q2,5) 
q3 = rotate(q3,2) 
q4 = rotate(q4,7) 
scene = green 
goto, QUADRANT 

endif 
if (color EQ 2) then begin 

print, ' WARPING THE BLUE PLANE' 
blue= reform(bmp(O,*,*)) 
qi = blue(s(2)/2:*, s(3)/2:*) 
q2 = blue(O:s(2)/2-l, s(3)/2:*) 
q3 = blue(O:s(2)/2-1, O:s(3)/2-1) 
q4 = blue(s(2)/2:*, O:s(3)/2-1) 
q2 = rotate(q2,5) 
q3 = rotate(q3,2) 
q4 = rotate(q4,7) 
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scene= blue 
goto, QUADRANT 

endif 

QUADRANT: 
for i=l ,4 do begin 

quad = i 
if (quad EQ 1) then imgin = ql 
if (quad EQ 2) then imgin = q2 
if (quad EQ 3) then imgin = q3 
if (quad EQ 4) then imgin = q4 

window, 0, xsize=s(2)/2, ysiz=s(3)/2 
tvscl, imgin 

imgout = poly_2d(imgin, p, q, 2) 
window, 1, xsize=s(2)/2, ysize=s(3)/2 
tvscl , imgout 

if (i EQ 1) then scene(s(2)/2:*, s(3)/2:*) = imgout 
if (i EQ 2) then scene(O:s(2)/2-l, s(3)/2:*) = rotate(imgout,5) 
if (i EQ 3) then scene(O:s(2)/2-1 , O:s(3)/2-1) = rotate(imgout,2) 
if (i EQ 4) then scene(s(2)/2:*, O:s(3)/2-l) = rotate(imgout,7) 

endfor 

if (color EQ 0) then outimg(2,*,*) =scene 
if (color EQ 1) then outimg(l,*,*) =scene 
if (color EQ 2) then outimg(O,*,*) =scene 

endfor 

; DISPLAY AND WRITE OUT RECTIFIED IMAGE 
window, 0, xsize=640, ysize=480 
if (ans EQ 'y') then goto, CONVERTED 
tvscl, outimg(2,*,*), channel=! 
tvscl, outimg(l,*,*), channel=2 
tvscl , outimg(O,*,*), channel=3 
write_bmp, pname + 'r' + fname, outimg 
goto, OUT 

CONVERTED: 
print, ' Fixing color plane sequence of JPG to BMP converted image' 
temp = outimg 
temp(O,*,*) = outimg(2,*,*) 
temp(2, *, *) = outimg(O, *, *) 
outimg = temp 
tvscl , outimg(2,*,*), channel=! 
tvscl, outimg(l,*,*), channel=2 
tvscl , outimg(O,*,*), channel=3 
write_bmp, pname + 'r' + fname, outimg 

OUT: 
end 
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